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People who seek positions on niuncipal councils ii 
should have thick hides, says Municipal Affairs ? 
Minister Hugh Curtis.
Curtis, who has been MLA for Saanich and the ;i 
Islands since 1972, told The Review this week that i 
political positions in local government are not for ; 
sensitive people.
Successiul candidates in the upcoming civic < 
elections should be prepared for lots of criticism, ■; 
warranted and unwarranted, and people unable to : 
accept it should tind something else to do with their i 
time.
But Curtis described municipal politics as “good i 
work,” .saying there’s a good deal of satisfaction for | 
those interested in having a hand in the development i 
of their communities.
Curtis, served on Saanich council for 12 years i 
including nine as mayor, said most rookie aldermen i 
are shocked by the workload and the pressure is 
olten greater in small communities where there are : 
fewer municipal staff members.
“There’s nothing glamorous about it,” he said, ^ 
adding that many municipal politicians step down : 
when they find the amount of work is not what they 
expected.
The municipal affairs minister said candidates 
sliould realize they’re asking to be directors in milti- 
million-dollar corporations by seeking a chance to 
govern a municipality.
Those running this year should have un­
derstanding spouses, should realize that much of 
their time will not be their own if elected, and expect 
to be involved in a great deal of routine work, he 
'said.
There are numerous challenges in operating a 
municipality, Curtis said, but council members 
should expect to do a lot of homework if they want 
to efficiently govern their community
Election day is Nov. 19 and 28 candidates on the 
peninsula are vying for 16 mayoralty, aldermanic 
and school trustee positions. Voters in North 
Saanich can cast their ballots in the municipal hall 
between 8 a.m. and 8 D.m.
Sidney Elementary School will be open the same 
hours for Sidney voters and in Central Saanich the 
polls will be open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. in three 
places -— Brentwood Elementary School, Keating
For information on the candidates, see pages 7-9.
Encounters
The Sidney Review 
“Capl. Cook expedition” 
to Nootka Sound on 
Vancouver Lsland’s west 
coast was within 48 hours 
of reaching Sidney at press 
time this week.
A reporter and 
plidlographic team from 
the newspaper dispatched 
the 47-foot steel cutler 
Giingha to Nootka two 
weeks ago.
When Review marine 
reporter .losinia Perlrmitler 
last radioed, the vessel was 
fully reefed down, running 
With a westerly gale off 
V it n c o u v e r I s I a n d ’ s 
notorious Barkley Sound, 
often referred to ;is the 
Ciritvcyard of the Pacific,
Originally, the expedition 
had intentions of rounding 
yancoiiver Island, after the
\^YO INJURED
/Two Cetiiral Saanicli 
risidenis were iieaied for 
^ bnilses and broken ribs this 
(I ‘ week in Victoria afler being 
iti cnllisitin with Ji car driven 
by Uicluird Clfcgotig, 6.1, of 
.Sitiney, , >
: Sidney RCMP said the 
nyeidcni occurred at .T.39 
pan. and heavy rain w'as 
fulling at the time,
Mr, and Mrs, Wayne 
Scott were ciossing 
‘‘between intersections” 
between Toiirlb and l ifih 
Si reels on Beacon Avenue, 
said the spokesman who 
said no charges wcie laid.
w'aters which were entered 
more than 200 years ago by 
Capt. James Cook had been 
fully explored.
However, reported the 
ship’s radio officer 
Rowland Brown, inclement 
weather hud been en­
countered w'bich 
necessitated that the wind- 
driven ve.ssel stand south 
down the open coast of 
Vancouver Ishind.
Photographs and a full 
report of The Review ex­
pedition’s findings in 
Nootka Sound will appear 
in a forthcoming issue of 
the paper, general ntanag,i.'r 
A.G, Dagg said this week.
r Government Assures 
Wharves Will Stay
The assistant to the 
head of Canada’s small 
harbours branch has of­
fered written assurance that 
the federal government will 
continue to install the floats 
at the foot of Beacon 
Avenue each spring.
The assurance was of­
fered last week by Bill Reid 
to Esquimalt-Saanich MP 
Donald Munro at an 
Ottawa hearing of a House 
of Commons committee on 
fisheries.
A transcript of the 
hearing was obtained by 
The Review.
The offer dispelled fears 
that the government intends 
to remove the wharves for 
good, leaving only a few 
floats for Canada Customs.
The wharves are removed 
from the foot of Beacon 
each fall and stored in the 
sheltered waters of Tsehum 
Harbour where the federal
government is currently 
developing marina facilities 
for fishermen.
Jack Hall, Reid’s 
assistant, told the hearing 
he wasn’t familiar with the 
growing controversy over a 
propo.scd breakwater for 
Sidney but added: “1 have 
heard no reason for not 
putting the floats back in.”
Munro explained that the 
floats are removed each 
year and asked for the 
assurance that they will be 
replaced each spring.
“Can 1 get that 
assurance?” Munro asked. 
“It you cannot give an 
a.ssurance today, 1 would 
like the assurance in 
writing.”
“Certainly, through you 
Mr. chairman,” Hall 
replied, “1 will get it to 
you.”
Earlier during the 




UPS AND DOWNS are all a pari of skate 
boarding as the Perfect Wave Skate Boarding 
club of the peninsula demonstrated last
weekend. No fear of pain and a considerable 
amount of daring seem to be prerequisites for 
club members. For more pictures see page 11.
TEACHERS MISS CONTRACT DEADLINE
Saanich School District 
teachers and trustees may 
have to go to arbitration in 
December but hope con­
tract negotiations wilL be 
comideted before then.
Gerry Krislianson, school 
board ebairman, said in an 
interview this week that 
while trustees and teachers 
were unable to reach 
agreement before the 
deadline at midnight 
Monday, ihey will still try 
to negotiate an agreement 
“We’re not at all f;g'
a|iarl and are still very 
much at the friendly stage,” 
he said, adding thatdetails 
of negoiialions are being 
kept strictly under wraps 
uniil an agreement is 
achieved.
“We don’t want to risk 
polarizing opinion whicli 
would make it difficult to 
raiil'y an agreement,” he 
exphiined,
“Our negotiations luive 
been very cordial—we just 
have a dillcrenl philosophy 
and there will have to be a
bit of give and take.”
But Kristiahson said the 
trustees arc hopeful that the 
two sides will come to an 
agreement before mid- 
December arbitration is 
neces.sary.
“We are not arguing 
about the total amount of 
money, only how it will be 
distributed,” be said. 
“ There are a couple of 
questions of principle but 
we iire not at the eon- 
froniaiion stage,” 
bred Hiigbson,
agreements chairman for 
the Saanich Teachers 
Association and executive 
assistant at North Saanich 
School, said he is also quite 
certain “something can be 
worked out before ar­
bitration becomes 
necessary,”
Asked to outline areas of 
contention between the two 
groups Hugh,son said the 
six-per-cent wage increase 
was being di.scus.sed along 
with the matter of ad­
ministrative allowances.
Forty-three wild ducks 
were found dead in a field 
off Martindale Road in 
Central Saanich last week.
The provincial fish and 
wildlife branch w,as notified 
by a local resident of several 
dead ducks in a field and 
more deaths occurred after 
the branch was called in.
Gdnservation officers 
from the branch first said 
there, were several 
possibilities that could have 
caused the deaths, including 
t h e d u c k s h a yin g eat eh 
green potatoes from the 
fields. (Potatoes that have 
been left in the sunlight turn 
green and are posionous, at 
least, to inammals).
Since that time the cause 
of death has been narrowed 
down to myco-pneumonia, 
a fungal pneumonia that 
most often occurs to 
domestic ducks when they 
cat hay or corn silage that 
carries the fungus.
A spokesman for the fish 
and wildlife’s pesticide 
analysis .clepartmcnl .said 
the dead ducks were still 
being examined to deter­
mine whether pe.sl icicles 
might have contributed to 
theclcaths,
riie area where the ducks 
were found was where 
heavy insecticide spraying 
was carried out several 
years ago by the federal 
government in an attempt 
to eliminate the golden 
nemaitide.
Indications are that 
between five and 10 limes
the amount of insecticide 
recommended for use by 
the manufacturer was used 
in the spraying.
The fish and wildlife 
spokesman pointed out that 
the incident was not a 
major epidemic for the 
duck population
Harbour.
“There is a great deal of 
doubt and uncertainty in 
the area as to what plans 
there are for replacing, next 
spring, the floats that are 
there for recreational 
purposes. There are 
rumours Hying about that 
the maintenance costs arc 
so liigh they cannot possibly 
place them there again in 
the spring, but they maybe 
placing them somewhere 
else,” Munro said.
“1 would also like to ask 
about the attitude of the 
department with regard to 
the breakwater plans that 
have been submitted on a 
variety of occasions for that 
particular harbour,” he 
said, ‘‘including sitch 
notions as a sunken hulk 
that might be brought to the 
site, filled with cement and 
placed as a breakwater.
“There is a great deal of 
talk about co-operation 
with the municipalities and 
the provinces. I gather, 
from the rumours cir­
culating in Sidney at the 
moment, that there has not 
been alh that much co- 
o pe ra t i on \v i t h the 
municipalities.
‘‘Unless I am very 
seriously misled, and 1 do 
not think 1 am, the 
municipality is urging, with 
every single ounce of energy 
and cbnyiction at its 
command, that the Sidney
Continued oilPage:2 / /
POLITICIANS .
,. ... BECOME.:..
The Philp-Westwood battle for the top job in 
North Saanich will end this week and one contestant 
will end up taking at least a year’s rest from political 
life.''
The victor will be charged with the serious 
responsibility of directing and initiating policy for 
the municipality, representing North Saanich on 
various intergovernmental bodies and generally 
keeping tabs on the needs and dc.sircs of the North 
Saanich electorate. /
Both George Westwood and Owen Phllp are men 
of integrity who have conducted their campaigns in a
gentlemanly manner without resorting to political 
back-stabbing tactics or muck-raking.
They’re two distinctly different men with opposing 
views on various Issues and both have openly and 
■strongly stated their positions throughout the 
campaign.
I.ast week The Review published reports based on 
interviews with both North Saanich mayoralty 
candidates in which tlicv were each asked the same 
questions.
This week the two politicians briefly left the
campaign trull and became lemponiry journalists.
For stories they’ve written about themselves and 
someof their views, sec page 3. '
■■ By ■
BUENDA DAl.GI.ISli
riic provincial fish and 
wildlife branch is powerle.ss 
10 do anyilTing about the 
clay dumping recenlly doin. 
in several areas of the 
Cloake Hill T’roperties site 
on Lands End Road,
A fish and wildlife 
spokesman, Coivnie 
Moraluin, said that while 
the ditmping probably did 
fill in deer watering holes 
stich land-rilling was the 
first step in approved 
fitrther developtvieiit which 
woitld be the main 
disnipior of the animals’ 
htibital,
If the land Itad been a
breeding aie;i for waterfowl 
or a waterway the branch 
could liave protected it, she 
said,
Westport Marina and 
coltlractors Itired to ex­
cavate a clay bank Hn its 
properly for an extension to 
the existing marina, liave 
come under criiiclsni, 
recently, for the dumping,
“One, retilly Ciin’l gel 
dreadfully upset about this 
dnmping when yon consider 
that it Is an inititil 
develoi'tmenl stage,” .suiil 
Morahan, who is from the 
h a hi I a I pro i e cf i on 
departmeni of the bianelt.
The development would 
prolrably mean residents
tvonltl see lew'cr deer, she 
said, but the ilecr 
popnlaiiort miglii not 
actnally (Ucrctise.
Jim (’nmming, a neat by 
resident of tlie area, 
brongin the snhjeet to ilic 
altcniion ofilie public, Me 
siiid he was concerned 
aboni the deers' di in king 
spirts being (lestroyetl, 
therelry, causing the 
animals to leave the iireti,
Since his comments were 
publicized fliM he lias been 
lunasscil by anonymous 
plione Ciills from someone 
referring to the siination, 
many dining the middle of 
tile night,
Beloie the dredging
began it was estimated 
there were about 75,(X)0 
cubic yards of clay to be 
removed. S, and R. Rentals 
is alront twrr weeks from 
compleiini! the dredging, 
I lie work begtin in early 
,September,
'The company is 
responsible for decisions 
about what is done with the 
clay, said Jim Johnson, 
mm’iager of the marina.
I.ast week hauling to tlie 
Lands lind Road site was 
slopped because the 
weather was too wet, said 
Ten Witkemari of Cloake 
Ilill Properties. Ile said the 
large trucks could damage 
the toads in wet weather.
There is more fill needed 
on the properly and 
Wakeman said clay from 
Westport will be used if it 
continues to be free,
Most of the 75,(X)()eubie 
yards of clay from West- 
port have gone to the 
Cloake Hill site although 
other areas are also using it. 
Gravel pits of Butler 
Brothers and Dench 
T.':xcavating in Central 
.Saanich and Dennis 
Bowcoit Excavating and 
Trucking in North Saanich 
are being filled.
North .Saanich is in the 
process of preparing a 
bylaw that would deal with 
soil removal and landfill
Toshiba Microwave Oven
ISLAND FURNITURE MART I.TD.
2513 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY 656-3724 (Try our Xmas Lay-Away)
procedures, |i will leriiiire 
ihiit a permit be taken out 
before eiilier soil removal 
or dumping can be per­
formed, sitid Ted I'ttirs, 
mtiirlcipal clerk,
It will be based on 
aiiiboriiy itinnieipalilics 
luive under ibe Soil Con­
servation Act wliicli deals 
with agricultural land,
He said the bylaw was in 
its drafting stage and he 
hadn’t yet checked om wbal |f 
other authority the 
mimicipaliiy might luive.
The bylaw was expected 
to he completed in early 
December,
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Delta — Thank goodness 
for free enterprise. It 
doesn’t seem to matter what 
those environmentalists and 
socialists do to try and hold 
back progress and stifle free 
enterprise, those en­
trepreneurs always bounce 
back. — The Optimist.
—CHAIRMAN - N. SAANICH ADVISORY 
PLANNING COMMISSION.
—PAST PRES. DEAN PARK PROPERTY 
OWNER’S ASSN.
—MEMBER - SIDNEY VOLUNTEER FIRE 
DEPT.
—A CONCERNED CITIZEN WHO’s 
REGULARLY ATTENDED COUNCIL 
MEETINGS SINCE 1968.
—BORN AND LIVED IN B.C. EXCEPT 
FOR WAR SERVICE AND LIVED ON 
SAANICH PENINSULA FOR 25 YEARS.
GILMORE, Adrian Gwynne
FOR ALDERMAN - NORTH SAANICH
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER, the floats at the foot of Beacon Avenue 
were removed last week to be stored for the winter in Tsehum Harbour. 
Normally removed before the late October storms begin, the floats stayed 
in place longer this year because a ministry of transport ship was not 





FOR A LESS PAROCHIAL APPROACH TO 
PROVIDING ESSENTIAL SERVICES
FOR SERIOUS CONSIDERATION OF THE 
OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL NEEDS 
OF OUR WHOLE COMMUNITY
FOR THE PRINCIPLES OF BYLAW 194 
; WITH CONSIDERATION OF THE NEEDS
You'll find a 
friend where you 
see this sign.
FOR
A RECORD TURNOUT AL 
THE POLLS NOV. 19
A CLOSER MONITORINGiOF THE : 

















Continued from Page 1
Harbour be maintained for 
recreational purposes and 
that some encouraging 
sounds issue from some 
quarter to assist in its plans 
for a breakwater.” .
”1 am not entirely 
familiar with the existing 
situation at Sidney, 
although 1 did read some 
correspondence on it just 
the other day,” Reid 
replied. “1 may refer this 
question to Mr. Hali. If Mr.
Hall docs not have the 
answers, 1 intend lo have 
our regional managers here 
next Thursday, Mr. Munro, 
at which time Mr. 
Parkinson, who is pretty 
familiar with the situation, 
may be able to elaborate 
upon it for you.”
Warren Parkinson is the 
manager of the small craft 
harbours branch of the 
ministry of fisheries and 
environment.
“Concerning the use of 
old vessels for break­
waters,” Reid said, “we 
have dotte this in the past.
“At Port Credit, 
Ontario, for example, we 
have used an old laker as a 
breakwater and it has 
proven to be very successful 
and cotisiderably more 
modest iti cost than 
building a rubble mound 
: breakwater. So we have 
considered this type of 
thitig in tlie past and it lias 
been quite successful.”
“Could tlie figures for 
the placing of that vessel at 
Port Credit be made 
available To me?” Munro 
asked.
"'rile relative cost?” said 
Kcitl. “Yes, I certainly 
cotiki make them available 
to you. Really, a great deal 
depends on the cost ol .seiap 
steel at any point in lime.
“It determines whether 
or not it is feasible for ns lo 
buy the hull and to sink it in 
place. IT, at a ptuiicular 
lime, the cost of scrap steel 
is (luite hii-’h, llien someone 
else can acquire the vessel,” 
" Thcte are some scrap 
tankers lying urottiHl the 
world,” Munro said,
“ This is wliy 1 say it 
depends a great deal on Ihe 
going rale of steel at any 
point in time,” Reid said. 
”A lot of these vessels have 
been towed across the 
1‘acific lo .litpan and at 
limes wc cannot compete 
with Ihe price they arc 
paying for them.”
Evewy Mcmday,W®dnmsd^y, Friday affld




W ATCH THE STARS IN ACTION 
Major Hike, Pickle Pie, Little John Brown, 
Lucky Gary, Rusty Scupper.
MONDAY, NOV. 21st
"Adios Amigos**Marathon ■
Prince Ricliard, Oil Really, Why Becb, Johnny 
Two Dance, Sammy Spats, Crafty Crusader.
Seeyou
a,t Sejidowii SIDNEY, B.e.






dry skin creme 
and beauty soap
beautifies
your skin and you.
Cocoa Huttur mflrwfiHouily (ormu- 
Inloij in both COCREMA Pry SIdn 
Crwtim and Dtiauly Boyi really 
molBlurlrort your skin, rtiU your
Kiwli um) t'»U| tt dlf, (!»!'>' f’Tdn
That Qtvti* ihet aoino eppesrence. 
OET COCRCMA COCOA BUTTER 
Dry 6Kln Crome rtncl Beeuly Soap help you lorrk more youintul.to
O "eenriirmfet.
HE’S GOING TO GET 
THOSE GLASSES FIXED 
AT LEAST ONCE 
ENTIRELY FREE 
OF CHARGE.
And we’re going to replace that 
broken lens with either impact 
resistant Hardex or Hardlite 
lenses because we never take 
chances with young eyes.
If you buy your child's glasses 
from Prescription Optical we'll 
give you a one year guarantee 
which says: WE FIX ALL 
GLASSES, OR REPLACE 
THEM IF NEED BE,
ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE 
THE FIRST TIME!
And now that you’ve got our 
big news you should probably 
also be aware that Prescription 
Optical carries a wide selection 
of fashion frames for children, 
to please even the most discern­
ing ‘youngster. Because at 
Prescription Optical, we care.
See us soon and get started on 
.ycurTjccident proof program. . " ;
Prescription Optical
9779 - 4th. street
^ / f '
Available flt:
SIDNEY PHARMACY miKiu
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Westwood Offers Full-Time Service
................ .............................................................................................'.Retired naval officer George Westwood, with 
three year’s experience on North Saanich 
council, has resigned midway through his 
second term to seek the mayor’s seat. He’s also 
represented the municipality on the Capital 
Region Board for the past year and hopes to do 
so again in the coming year.
:He’s 51 years old and lives at 9705 Glenelg.
By
GEORCK WESTWOOD
On Mov. 19 I am 
oltering my full-time 
service to the people ol' 
North Saanich to provide 
tlie very necessary informed 
balanced leadership based 
oivthe experience gained by 
lliree years on council and 
one year on the Capital 
Kogional Board.
Moreover, as a retired 
person, 1 am completely 
hoc from conflicting 
all.iances or commitments. 
My only vested interest is in 
tbe long range good of the 
municipality and to be 
responsive to the wants and 
needs of the community.
Additionally, as a 
regional director, 1 would 
liflfil a continuing need for 
ailfong voice on behalf of 
N&rth Saanich at reiiional
board — a reciuirement 
fully recognized by the 
mayors of Victoria, 
Hsc|uimalt and Saanich who 
now serve concurrently as 
directors. Further, the CRD 
overview provides an in­
formed position to all 
directors with regard to a 
vtiriety of problems and 
external pressures faced by 
the region as well as in- 
disidual munieipaliiies in 
all ptiris of the province.
The immediate in­
terchange of this in­
formation to a chief 
execuiive of any 
municipality serves the 
public interest very well 
indeed.
.Vly stand on the water 
issue is well known — 
continual support of the 10- 
month-old water com­
mission to provide Sooke
water at the cheapest 
possible rates. The 
assumption that joining 
Greater Victoria Water 
Board would provide a 
panacea of cheap water is 
erroneous.
In my view, the long term 
solution is to ultimately 
establish a single regional 
water utility under the 
Water Utility Commission, 
using the good offices of 
the regional district for 
fintinces in order lo achieve 
even-handed rates for the 
enjoyment of all in the 
regional district.
>4
My position with regard 
to the Tsehum Marbour 
development proptrsal is 
tilso well known — 1 am 
totally opposed to any 
further development in the 
Tsehum Harbour bird 
sancturary mud flats, on 
the Tsehum Htirbour Isth­
mus, or in the Blue Heron 
Bttsin. The long term aim 
should be to acquire the 
;ire;i tind esttiblish it as 
bird sanctiKiry/green belt.
With regard to finances. 
North Saanich should finish 
1977 with a small surplus.
iiii*
cl
In 1978, 1 am confident that 
North Saanich will be able 
to hold the line, taking into 
ticcount the new provincial 
policy of revenue sharing, 
the incretised revenue from 
the Institute of Ocean 
Sciences in the form of 
grants in lieu of taxes, and 
hisily, the normal increase 
of mill values.
Fintilly, 1 believe, in a 
very broad sense, that the
underlying basic issue in 
this election is to recognize 
and to meet the challenge of 
providing latter twentieth- 
century services expected by 
the majority of the elec­
torate, but at the same lime, 
keep North Saanich 
essentially rural in flavour.
1 am prepared lo meet 
this challenge given your 
support on Nov. 19.
Philp Has Deep-Rooted Concern
\
Jt Retired RCAF pilot Owen Philp has been 
associated with North Saanich all his life. Since 
h1s.Tretirement in 1973 after 32 years in the 
forces, he’s been, farming 20 acres in North 
^MBich where he runs Hereford beef cattle and 
Sjussex sheep.
dHe’s 54 years old and lives at 10202 
MpDonald Park Rd.
By OWEN PHILP
5Having been assoeiated 
\|ith North Saanich most of 
my; life and establishing 
lieTmanent roots in the
djstrict in 1951 when 1 
pure h a s e d my present
pjbperty, T ‘ have been 
acutely aware over the years 
of the transformation that 
has taken place.
1 have watched the 
municipality grow and 1 am 
knowledgeable of the 
different requirements and 
desires of the' people of the 
various areas from Dean 
Park, Bazan Bay, Ard- 
, more. Deep Cove, Lands 
End, Curteis Point and the 
central essentially rural 
farming area. In addition, 
for .severaT years prior lo 
retiring from the armed 
forces, 1 had the desire to 
enter municipal politics at a 
sufficiently young age when 
my fabililies and experience 
could be u.sed lo the ad- 
vaiitage of my community.
Oruler normal cir- 
ciimstances I would have 
completed my two-year 
elccled term as alderman 
but; since Mayor Grieve 
decided not to seek re- 
elepiion :md when George 
Wc.slwood considered 
aiiromalically that he was 
Ihcv only qualified can- 
.dida'le, I decided that the 
people of North SaanicTi 
should hiive the right to 
Choo.se tl\e best quiilified 
(tiail for the joh.
It wiis indicated to me by 
c'qncerneii iissociiitcs that 
iilli my hitckground,
experience, interest itnd
overall capability, I was 
‘that man” at this par­
ticular lime and that the 
people should have a 
choice. These are some of 
the reasons why I am 
running for mayor.
The difference in George 
Westwood’s platform and 
mine have been well ad­
vertised both by the 
newspapers and personal 
flyers and do not need to be 
repeated here. Perhaps 
.some personal thoughts . 
would be helpful to the 
voter.
In my opinion successful 
people in execuiive 
positions must be both 
objective and tlexible w'hen 
making or influencing 
decisions on behalf of 
others. My background has 
trained me to have both 
these qualities and as a 
con.sequence 1 resent an 
autocratic inflexible ap­
proach to decision making.
1 am a strong advocate 
that politicians should 
make policy and ensure that 
adopted policies are carried 
out but there must be a 
clear distinction between 
policy making and the 
administrative executive.
In other words the mayor 
or any other elected official 
should not meddle in the 
day to day atlministiiitive 
functions of the 
municipality but should 
recommend chtinges when 
they are clearly required.
I he , (lualities ol 
leadersTiip are an imporiiini 
ptiri of being intiyor, 
liarned respect by virtue of
ability, judgment, honesty 
and integrity 1 consider are 
more important qualities in 
modern day politicians 
than the superficial ‘‘hail 
fellow well met” approach.
In addition being devious 
is not part of my makeup 
since 1 prefer the straight 
forward approach in all 
situations, yet I am ever 
alert to those w'iih devious 
intentions.
V. ^
In so far as “ego” is 
concerned. 1 believe that 
every individual needs that 
inner self satisfaction at 
some lime. My “ego” has 
been satisfied by past 
acliievcments ill my primary 
career and does not need to 
be re-generated at the 
expense of North Saanich 
residents. ,
r- \
Finally, like old 
fashioned marriage vows 
‘‘for belter or for w'orse”, 
my family and 1 married 
ourselves lo North Saanich 
years tigo and 1 would enjoy 
the oirportuniiy to expend 
some of my energies and 
abilities to further (he 







- Sincere inleresi in yourf 
rtpinions.
Central Saaiiich
On Nov. 19 
VOTE
PRICE, Jacqueline SCHOOL TRIJ.STEE 656-2141
A long time ogo I was told:
"Do the best you can 
with what you've got".
This motto has served me well. I hope I con serve 
you too in the same way.
JIM CUMMING
of North Saanich for North Saanich 
Alderman and Regional Board
652-2828
mmmmmmmmimmmim mmmmm vam









WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFEQIVE: THURS;, FRl., SAT. S, SUN.. NOV. 17, 18, 19 & 20
Bologna
BY THE PIECE







BURNS or IVIAPLE LEAF
PRODUCE
Potatoes






















ALCAN 18 inch x 25 ft. i
99^ 1
1 Marmalade
1 NABOB 24 oz.
999
Syrup
NALLEY LUMBERJACK 32 oz.
99^
Apple Sauce I
- SUN RYPE 14 oz. 1
3/99M
I Dog Food
1 HUSKY 25 oz.
3/99<
Cat Food
MISS MEW 6 0Z.
5/99*
Cake Mix
DUNCAN HINES 18.5 bz. 1
69^
1 Mushrooms1 MALING Whole & Pieces1 & Stems 10 oz.
j ^9^
Tuna
GOLD SEAL Flake Lifiht 6 oz.
Coffee 1
NABOB Tradition or Gold Cup j
$q79" : LB. ■ 1^
j Velveeta Cheese
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Electoral Apathy
Local elections do not receive the support they 
dc.serve because far too many people are not in 
the least concerned-about who should represent 
[hem on councils and school boards. They are 
concerned about pay packets and creature 
comforts, amusement and entertainment but are 
Linwilliiig to give thought to the social and 
economic problems that have to be resolved at 
municipal and regional levels.
This week the campaigns of candidates are at 
heir height, there is no lack of press publicity to 
nform the public of personalities and policies, 
cut the most hopeful of campaigners would be 
oleasantly surprised if attendance at the polls on 
Saturday exceeds 50 per cent.
brtiinately there is a solid core of civic 
iiiinded electors who need no urging to get out 
ind vote for the candidates of their choice. They 
tre the people who are regularly seen, at all­
candidate meetings^and from whose ranks the 
majority of voluntary community workers are 
i'ecruited. There is no accounting for the apathy 
of those who take no interest in local affairs, or 
ivho just can’t be bothered to vote.
Perhaps this year the gloomy picture of recent 
jmunicipal elections will be brightened by a 
reasonable response on the part of the qualified 
Electorate;. certainly in North Saanich the 
pontest for the mayoral chair provides 
maximum incentive.: But if not, it will be tijme to 
ponsider alternatives fOr awakening civic interest 
in I he minds of the public at large.
Disorder In, The House ■:
Televising the proceedings of the House of 
Ipmmqns in Ottawa seems to have been a short­
lived expefifnent. Afternoon audiences have 
^e^nted the loss pf their familiar entertainment, 
aipervicial though it is, and commercial in- 
erests are too strong to be ignored.
But the main reaction seems to have been a 
eelihg of disgust that proceedings in the House 
ihOuld be so unruly and lacking'all semblance of 
'_nity. Students of politics know that it has 
pyer been so: in the Mother of Parliaments since 
pie days of Burke and Fox, thrpugh the times of 
jladsionc and Disraeli, Lloyd George and 
dward Gar.son, viirolic debate has frequently 
parned the newspaper heading of Disorder in the 
l-louse.-. ''y ■ '■
n Ottawa and in the legislatures of the 
Imovi'ices it "s been'likewise, and observers 
lave been amazed that otherwise staid and 
cspectablc representatives can in the mass be 
een indulging in orgies of desk thumping and 
rresponsiblc invective. Such scenes crop up with 
oo much regularity both in the House and the 
LC. legislature, and are sparked by rabid 
partisanship and .sheer bad temper.
There are more than enough scenes of 
iolence on the small screen as it is, and viewers 
an well dispen,sc with the parliamentary ver- 
ion. 1 et televising he reserved for ceremonial 
jcctisions in both House and legislature, when 
loliticians may be relied upon to appear as the 
vi,‘,i.' men they itre supi)o,sed to be, disposing of 
heir fag-ends and cigar butts in advance, and 
akiiig their part with all requisite dignity.
Silver Threads News in Review 'll
Nov. 21 MONDAY 9 
a.m. centre open; 10 a.m., 
quilting, dance for fun; 
noon, lunch; 1 p.m.,
ceramics; 1:45 p.m., swim 
club; 2 p.m. films; 7:30 
p.m., bingo
Nov. 22 TUESDAY 9 
a.m. centre open, 10 a.m. 
painting, serenaders 
practice; noon lunch; 1 
p.m., painting, whist, 
crochet; 7 p.m., shuf- 
lleboard & games night.
Nov. 23 WEDNESDAY- 
9 a.m. centre open; 10 a.m., 
novelties, rug hooking; 
noon, hot dinner; 1 p.m., 
discussion group; 2 p.m., 
concert Naden Band; 7 
p.m., band practice.
Nov. 24 THURSDAY-9 
a.m., centre open; 10 a.m. 




A meeting of Sidney 
Women Aglow will be held 
on Wedne.sday, Nov. 23, at 
10:30 a.m. in the Pen­
tecostal Cliurch Hall.
Coffee and a light lunch 
will be served
lunch; 1 p.m. dressmaking; 
bridge; 7 p.m. crib; 9:30 
a.m. podiatrist.
Nov. 25 FRIDAY - 9 
a.m., centre open; 9:30 
a.m. podiatrist; 10 a.m., 
senior ceramics, keep fit, 
quilting, beadwork; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., creative 
writing, ceramics, stretch & 
sew; 2 p.m., jacko; 7 p.m., 
evening 1 p.m., creative 
writing, ceramics, stretch & 
sew; 2 p.m., jacko; 7 p.m. 
evening cards.
Nov. 26 SATURDAY - 1 
p.m. to 4 p.m. open for 
drop-ins;




p.m. to 4 
drop-ins.
DAILY. Cards, shijf- 
fleboard, library, billiards- 
morning coffee & afternoon 
tea served every day - senior 
citizens and visitofsl 
welcome.
SPECIAL NOTICE: Oi) 
Nov. 23rd. at the discussion'- 
group - 1 p.m., there will be! 
a qualified C.A. lo explain ' 
about and help with' 
SHELTER AID. Do nof 
miss this opportunity as the’’ 
applications mu.st be in by''' 
Dec. 31 St. 1977. ’’
WEATHER SUMMARY
Temperatures Rain 50.5 mm.
Max. (Nov. 13) n.8°c Snow nil
Min. (Nov. 8) 2.4 °C Precip. 571.6 mm
Meon 7.0°C Sunshine 10.8 hrs. .
Total for year 2010.0 Mrs.
LONG TERM AVERAGES
Mean Max. 9.8=0 Max. Temp*. (N ov. 11/77) 12'>C
Record Max. (Nov,9/55) 16.7°C Min. Temp. (Nov. 8/77) *1 °C
Meon Min. 3.4 °C Min. Gross (Nov.6/77) ■6°C
Record Min. (Nov. 13/55) 10.6°C Precipitation 68.3 mm
Mean 6.6°C Total 529.1 mm -
Normal Precipitation 639.0=C Sunshine 9.9 hrs.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I hope you pigeon-hole 
the letters you so far have 
not printed. Thus they may 
come to life when no longer 
am 1 able to see well enough 
to write. As of now my only 
satisfaction is the smile I get 
from Esther and the one 
from Brenda as 1 brighten 
your doorway each Friday. 
So give a thought if you cast 
aside. Your readers might 
like them. 1 do have to 
thank the Review for being 
enabled to know people 
otherwise lost to me. Might 
1 y insfance two?! Both 
d el i gh I f u 1; bo t h
stimulating; both!girls. One 
plea.sed to be in accord, the 
other “all your writings are 
idealistic; quite foreign to 
real life.” Both thanks to 
the Review. To others, as 
time comes and goes 
“Remember me a little then 
I pray. The idle singer of an 
an empty day”.
In all humility: Wm. 
Morris is .seldom far from 
mind, And of course he was 
songsmith extraordinary. If 
anyone could better say 
“On wings of .song I’ll bear 
tiicc to better lands 1 
know,” not known to me.
Little we heed.
F.A.TIiornley 




Iliiiij time ago my 
ilaiiglilei's iiiid I tlrovedown 
lo I lie dock al Sidney intent 
on a trip lo ilie Slates. An 
immiL'itilion ol'l'ieer rel'ilsed 
ciiiiy, I wiis ;i dangerous 
man; a commnnisi or 
s0 met h i n g , 'i'It i s
necessilated going lo 
Victoria and tlie consul. 
To him 1 said, “do I look 
dangeri^is?” ;
“Not at the moment” 
was the reply.
An explanation brought 
“let me find the bible.” it 
needed some finding. 
l-!ventually, “put your hand 
on the book, swear, while 
you are in the U.S. that you 
will not attempt to over­
throw that government by 
force.”,
1 complied,whereas we 
both laughed. We em­
barked next day. .1 ust 
reiTort i 11 g. A ran k i ng ol'fieer 
bnire; told: nic’’ 1 Ayiis in the 
“bad ! books” ; of the 
R.C.M.l*. Ciood Ciod! i 
never burned down any 
barns. Perfuips 1 might have 
thought it were well if,the 
parliament buildings 
burned down. F.h! No No! I 
didn’t want the blighters to 
be inside, .lust prevent them 
doing more harm.
i'.A. Thoriiley
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Having been a long-time 
resident and property 
owner in North Saanich, 1 
have a genuine interest in 
the progress and well-being 
of that municipality and 
eommurtity.
Because of that interest 
and because I have known 
Cieorge D. Westwood, a 
candidate for the office of 
Mayor, for some twenty 
years, or more, I feel that I 
would be remiss if I failed 
to lake this opportunity to 
commend him as being 
worthy in all respects lo 




record of dedicated service 
to the community speaks 
for itself and requires no 
elaboration.
My own personal 
knowledge of this candidate 
confirms that he is a man of 
unque.stionable integrity, 
sincere dedication and 
proven administrative 
ability.





“ !; With -'refcrcncel to the 
f o r t li CO m i n g M un i ci p al 
elections in North Saanich,
I would like to comment on 
the positive platforms of all 
the candidates. It has been 
most gratifying to listen to 
the candidates and their 
hopes for orderly 
development of North 
Saanich. And how
gratifying that, to date, no 
one ha,s introduced parly 
politics into Ihe election.
One of the election issues 
has been the proposed 
expansion of Bosun’s 
Marina. The very definite 
statements by most can­
didates that they plan to 
prevent further develop­
ment in the area were most 
welcome.
Two aldermanic can­
didates who deserve special 
mention are Eric Sherwood 
and .lohn Lapham for they 
have consistently voted 
against any expansion in the 
Bosun’s Marina area, I 
believe they are sincere in 
their promises and are 
worthy of support from all
who strongly oppose 






in your November 5th 
issue of the Review, an 
artjcle appeared regarding 
the Sidney Teen Activity 
Group funding.
We feel that this article is 
misleading and would like 
this opportunity to correct 
it.'
S.T.A.G. is a programme 
(now; funded by the 
Ministry ; of; Human! 
Resources) for techsjages 13 
to 18. It is opj-'ii; to any 
teenager on the Peninsula 
and does not cater to only 
“High Risk Kids”. It is a 
growth producing ex­
perience. Teen years are a 
period of time when youth 
adjusts to aduUhood, and 
most of us can remember 
the frustration of that 
adjustment period.
Teenagers, just like 
adults, have problems, yet 
vve don’t label adults as 
being ‘‘High Risk” or 
“delinquent”. We don’t 
have any “high risk” or 
“delinquent” teenagers, 
but wc have teenagers with 
problems who are 
desperately trying to adjust 
to our society and need an 





programs that promote 
good mental health. One 




In , I lie Koytil Jubilee 
lirspilal on Muvcmbci H, 
P'r/.Mi! Lew is Gordoii In 
ll‘. , KSi It year of I I .39 
veiiliei , Ave,, llieiitwood 
la'!! l ie leaves two 'sons 
ind ilmil'hiers-tu-ltiw,: I ,eii 
jiiul t ilai.lvs, Alee jiiid 
“iini.'i Ilf N'ielofiaj it)
!'“iiileliiltireli: ;11 !'ureal- 
aramleliilLlieii;, 1 wo sisleis; 
Alts. Lh/ii Gitiichsluink of 
\ u.ioiia and Mi’s..Margarei 
!laslo!i ol .Mierdeeii, 
scot 1,11 id
I tineiid set via: in McCall 
dl-is. I I GKAl GIlAIMd , 
iohnson . :ini.l Vancouver 
:>is, on! I InnsLliiy, Nov, |l)
I 11-00 a,111. Iniermeui :il 
al < »,ik Bin i;il Park.
COOPER
,\i IB'si I liiven Hospital, 
idnev, B,C,,!on Ntnember 
I 1, 19 A/, Ml s. l-.Mlicr 
tiiifiei, w iilo'w ol Miuiiu 
oroeliiis Cooper, in her
raUBkiUtnichion, B.C., lute 
HHeMdenee- ,7.390 VVevt 
guj^^S^aaoiclc Hi.l, !dU‘ leases lier 
.LJia M,tno) ,util 
^fflAl.iiiin; dauyhtets,! Stella,
Iccelia. Mane itudMay; 27 Irinnlclnldtcn; 24 gu'.il- (oaitdcluldreiK! hroilicrs, IJeri.S'aVi'O,’' ■ :,.»iid! ivEretJ
Uiulerwootl and a host of 
grateful friends.
Praycis were offered in 
Ihe Siinds Mortuary 
limited, '‘Meiuoriul 
C hapel of Chimes” on 
Monilay, November 14, 
1977 III KiOfVp.m. Mass was 
celehiated in Shaker 
Church, West Saanich 
Hoad on 'rticsday, 
November 15, 1977 al 1():(X) 
a.m. Rev, I'aihei VVilliam 
Miidgecelebrant. Interment 
at the Roval Gak Burial 
l»ark,
DONEY
Suddenly, on November 
12, 1977, in Saanichfon, 
B,C,, Gordon Erie Doney, 
Born October 15, 1954, a 
native son, belovetl son of 
Gcoige and Clnisiinc of 
Sa a nieblon, be Ioved 
brother of Mrs, C. (Diane) 
.Spongioid of ICifksville 
tnui Nil s, .1, (Donna) Rytm 
(if Victoria, Barbara at 
liomt', of V/ji.'inriiv,
Douglas and (,Jerry at 
home; he also leaves 
inaiernal „ grandfather, 
.larnc.v T. GoiB'rey, nephew, 
Kelly Ryan, tuimeroiis 
aifiiis, uncles, cousins and 
It lends.
,, I'uncral service!. , in 
,McCa!l tUros. FLORAL
OBITUARIES
JENNINGSCHAI’EL, Johnson and 
Vtmeonver Sis. on Wed,, 
Nov, 16 at 4:(K) p.m, with 
the Rev, Dr. Iv Smiley 
officiating. !,
RUST
lit Sidney, B.C., oit Nov. 
If, 1977, Mr. : David 
Herbert Rust, aged 59 
years, born in Edmonton, 
Alta,, and a resident of 
Sidney, B.C. for ihe past 10 
yciiis, late residence, 2420 
Amelia .Avenue. Formerly 
of Whitehorse, Yukon. He 
leaves his loving wife, 
Connie, at home; 
tlaiighierst l.inda Glover 
and l.orna Clark, Sidney, 
B,(,’.: Judy Rust, Vieioiia, 
B.C.; grunddaiighiers, Julie 
itnd l isa Glover; In oilier, 
Geoige, Edmonton, Alta. 
The laic Mr. Rust was a 
memhor of the Roinry 
('liib, SiLlney, B.C.
Service was held in the 
Sanilif Funeral Chapel of
I.Onin; ‘sifhtev, ILC on 
Monday, Nov'. 14, 1977 at' 
3:15 p.m. Rev, Uobcri 
Sansom officiating, 
rremai ion, IHowcrs 
graiefully declined. Fhose 
so desiring may comributc 
to the B.C. Hearl Foun* 
dalion, 100k lllanshnrd 
1 Street, Victoria, B.C,
On November 6, 1977, 
James Jennings of Victoria 
and formerly of Sidney and 
r'ernie, B.C., aged 73 years. 
Snrvived by his loving wife, 
Violet; one daughter and 
son-in-law, Mr, amid Mrs. 
Pat (Irene) Cooper, Vic­
toria, and two grand­
children. Jim and Lorene.
Memorial service Was 
held on Wed., Nov, 9, at 1 
p.m, in tlie clmpel of First 
Memorial Service, 4723 
I'ulalsc Drive. (Japiain 
Ciarnel Cassell officiating. 
Cremalion, in lien of 
flowers tUtnations to the 
Salvation Army Youth, 
Group, Esquimau, would 
lie a pprecial ed .
Arraitgcmcms through the 
Memorial Society of B.C. 
and FIRST MEMOUlAl, 
S|!RV|CFSFTn.
FINLAYSON
Peacefully at Rest Haven 
Hn*.pitri), Sidney, B.C, on 
November 9“ 1977, Mr, 
Henry Leighton Finlayson, 
born In Glenmire, Ontario, 
late residence* 9|? Mt, 
Newton Crosi, Road, 
Ccmtal Saanich, B.C,, a 
lung lime resident of 
Sitiney, B.C., formerly of 
Vancouver, H,C,
I’retleccascd by Itis wife, 
l.avlniii, in 1966.He leaves 
his brothers, Arihiir, 
Viiletm, Alla., Kenneth, 
B tie nil Vista, Calif,, 
b 10111 e I s - i n -1 a w, G e o r g e 
Higgs, Victoria, B.C., 
RobcriUiggs, Vancouver, 
B.C,, Robert Higgs, 
ViineOiivcr, B.C, several 
iiit,',ccs and nephews.
Service was held in the 
Sands ITineral Cliapcl of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C, on 
Monday Novemb(|\r 14, 
1977 al |:(J0 p.m. Rev. 
Rohcri Sansom officiaiing.
THE TIDE GUIDE
Bronglit to you ihrough the courlcsy of.
■tmmm
new nnd urmd • salt and pewm * 
fadrner
Times sliowrt tire ^Sltiminrd Time” 
lULlOlUlllARIUniK
Thu ()25() 2,7 1050 11,4 1730 7.0 2125 7.9
Fri, 0350 3.K 11.35 11.2 IB.35 6,0 2.H5 7.6
Sat. (W4.5 4,9 1215 11.U 1915 5.0
Sun. 0100 7.9 (.Y4)5 6.0 1245 10.8 2010 4.2
Mon. 0230 8.6 0715 6.9 1325 10.5 2035 3,6
Tlic. 0345 9.3 0825 7,6 1350 10.3 2105 .3,0
W'cd, 0430 9.9 mm 8.1 1425 lO.I 2130 2.6
Anglican Church of Canoda
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH





Service and Bible Study
ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:00 a.m. Sunday
School - Open House 
11:15 a.m. Holy
Communion





10364 McDonald Park Rd. 






7:00 p.m....The Man 






















9:30 a.m. Service Worship
CENTRAL SAANICH 






7180 East Saanich Rd.
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 

















Rev. W.M. Dobson 
652-3860
Inlcrituml in Royal Oak 
Burial Park. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those 
so desiring may contribute 
to the IJ.C. Heart F’oim- 
daiioi), 1008 Blaushard 
Slreel. Victoria, B.C,
Ceuiral Saanich police 
received ihree enquiries 
couceriiiug the money 
reported in last week’s 
Review as having been 
found on Ml, Newton 
C'rossroiid bill no owner has 
been fotmd,




Sunday, Nov. 20. 
HOLY TRINITY 
CHURCH 
W. Saanich & Mills 
8:00 Holy
Communion 




































/ : SUNDAY; ■ : 
9:30a.m. The Lord’s 
Supper
11:(X) a.m. Family Bible 
Hour and 
Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening 
Service
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. Prayer & 
Bible Study
Jesus said “I am the 
Light of the World”
Sluggett Memorial 
Baptist Church 







Praise Meeting: Wed. 







Your ilx community Chopalt, 
Indopondont Family Ownod and 
Conlrollod. Sands ilnco If 12.
WE CARE 





Spotlolliing In shipping lo or 









7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer.
ALL ARE WELCOMEr






Sorving Voncouvof Islcrnd 
Coll Colloci
A DIVISION OF SANDS
VICTORIA . ............. twn.stss
SIUNI'V . 6WiS93S
COLWOOD :. , ,: , ; ,470.3fl31 









OUR LADY OF THE ■.
ASSUMPTION i 
7726 W, Saanich Road f 
Saturday Mass 8:00 p.m.' 
Sunday Mass 9:00 a.m, .
ST. ELIZABETH'S 
CHURCH










11:00 a,m...,” When' 






l*i»H(or Darrel Eddy 
H.n.D. 
6S6-6791
Church of the Fourscjuare Gospel 
ol
9925 FIFTH ST. SIDNEY B.C. 

















Wednesday, November 16, 1977
Glen Meadows Ladies Elect New Officers
THE REVIEW
The Ladies Division of 
Glen Meadows Golf and 
Country Club held, it’s 
annual meeting and 
presentation dinner at Glen 
Meadows last week. The 
guest speaker was Dale 
Shaw who related some of 
her experiences while on the 
C-P-G.A. tour. Prizes were 
given out for the various 
cliib tournament etc. and 
the new executive for 1978 
was elected.
Following is a list of new 
executive members:
iCap t a i n : Muriel
McPherson; Vice Captain: 
j^ne McLean; Secretary: 
Bunty Martin; Treasurer: 
Irene Wells; Match 
C'h a i r m a n : Margaret 
Sutton; Match Committee: 
Irene Tyre, Irene
MacFarlane, Fran Inman; 
Rules Chairman: Freda 
Bond; Handicap Chairman: 
Jean Adams; Social 
Convenor: Gloria Addison; 
9-Hole Representative: 
Betty Garland; Business 
Ladies Representative: Jo 
Anne Morrison; Junior 
Girls Representative: 
Lorraine Jacklin.




Medalist - Joyce 
Woodruff.
Championship Flight - 
Myra MacLcan; Runner Up 
- Joyce Woodruff.
Consolation Flight - 
Gladys Green; Runner Up - 
Mary Browett.
George Paulin - Low Net 
Trophy
Medalist - Doreen 
Ovcharick.
Championship Flight - 
Lorraine Jacklin; Runner 
Up - Jane Jeffrey.
Consolation Flight - 
Doreen Ovcharick; Runner 
Up - Mildred Green.
Garland Trophy - Par
Winner - Margaret 
Jamieson; Runner Up - 
Betz Ard; 2nd Runner Up - 
Doris Lewis.
Autumn Trophy 
Winner - Margaret 
Robertson; Runner Up - 
Dorothy Sluggett; 2nd 
Runner Up - Anne McLean; 




Winner - Ruth Relawny.
BUSINESS GIRLS:
Nash Trophy 
Winner - Dee Freethy; 




Medalist - Olive 
Lawrence; Champion 
Flight - Olive Lawrence; 
Runner Up - Betty Garland; 
Consolation Flight - Peggy 
Wilson; Runner Up - Ella 
Jones.
Taylor Trophy
Medalist - Peggy Wilson; 
Championship Flight - 
Peggy Wilson; Runner - 
Kay Sparks.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
^Continued from Page 4
lljusiastically clearing 
beaches, practicing 
parJiamentary procedure in 
ipeptings and playing floor 
l|ockcy to know this is good 
fpr happy kids, moody 
kids, angry kids and 
energetic kids.




5 I note the political party 
^.fi’iliation label attached to 
eiach candidates stated 
tjlatform as printed in the 
Sidney Review of Nov. 9, 
1,|977. One may justifiably 
^sk if your editorial 
qjpboard is so bare that 
ypu, must resort to an at­
tempt to introduce partisan 
[politics into the Municipal 
I^lcction as a substitute for 
ypur own ingenuity? 
ll have served as 
^Iderman for two terms on 
the North Saanich Council 










have been unaware of the 
party affiliation of most of 
my colleagues nor do 1 care, 
and I believe this case to be 
common. In my opinion sir 
you have done grave 
disservice to the com­
munity. 1 deplore the taint 
of partisan politics on 
Municipal Councils and my 
advise to you is to get off 
your editorial butt and 
address yourself to the real 
issues on this peninsula.
Sincerely, 





You have given con­
siderable space in your 
newspaper to ex-Mayor 
Davis. 1 would appreciate 
the courtesy of an op­
portunity to reply to his 
vitriolic and scandalous 
letter which appeared on 
November 9th.
1 was a member of the 
first elected North Saanich 
Couiicil in 1966 and served 
eight years under two 
Mayors, one of whom was 
T.C.M. Davis. Sine then 1 
have attended many 
Council meetings and have 
been in a position to ob­
serve .1 he performance of all 
other elected members. :
Under our first Mayor, 
the first six years were good 
ones, with slow growth and 
the rural atmosphere at its 
best. Furthermore THERE 
WAS NO DEBT. In the 
latter years we have not 
only accumulated a heavy 
debt of hundreds of 
ihousands of dollars on 
McDonald Park Road, 
which was vigorously 
opposed by both Aldermen 
Cumpston and Westwood 
at the lime (we could have 
built it ourselves under our 
own Public Works 
Department) ex-Mayor 
Davis also led . us into a 
costly court action, which 1 
understand, is not yet 
resolved.
All lhe aforesaid to bring 
to your readers attention 
the type of government to
ELECT
FARTHING
TO FIGHT INFLATION 
IN NORTH SAANICH
WEEKEND CIIEE’.S DINNER
THIS EVfNINOS COMPIETI: 
CHEF'S DINNER SPECIAL 
SEAFOOD COCKTAIL 
CHEF'S SOUP OF THE DAY 









The Waddling Don Ros Komethinn For Everyone
» •mmmmm   . ,'
^hie Food titling ^F(gom
SERVING SUPERB' nki riSM CUISINE ' 
Open Seven Days A Wex'k 
RESliRVATIONS RECOMMENDED 
, ............................... ................... .
IJie English Atmosphere
' "HroadllnfJ Dof{ "
fMiiing Lounge
RRITISH piano & DANCING 
every FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVliNING
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH ^DINNER DAILY • 
SUNDAY FROM S P.M,
COFFF.E SHOP 
OPEN 0 TO 9 DAILY
AMI WIC AN TiXI'RLSS • MASTfiRCHAROI! • CH AHOKX
IMTUIOA BAY HIGHWAY AT 
! . ML NEWTDN CmsSIlOAD 
; SAANICHTON PHONE 6SM146
, ......................................................... mil  —rriimiiiiii    i
which wc have been sub­
jected by ex-Mayor Davis, 
who writes in support of 
O.B. Philp.
I like to feel that botli 
candidates in the North 
Saanich Mayorality race are 
my friends. However, in as 
much as I must choose only 
one, 1 have to throw my 
support behind George 
Westwood. He is a con­
scientious, hard-working 
man of integrity, with tlie 
Council and Regional 
Board experience it takes lo 
know the essential 
ingredients for a good, 
stable Municipal gover­
nment. A man who 
steadfastly resists and in 
fact has actually refused 
efforts of those who would 
attempt to buy favours. •
He has tlie common 
touch - a man of the people 
- for the people. He Cares.
He has my vote - and 






1 am receiving numerous 
calls regarding the Water 
Commission and its fun­
ction to provide water to 
The three 'municipalities. 
There is now and has been 
controversy on the subject 
for many years. Perhaps the 
following data will be of 
help.
The Regional Board 
provides a means of having 
the three municipalities get 
together and plan the 
service.
By Provincial
Legislation, the Regional 
Board has been given the 
authority to procure that 
supply and deliver it to the 
municipalities.
Tlie Peninsula Water 
Commission must advise 
and recommend to the 
Regional Board the steps 
tliey w'ish lo be taken and 
al.so must approve ex­
penditures to achieve that 
supply.
There is no question iliat 
the Greater Victoria Water 
District is a eompeieni and 
well rim organization, but it 
operates under Ihe Water 
Rights Branch ol the 
Department of Lands and 
Forest. The Regional 
Board, on the otlier hand, 
operates under the 
Deparimeni of Municipal 
Affairs.
The Board of ’Trustees of 
the Greater Victoria Water 
District are the political 
leaders of the tirhan
municipalities, and these 
same political leaders of the 
urban municipalities have a 
majority of votes at the 
Regional Board.
It would necessitate 
legislation lo require the 
Greater Victoria Water 
District to accept the 
Peninsula since it has been 
indicated that they would 
prefer not to accept us but 
rather to sell us water al a 
profit lo them.
Having accepted the fact 
that the Administration of 
the Greater Victoria Water 
District is competent and 
economical, we still must 
utilize the ability of the 
Regional District to borrow 
tlie funds we require so that 
we may finance tlie pipeline 
and, of course, acquire that 
75®/o grant toward our debt 
repayment. We must admit, 
therefore, that the Regional 
Board is necessary for our 
financing needs.
We come to the fact that 
tlie Greater Victoria Water 
District is the one remaining 
Water District of any 
consequence which has not 
yet been incorporated into 
its Regional District for 
administration.
Ideally, we could have 
Mr. Ron Upward and his 
stall at the Greater Victoria 
Water District control all 
water supply in the entire 
District with the Regional 
District providing the 
necessary financial control.
We would still be ont- 
luimbered and outvoted at 
tlie Board level, but we have 
liad to contend with tliis 
situation before J.B. Gumming
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Effective Tuesday, November 22, 1977, the Royal Bank of 
Canada at Sidney, B.C. will be open from Tuesday to Saturday 
each week with the following hours;
. closed'ivkdndays'--"
' FRIDAY: 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
SATURDAY: 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
For the changeover weekend, November 19-21 inclusive, the 
branch will be closed, Saturday to Monday.
owi:n
As of November 30, 1977, I will luive completed my second term (4 
years) as an Alderman on Norili Saanich Council . 1 liave enjoyed llie 
associations I liavc liad wiili oilier members of council during the past 
four years and I am pleased to liave been given tlie opporlunity of 
coniritniiiiig in-pui into ilie many complex problems of I lie inuniclpality 
of Norili Saanicli, ll is, wiili pleasure, to note ilie number of eandidalcs 
who have placed ilieir names up for eleciion Saturday, November 19, 
1977,
Councils imisi liave strong leadersliip lo deal wiili the many complex 
probleins pre.seiued lo ihem daily as Alderincn and Mayor, Tilts 
leadcrstiiii niusi be a i|ualiiy easily lecogni/.ed In ilic many wlio liolds 
Ihe demaiuling position of Mayor of Ilic Municipalily. 1 liave worked 
wiili boilt eandidalcs seeking ihe posiiion of Mayor, Tlie loss ofeilher 
of these genilemen will be fell on council. However only one can be 
eleeied Mayiir,
AITei nmeli ilioiighi, ii is my opinion ilte man (o fill ihisscal isOwen 
I’hilp.
1 base my leasoning on I'hilp's eaieful, Ihoughifill approach U) all 
mailers concuming prohlems of ilie municipalily, Pliilp's opinions and 
decisions are made only vvlien lie has rcscarclied and (;xamlacd Ihe 
pioblem llioroiighly. llis laimess and consitleraiioa iiumdcrsinnding 
Ihe imlouhial laxpayeis piolilem have always heeii evideni while 
keepini.' in miiul ituii which was hcsl for ilie miiaicipaliiy as a wliole.
As a long lime resideiii of ihe aiea, IMiilp Is aware of Ilie needs and 
ie(|uiiemenis of Norili Saanieh maniclpiiliiy. “O.H's" (ns lie is known 
10 Ills many IrieiuK) rank on his lelirincnl Iroin ihe Arnietl luirces, was 
ihiii ol Colonel, The lank speaks liiglily of ilie person wlio holds ii, lie 
is Ilie man wlio has lieeii in ilie posliloii wliere I'ai reiielihig decisions 
have lieeii his respoasiliilliy, Tliis Is the kind of man lo lead Norili 
Siiiiiiich Coiiiicil. A pioveii leeord of fespoiisiliilliyand fail ness.
As a leiiied persdii, who I know will deviiie lime iiiul efi'oii into 
miikiiii' Noiili Siiaiilcli an even lieiiei plaee to live, I siiggcsi m you, ilie 
iiispayeis, Owen 11. I'liilp is ilie man willi Ihe leadersliipiet|iiited lo till 
ilie seal of Mayor in llieeleeiinii, NoVemlH'iT9,1977,
/I Merman B', /J. • • IF///" AV/ct-
What better way to say 
"Hello from British Columbia" 
at Christmas?
4 issues of
BEAUTIFUL BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MAGAZINE
plus: 197B Calendar (diary
13 Colour photographs—memo space
ONLY $4,00
poslaKO paid anywhoro In llie world
Plonso order early Allow eight weeks for 
processing. Subscriptions begin with the 
Winter 1977 issue, Offer expires Diic, 31, 1977.
I Send to,I Address, 
• Sslew . . , , Reiiewdi
ENCLOSE $4,00 for each .subscription, if 
additional subscriptions are desired, write 
them on a separate sheef and mail tor
THE REVIEW,
P.O. Box 2070,






Sirloin Tip, Rump, 
or Bottom Round. 
Canada Grade
Pork Loin Roast


























#lGr. lb. $^79!' ilkctn. for.
Trlcci Xl(iii.tivii
, Nw. 16th to 19th.
Injour Friendly Sidney Safeway Store
SALES IN RETAIL QUANTITIES ONLY
OAFUABA* MAI* ill Wav umitibb
Mw nMim, )M, wni»,,
Shoppers Drug Mart Announces
r-- •,
rr .!r . Mm# 1 Ath/1977 thru Sot.. Nov. I9th/1977




Nine Candidates for Six Seats in Sidney
p n 1 n p J” Cl r» rii o « rt o r-. 1,:.
Page
There are nine candidates seeking six 
aldermanic seats in Sidney, with all incumbents 
except Gib Baal defending their positions.
Both Mayor Dick Leigh and .school trustee 
Norma Sealey were acclaimed.
All seats are for two-year terms.
1 ncuiiibent altleinian 
Ross Martin, 34,, of 2010 
C our.ser, is olTcriiig himself 
as the type of person not 
traditiontilly found on 
Sidney eoiineil.
lie stiys he lias no 
eommercial or industrial 
interests in tlie eomniunity 
and is determineil to see the 
eompletion of a waterfront 
bea u t i fi ca t i o n p r oj ee t 
whieh would inelude a 
boulevard from the Sidney 
I Intel to l-.tisiv iew IJi ive.
I le’s serw'd on Sidties' 
eouneil for a total ol' three 
\e;irs anti is employed as a 
sehool teacher.MARTlN...beautifieatioti
Jerry Tresaskis, 34, of 
32fvt Ciail PI,, is a two-year 
letertm on Sitiney council 
and has beeti the ttiwn’s
lepresetitative on the 
C’iipittil Regitin Hoard for 
die past year, a position he 
hopes to renew this year.
. He considers the
provision of water at a 
retisonable cost the primary 
issue this election, as well as 
S'tern control over
.tlevelopmetit resullitig from 
jhe water.
’..He believes a strong 
pduncil is needed to take a 
tough stand against
property developers who 
attempt to persuade council 
ifo allow development which 
'ctintrtitlict.s the eomniunity
TREGASKIS...tough stand
plan. He’s employed as a 
credit mtmager for Butler 
ihothers.
EMERGENCY NUMBERS
. ‘ Emergency numbers for 
(Sidney and North Saanich 
(are: .












Peter Grant, 39, of 2009 
Courser, has had e.xperience
dealing with regional 
boards and municipal 
councils through his job as 
a recreation consultant for 
the provincial government.
He believes previous 
councils have inadequately 
planned for Sidney’s future 
and a closer look at what 
local residetits want for the 
town within the nc.xt decade 
is btidly needed.
He says the existing 
community plan doesn't 
consider the town’s unique 
waterfront setting, not does 
it take into account 
beaut ification of downtown 
area.
LANG...growth control
Incumbent alderman Jimi 
Lang, 64, of 10173 Melissa,, 
has seived on .Sidnev
couticil for two years and 
hopes lo al.so become the 
town’s representative on the 
regional board.
He is retired and was 
formerly an economic 
development commissioner 
.with the Prince George 
Regional District, ex­
perience he feels would be 
valuable if elected as 
Sidney’s regional director.
He’s concerned about the 
po.ssibilily of uncontrolled 
growth resulting from the 
provision of water for 
Sidney and would like to .see 
the formation of a com- 
iniliee lo deal specifically 
with population control and 
proper planning for future 
development.
CITIZENS OF SIDI^EY
Many of our goals have been achieved 
and some are becoming realities. We are 
accomplishing some (( prized objectives 
and must nowy in my opinion, con­
solidate our gains prior to incurring 
further financial liabilities.
We must continue to proceed 
cautiously, in order to as.sure a sound 
and stable future for the Town of 
Sidney.
MAKE CITY HALL 
LIVE WITHIN YOUR BUDGET
¥0TE ETHIER
for EconomSc Comtrol
I FOR TRANSPORTATION 656-3383
ETHIER... investment 
incumbent alderman 
Bernard Elliier, 54, of 2245 
d ames White ; Blvd:.) : con­
siders himself a concerned 
citizen and adamantly 
refuses to be labelled a 
politician.
He spent his first one- 
year term on council this 
yctir familiarizing himself 
with parliamentary 
procedure and hopes to 
become more involved in 
actual decision making 
during the next two years.
Hthier, employed as an 
engineer for B.C. Ferries, 
believes the people of 
Sidney have invested in him 
by allowing him to serve 
one term, and he wants to 
give I hem a return on their 
investnienf : by serving 
another term, c c : " '
MOI.LINGVVOR-
T11,.. e n f o rc e g u i d e I i n es
Hugh Hollingworth, 44
of 2453 Beacon Ave., has 
served ; on .Sidney council 
for four years in the past.
He’s concerned about 
development in Sidney, 
particularly ‘‘cheap 
development,” and would 
like to ensure that the 
existing commimily plan is 
properly enforced as a 
development guideline, .
I le’s employed as a sales 
mtinager for Cornell 




Ihe rei-’tilar monthly 
meeting of the Auxiliary lo 
Saanich I’eninsiilit Hospital 
wa.s held on the 2nd 




AVit It regard to ilte Tsehiim htirbourdcvelopmeni proposals, I imvioially opr 
post'll to liny further development in ilie ’rsihmn haiironr Irird simciuarymud flats, 
the 'I'selinin harboui isthmus and iheiillue Heron btt.siii. j believe the boating deii.sity 
has rciiched a siituralion point aiul any other Inrlhei tleselopmern in this gcogitiphic 
area would destroy Ihis fi'iigile ccu-sy.siem,
To get out ol’ihi.s mess wltich Committee A seems i(' base got ns into, I would as 
an initial step, recommend clown/oning tlie area in qiie.siion to rural through a 
public hearing, Since Nortlt Saanich owns foreshore rights llnoujtli the foresight of a 
previous mayor, the municipality ultimmely controls the cxptmsion of or additions 
to the water leases within the foreshore,
I he long-term aim howevi.'i' should lie to acquire l In' w hole aiea and l.•‘.|ahlivh it ns 
a biid sanetnary - green belt, To meet,this aim, it wotiki lie my imenlii.m to direct the 
Adstsoiy Planning Conirnittee to take iltis initiative as a special project and make 
propos:ils to and ira’ct with imeresied itgeoeies such as the National Second Century 
l•Ulul ol B.C,, the I ntid ("'onmdsxhrn the 1 bmndi.'ot USIdlii,* *tsi' ipr'.
Dcparimem of Rccreaiiou and Consetvatioii to name a few.
From a praeiicalrle pbiiii of view, this proposal is .similar to the .Saanich Swan 
I ake . Chflrpmw Hill Wnotre' ry.|yq e Itc* dyv-'t r,r q,. y,i,.a , _
outside of mnnieipaltax revenue, On levicw oftlic Swim l.ake Nainre Ccniic, I find 
Ihe same piinciples ci.niki aptdy lo Ni'n'ili S;mnic!i v.||iclTwonld he on exciting 
cmnninnity project, ,ind !, if elected to tiie p('',iti(>n of Masaa umild cndcayour lo 
makethi'.'project a real!!*'.
, , Siucetcl;, , '
Gi;OR(,L Ul slUUOIlt
CANHIHATLPrYR MAYOR \Oirm SAANICH
Margaret Tangyc in the 
cliair. 'I’wo members from 
the Rc.si haven Auxiliary 
and three gncsi.s were 
warmly welcomed.
Reports from Treasurer, 
Mary Stinson, and from 
Ways ;md Means eonvener, 
.lean 'rabor. showed tlial 
oiir Bazaar in October 
yielded a profit of $1450. 
•lean voiced her thanks to 
all who hail luacle The 
haziiar sui;h it success,
Mr, Stevens, Admin- 
isiraior, and Mrs, Chap­
man, Director of Nursing 
from theSuaniclt Peninsula 
Hos|)ital were then 
welconied. Mr, Stevens 
spoke about tbe 'Role ol 
the new aeule care wing in 
the Peninsula'. He slre.s.scd 
ibiii the role of a com- 
aniiniiy hospital was to 
supply acute care .services 
.commensurate with the 
needs of the area.
Mis. Cliapman thanked 
the Auxiliary for their 
purchases of equipment, 
patient comforts and the 
visits made to paiicnis in 
Ilte l;,Meiuled Care Unit, 
Then she described how tbe 
role would differ in the 
Acme Care Wing and 
incniioneU many nreu.'i 
whcic help and money 
would he lu’cdccl, After a 
qncMion period, the ap- 
preciiillon of the members 
was aptly expressed by 
Uessle Snider,
rite inating concluded 
wiili .j discussiim about the 
Cilft Shop, The Auxiliary 
(lilt Shop Regulations were 
ptesetKcd by Rose Ruse, 
convener, aiid wiih an 
nnicndmeni, were passed,
Denis Paquette, 28, of 
Van Isle Marina, is 
manager of the Sidney 
Hotel and hopes to 
represent the views of the 
business community on 
Sidney council.
Paquette, who is pushing 
for a breakwalcr for the 
foot of Beacon Avenue, 
says the towm’s tax base 
sliould be broadened 
through the development of 
light commercial 
developniciu.
Fie also believes Sidney 
isn’t getting its fair share of 
tourism dollars and he 
itdvocatcs various methods
POOR JUSTICE
Cache Creek — N""'or>r.N
Administration of jiistiee 
lias been dealt a severe blow 
in B.C., ;ind sometliing had 
better be done about it.
THE DOG SHOP
9807 - Sst. at BeaconSeveral prosecutors have
quit because of low payaiid 
poor conditions. Then in All Breed Grooming
priitiie practice they arc 
hired by the govermnetit lo
and Supplies.
prosecute ca.ses. — The 6.X6-4732 - f).S6-3259








Commission chairman Bob 
Hope, 30, of 2093 Picrcy 
Ave., is concerned with 
more than just recreation in 
Sidney.
He anticipates substantial 
tax increa.ses in the coming 
year and wants to ensure 
lliat Ilie w'ishes of Sidney 
residents are met in 
distributing the lax dollars.
Hope, employed as at 
draftsman for B.C. 
Telephone Co., places 
listening to the people wdio 
might elect him as one of 
his priorities.
UI^ICEF Christmas Card Sale
Pauline’s Hobbies and Crafts, 
2424 Beacon Ave.
[United Nations Children's Fund] 
HcadquaIters: YM-YWCA BUILDING 
880 Courlcney St., Victoria
From October 1 Ith to December 17ih 
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:30 a.m. -4:(K)p.m.
Victoria UNICOI’ Photic 383-6332. 
Yetir-Round Address: UNICEF, P.O. Box 5212 


















Eleauor Sowerby, of 9884 
Filth St., is a lioii.sew'ifc 
w'lio has served a one-year 
term on Sidney eouneil.
She’s worried That tax 
dollars ill Sidney are getting 
spread too thin and there 
will soon be more demands 
than money to pay for those 
demands.
Normal tax increases 
must be met, she says, but 
eveiy efl'ort must be made 





Westmont Farms discussed 
two problems ihey had 
about their property on 
John SRoad qyvith North 
Saanich’s zoning com­
mittee, at their meeting, this 
week. .
Westmont Farms owns 
an egg producing plant and' 
egg grading station in 
Saanich and is con­
sidering a move to North 
Saanich sometime in the 
future.
Earlier this year flie 
company’s request to 
subdivide its 22-acrc 
property was turned down 
by council. Council 
members wanted tlie 
company lo take out a land 
use coniract with the 
immicipality.
Westmont Farms didn’t 
want to use a coiiiraci 
bccau.se they said, with the 
egg business it wa.s difficnll 
to predict what they will 
want 10 do in the future.
The company wants the 
lot subdivided into four 
hectui.se it needs to pin each 
operation on it separtile 
piece of litnd.
At Ilic meeting, tlie 
committee and the com­
pany came nearer to an 
agreement on what imisl be 
done before the subdivision 
eonkl be carried out.
Mayor Paul Grieve 
suggested covenants be 
taken out on the land lhal 
would put re.siriciion.s on 
what it could be used for, 
C'oiijicil inembers in tbe 
past said they were con­
cerned that a poultry 
operation miglit be Miirted 
on Ihe properly,
The company spokesmen 
were not opposed lo iliat 
idea and left ihc meeting 
.saying they would consider 
whether they would prefer 
lo use covcnuni.s or a land 
use cornraei.
’Hte company spokesmen 
also wanitfd to know what 
kind of operation council 
would allow in the wnall 
huilding on The propetty 
that xvns designed for a 
I'armeifi! market produce 
siaiid. The farm produce 
rnaiKct iitver tauthi on in 
the area spokesirien stiiid 
and the Iniilding wa.s closed, 
They wiptled cntmeil to 
consider a light commercial 
or retail sales tise but 
stressed it would only tie 
used on an inierm basis 
until the egg apernilon 
relocated,
rite committee members 
said they would comkier 
suggcsiion.s from the 
company but reminded thni
because the building was in 
the ALR, tlie proposed use
niustconfornl. ’
Company representatives 
will consider the two 
pioblems and approach 
counci! at a later date.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
WEST SAANICH RD.
across from the Brentwood Post Office




9 A.M. to 9 P.M. MON. to SAT.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
1 FRYING CHICKEN
1 FRESH CUT-UP Tray Pack 00$
1
GROUND BEEF
FRESH, LEAN (Ground Round) $ | 09 |1. LB. 1
j SMOKED PICNICS






1 KING SIZE 5 lb. box ^
RASPBERRY JAM —
NABOB 24 oz. tin ^ T - ’ 1
i MIRACLE WHIP ^ -
1 KRAFT 32 oz. jar
ORANGE CRYSTALS^ ^
RISE & SHINE 4x3% oz. pkgs.
1 MARGARINE ^ „
1 KRAFT 3 lb. pkg. $ I 8/i Jm
BAKED BEANS ^ ^
HEINZ In Tomato Sauce 3 f $ *1 001 
14 OL tins w/ I
1 —-j--jftiyi ^ 
1 NABOB 24 oz. tin
APPLE SAUCE
SUN RYPE 14 oz. tins 3/^
IBRUSSELLS^^^^




1 CALIFORNIA JUICY IT1 138's 3 LBS. y 3
GRAPES
CALIFORNIA GREEN











There are five aldermanic seats up for .grabs in 
North Saanich, three two-year and two one- 
year.
School trustee Rubymay Parrott was ac­
claimed and there are four candidates seeking 
one seat on the Capital Region Board.
North Saanich is the only municipality where 
there is a mayoralty contest.
Joh Ley 
Madron a Drive
Eric Sherwood, 59, of 
1968 McTavisli, is a four- 
ycar veteran on North 
Saanicli council and is 
seeking another two-year 
term because lie’s anxious 
to ensure that the 
municipality is preserved 
under the existing 
development bylaws.
tie has served numerous 
peninsula organizations 
including Sanscha, Sidney 
Teen Activity Group, Silver 
Tlueads and the Peninsula 
K ec rea t i o n Commission, 
tie is a seir-employed 
electronic technician.
tie opposes I'urthcr 
development at the con­
troversial Bosun’s Marina
site suggests that the federal 
and provincial governments 
should be encouraged to 









Edgar Farthing, 64, of 
975 Tuam Rd., is seeking a 
two-year aldermanic seat in 
the hopes of maintaining 
the rural atmosphere of ‘ 
North Saanich and keeping 
tax increases reasonable.
He’s a retired Air Canada 
planning and economic 
director for purchasing and 
facilities and a member of 
the Deep Cove Property 
Owners Association.
Farthing is also running 
for a regional board seat 
because of frustrations he’s 
had in trying to acquire 
information from the 
board. FARTHING...keep rural
Jim Gumming, 69, of 
1780 Lands End, was the 
first mayor of North 
Saanich.
He has served with 
numerous regional 
organizations, has been 
chairman of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital Board 
and is chairman of the 
Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission.
Gumming, a retired 
contractor, is seeking a one- 
year aldermanic term and 
the municipality’s director 










Joe Lott, 54, of 1329 
Tapping, is principal of 
Parkland School and has 
served one previous year on 
North Saanich council in 
1970.
He’s seeking a one-year 
term and is concerned 
about development of an 
on-going community plan.
He questions the need for 
further marina develop­
ment in North Saanich and 
says he’s afraid marinas will 
be allowed to expand at the 
expense of the en­
vironment.
Eric Bowles, 58, ot 
1986 Barrett Dr., isa retired 
agriculturalist and hor- 
ticulturalist seeking a one- 
year aldermanic seat.
His platform is based on 
past experience in England 
where he served on a similar 
type of council for48 years:
He’s particularly,,;iII- 
: terested... iiv,; rriunicipal 
Tihancing and has ex­
perience in financial 
matters ihrough his 















ELECT GEORGE WESIWOOD .. .
With 3 years experience on Council and 
1 year as Regional Board Director. He 
knows the Municipality and tbe needs 
IShl and wishes of its residents!
An experienced alderman who believes 
in the preservation of our quality of 
life in North Saanich.
"Save Tsehum Sanctuary 
and Blue Heron Basin"
K:v
CAPABLE OF RECONCILING PROBLEMS,
AND FULLY KNOWLEDGEABLE IN CIVIC AFFAIRS.
ON SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19 













111 e u in b e n i J u h " 
Luphaiu, .5-L of .'Hi 
Downey Rd., is seeking ;i 
two-yenr term to iuid to his 
existing four-yeiu' record.
Me snys he’s seeking re- 
election because of his 
eoneeni about laud use in 
North Saanicli and the 
pressure on council tor 
marina and large lot 
development.
.A semi-retired electrical 
eoniiactor. Lapham is well 
known for liis pro- 
emiroiinient views and 
lough stands on en­
vironmental issues.
l.apham is not a mcniber 
of any political party. The 
Review incorrectly reported
Gil Gilmore, 52. of 9191 
Rideau PI., says North 
Saanich council is losing 
control of majority of the 
mill rale because of 
siaiuiory expenditures and 
some expertise in financial 
iliatlers is needed.
He says eouncil's role is 
to make policies and set 
priorities without in­
terfering in day-to-day 
adniinisiration.
.A public administrator 
with the provincially-owned 
B.C. Buildings Cor­
poration, Gilmore has had 
extensive experience in 
dealing with governments. 
He’s seeking a two-year 
term.
Robert Thompson, 61, of 
10896 Madrona, is 
currently a NorUi Saanich 
alderman and-is seeking a 
position as director for the 
niunicipalily on the Capital 
Region Board.
He was a trustee of the 
Deep Cove Water District, 
is chairman of council’s 
water committee and is one 
of the municipality’s 
representatives on the 
Peninsula Water Com­
mission.
He’s employed as the 
president of W. & J. Wilson 
Ltd.
Larry Fast, 33, of 1885 
Dean Park, is an opponent 
of umiecded development 
which: cali faise sPrvice 
,'.'cosiS;;'’‘T;'>H:;:'; 'iy
1-1 c’s running on a 
platform;: ; of . careful 
development in the 
municipality’s existing 
residential areas. Fast also 
encourages small scale 
technological development 
for the airport and Instiiute 
of Ocean Sciences.
As a lawyer. Fast has 
several local governments 
as clients and has con­
siderable experience in 
municipal law.
DRIVERS BEWARE
A Central Saanich youlli, 
late for a hockey game at ] 
t ll c P a n o r a 111 a 1. e i s u r e 
Centre at 2:10 p.m. Sun­
day, Nov. 13, acquired six 
demerit points.
He was observed driving 
right ihrougli the stop sign 
at Wallaee Drive oiuo Last 
Saanich Road, nearly 
colliding with another 
veliiele. The eiiiinl ear iVieii 
sped north oii Uast Saanicli 
Road, crossing llie double 
cenlre line to pass several 
other veliicles.
Wliile not appreliendeil 
ill llie lime, police traced 
the driver iliroiigli the etir’s 
license plates.
Central Saanicli Police 
Chief Bob Miles has warned 
drivers who drink to 
exercise eaiilion during the 
ll p e 0 111 i n g C h r i s t m a s 
seasop.
Miles issued the warning 
this week after four cases of 
imiiaired driving were 
reported in Ceniral Saanich 
in the past week.
The first oceurretl at 2:25 
a.m. on Nov. 11 when a 
police radar li'iip clocked a 
driver doing 93 miles an 
hour on the Patricia Bay 
1 lighway near Newman 
Road, The driver liad a 
blootl-alcoluil eonieni of 
,121'ler cent,
Anoilier driver blew .1.5
per cent after a ear went out 
of controT and ihrongh a 
fence on Ceniral Saanieh 
Roatl shortly before 11 a.m. 
on Nov. 12.
In tlie third ca.se a driver 
laid a blood-alcohol content 
of ,24 per cent. He was 
palled over on Keating 
Crossroad al 1:05 a.m, on 
Nov, 13 when il was notieecl 
he was driving in what 
police described as “an 
ninisual manner,”
A fonrlli driver was 
picked up at lt):,L5 p,m, on 
Nov, 14 al'lcr a ear was 
loealed in a dileh bn Sicily’s 
Crossronci, Tlte driver, who 
allempletl to wttlk home, 
liad a blootl-alcoltol content 
of ,19 per cent,
Put a Legal Mind on 







GEORGE R. AYLARD AAAYOR
★ because he has demonstrated leadership on council.
★ He has been a unifying force on council
★ He has innovative ideas and is responsive to
the voice of the people.
PHILP. o ®
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THEREVIEW
No Burning Issues in Central Saanich
Page
There are three two-year aldermanic seats in 
Central Saanich defenced by incumbents. Most 
challengers say they filed nomination papers to 
; avoid acclamations.
There is a total of five contestants for the 
three aldermanic vacancies and three challengers 
lor one seat as Central Saanich’s trustee on 
; Saanich School Board.
^1? / 
.SHAFiPE.,.ranuing
Dick Sharpe, 56, of 1774 
Prosser Ave., says his 
principal interests and 
sympathies lie with the 
farming industry in Central 
Saanieh.
He’s a member of the 
South Saanieh Farmers 
Institute, the Central 
Saanich Ratepayers 
Association and the 
Advisory Planning 
Committee.
Sharpe, making liis third 
bid for a council scat, is 
employed as an electrical 
draftsman at dockyard.
ASSOCIATION MEETS
The annual general 
meeting of the Peninsula 
Community Association 
will be held Nov. 16 at 7:30
p.m. in the library of North 
Saanich Junior High School 
on McDonald Park Road.
David Price, 45, of 869 
Clarke Rd., says there 
aren’t any burning i.ssues in 
this election campaign but 
he’s opposed to people 
winning municipal council 
seats by acclamation.
If elected. Price would 
investigate all possible 
federal and provincial 
funds available to the 
municipality as well as try 
and establish complete co­
operation with other 
municipalities in matters of 
mutual concern.
Price, employed as 
superintendent of 
passengers for the Princess 
Marguerite, is making his
PRICE...no issues
second bid for a seat on 
Central Saanich council.
WARING... interested
Frank Waring, 64, of 
7206 Babington, says there 
are no contentious issues in 
this campaign and he’s 
seeking re-election because 
he finds municipal work 
interesting.
He’s concerned about 
distribution systems for 
water at a reasonable co.st 
and the impact of the new 
provincial property 
assessment system.
Waring, who’s employed 
as a business manager, is 
completing his first two- 
year term on Central 
Saanich council and has 
served five previous years 
on Saanich council.
Percy Lazarz, 42, of 
1789 Cultra Ave., has 
served a total of 9Pi years 
on Central Saanich council 
and is seeking another two- 
year term to continue work 
the municipality has already 
begun.'
He’s particularly in­
terested in public works 
projects such as planned 
improvements to West 
Saanich Road in the 
Brentwood business area 
and to Keating Crossroad in 
the industrial area.
Lazani, who doesn’t see 
any major issues this 
election, is a fur farmer. LAZARZ...past record
LAMONT... time con­
suming
Ray Lamont, 59, of 2946 
Lamont Rd., has been an 
alderman on Central 
Saanich council for 20 
years.
Lamont, foreman of 
ramp operations at Sidney 
airport, is basing his 
campaign on his past record 
and hopes to “Carry on 
with the collective thinking 
of the present council for 
the continuation of sound 
municipal administration 
for the residents of Central 
Saanich.’’
Lamont, who was on the 
first Central Saanich 
council, says municipal 
interests take up most of his 
time.
Initiate the construction of a breakwater
Encourage Light Commercial 
Development
Work to increase the Tourist flow 
through Sidney
Plan to provide more parking space. 
Lower tax rate by increasing revenue.
SAANICH SCHOOL DISTRICT 63 
CEMTRALSAi^MCH 
TRUSTEE :
I ask for your 
vote because:
I am deeply interested in the 
quality of edueation.
I htive the lime to devote io| 
School Board Meetings, [ 
Committees and Seminars, and 
to make regular visits lo the| 
sehools.
1 know tliat the cost of I 
edueation are progressively 
: V::P higher, and it would be my 
concern to see lhal everyj 




Ron Cullis, 31, of 2015
Skyline Rd., is the youngest 
candidate ; seeking public 
office in Central Saanich. 
He’s challenging two others 
for one school board seat.
A Saanich firefighter, 
Cullis says he’s trying for a 
position as a school trustee 
because he has young 
children entering the school 
system and believes he has a 
personal stake in the 
educational future of his 
youngsters.
He says there doesn’t 
appear to be ample op­
portunity for school 
children to persue vocation 




Esther Galbraith, of 6485 
West Saanich, is a 
housewife seeking a seat on 
Saanich School Board to 
f i n d t h e b e s t way o f 
spending the board’s money 
with the interests of 
students being her top 
priority.
She has workedwith girl 
guides, cub scouts, 4H Club 
and Silver Threads and 
believes her service to the 
community is a noticeable 
qualification for a position 
as school trustee.
She says she has the time 
to attend regular board and 
committee meetings and 
visit various schools within 
the district. .
PRICE...former teacher
Jaqueline Price, of 8520 
Ebor Ter., is a business 
woman seekingva‘^eat5 as a 
Saanich school t r u s t ee 
because of a long-time 
interest in education and 
previous jobs as a teacher in 
England and B.C.
Although she’s a resident 
of North Saanich, she says- 
she didn’t want to contest 
the North Saanich seat 
because she admires the 
ability of tru.stee Rubymay 
Parrott who was acclaimed 
this election.






. The Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce is looking for 
candidates to fill the 
director positions that will 
be vacant at the end of the 
year.
All chamber positions 
including the president hold 
one year terms. The election 
meeting will be held 
December 15.
Nominations close 
November 16 but 
nominations can be made at 
the day of the elections i 






A provisional budget of 
$11,957,155 was introduced 
to the school board at their 
regular meeting early this 
week.
This is an increase of 
eight per cent from la.sl 
year’s budget and can 
mainly be attributed to 
salary increases and to 
supplying Stelly’s School.
88 per cent of the sehool 
budget goes to teacher’s 
.salaries.
In his introductory 
speech to the board, finance 
chairman Harry Tobin 
commented on the growing 
size oI teacher’s salaries. He 
recommended, “...this 
board take some leadership 
in scrapping percentage 
increases in all salary 
bargaining - in both 
teaching and non-teaching 
staff.’’
He said that a teacher 
starting this year with a PB 
Certificate would have a 
salary of $13,936. After 12 ' 
years with a salary increase 
of six percent each year and 
an increment increase of six 
per cent each year, the same 
teacher, with no additional 
duties or education would 
earn $40,774.
The school board will 
now work on the 
provisional budget, at­
tempting to cut it down 
anywhere possible, until a 
final budget can be agreed 
upon.















A.F. (Al) Benbow 






For a Third Term
ALDERMAN - NORTH SAANICH
A study on the economic 
feasibility of purchasing a 
new ferry to run between 
Sidney and Anaeortes is to 
be completed this week and 
tlie future for a continued 
international .service is 
bright.
Chick Goodman, of the 
Sidney tiiul North Saanicli 
Cliambcr of Commerce, 
til tended meetings in 
Anaeortes last week with 
Victoria Aid. Bob Wright.
Goodman told The 
Review* tlie economic 
feasibility study is being 
prepared by an eight-man 
panel headed by Minor 
Baker, senior economist 
with Ihe Seattle First 
Rational Bank.
The Panel is attempting 
to determine the feasibility 
of leasing or buying a ferry 
10 operate betw'cen Sidney 
and Anaeortes.
The Wasliington i^tatc 
I'erry run currently in 
operation was scheduled lo 
end on ,lan. 1. but, 
Wasliington Governor 
Dixie i.ee Ray extended the 
deadline saying tiie service 
would continue while 
alternatives were being 
seriously consideied.
The study is to be 
completed by Nov. 18 and 
submitted to the United 
Slates federal Economic 
Development 
Adminisiralion which has 
llie jHVvvci ’to fiuiuicc the 
leasing or dowmpaymcnl of 
a new vessel.
The panel is cotrsidcrlng 
$3 million as the probable 
amount needed, Goodman
said, and the Economic 
Development 
Administration would 
provide 80 per cent of the 
funds through a grant,
The remaining 20 per 
cent would be raised 
through the sale of bonds 
i.ssued by ilic Anaeortes 
Port Aulliorily.
If the panel’s proposal is 
accepted by the Economic 
Development 
Administration, he said, the 
search for a suitable ship 
will begin on Dee, 3 and 
two ntonths will be allotted 
to eompleie tlie necessary 
surveys.
Eour ferries in Scan­
dinavia are being con­
sidered, Goodman added, 
hut he did not know llie size 
oragcoriliesliip.s.
T’lie vessels, lie .said, will 
he surveyed for costs, 
passenger and cur capacity,
and continuing operation 
costs.
Tlie final proposal must 
be completed by Feb. 3, 
1978, and, if a ship is 
acquired, the title would 
likely be held by the 
Aiiiicuiics. Port Authority 
and the vessel would be 
leased to tlie Washington 
Stale lerries Autliurity 
wliicli would operate the 
service, Goodman said.
The panel discussions 
were aitended by The 
Washington State Ferry 
Aiiihoiiiy, llie Anaeortes 
I’ori Audiorily, and 
hnsincssmen from here and 
Anaeortes.
Asked if lie's personally 
optimistic about the future 
of the lerry service, 
Goodman teplicd: '‘The 
optimism of tlte Anaeortes 
Cluimher of Commerce is 
eaicliirig.’ Yes, I'm op­












l Aiy! AN ALDERMAN»
WHY WASTE YOUR 
VOTE FOR
l» REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
ON SOMEONE WHO
Served u.v;
li.ihmau Phmiiingi'ii /.tmitig t timmiiiec • 2 years, 
•t hainmm Puhlle Works Commliiec. 2
A Pioveii brickgrourid of concern ;md action in 
votiiitiiiuiiv atiairs and environmental mailers,
iiiM
I'lKflife MAY NOT BE ELECTED?
lOR REGIONAL DIREaOR
VOTE





(Next to the Arena)
BUY A NEW 78 -HONDA!
HAROLD JAMISON, General Manager, 
invites you to visit him & his fine sales force 
and service department for professional 
advice on any of the NEW HONDA 
Models.
1974 GMC '/2 TON; V/8, 4 speed. Power 
Steering, Power Brakes, Radio and Tape Deck, 
Trick Wheels, one ow'ner. $3895.
1976 MGB CONVERTIBLE, Radio, 
miles. $4995.
1975 COMET, 4 Dr. Sedan. 6 cylinder. ' 
automatic. Power Steering, Power Brakes 
Radio.$3695. ’ '
Mill®
1973 DUSTER, 6 cylinder, aulonuuic. Power 
Steeling, Radio. $3295.
, ft . V m * • /• ^ ,
NY:!':T'(("IT • i..vr? W
1969 VOLKS IIKim.E, excellent transporinliniu
Only $1495.,
|S'„ i
1973 ,NOV/V IIATCIIBACKi V/8 auto,Tower 










75 Comet 4 door 
75 Bobcat xtn. wgn. 
7SDatMm710 
T4 GMC Pi ton 





73 Duster “6," tuilo. |
■ 73TR-6'
-,■ 73'MaB ": ■
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BAHA’f FAITH
Our province is about to throw a party
Baha’u’llah restates the essential, eternal 
truth of all religions, 
and brings a new set of social laws 
to meet the needs of the Atomic Age! 
For Further Information,
Phone 656-3446 or 385-8131.
By SHIRLEY GL I II
British Columbia is 
throwing a party. Doors 
open early in 1978, and 
festivities will peak during 
the summer as thousands of 
guests arrive from all over 
North America. And true to 
her reputation.for gracious 
h, o s p i t a 1 i t y , British
IS providing a 
princesses and 
escort guests to
I AM AN ALDERMAN!
WHY WASTE YOUR 
VOTE FOR
REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
ON SOIVIEONE WHO 
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The party is the bicen­
tennial celebration of 
Captain James Cook’s first 
landing on Vancouver 
Island, and the bevy of 
royal hostesses is British 
Columbia’s fleet of sleek 
white and blue ferries. Since 
1969, government-run ships 
like the Queen of 
Cowiclian, Queen of 
Coquitlam, and Princess of 
Vancouver has been 
providing British 
Columbians with tran 
spoliation lo the many 
islands strewn along her 
mainland. But they also 
offer American visitors 
mini-cruises to some of the 
world’s most spectacular, 
and least e.xplored, scenery.
from the deck of the 
comfortable Queen of 
Victoria sailing the Gull 
Islands on her way from 
Vancouver to Victoria, for 
example, il is still possible 
to relive the mood and kind 
of scenery that greeted 
Captain Cook as he sailed 
his barque along Vancouver 
Island’s west coast in search 
of the Northwest Passage. 
In summer, sunny beaches 
twinkle from riiossy coves 
and in winter the same 
misty islands and foggy 
banks are there. Without 
too much effort, you can 
transport yourself right 
back to 1778.
Today’s best duplication 
of a Captain Cook voyage 
is already a top tourist 
attraction - the Queen of 
Prince Rupert’s 330-tnilc 
(528-kilometre) cruise 
through British Columbia’s 
Inner Passage. To tourists 
aecustomed to the flat,, 
unvarying horizons of 
open-ocean cruising, sailing 
among the picture,sque 
islands Cook described in 
his diary is a unique 
cruising adventure.
But Cook on his chilly 
barque never had it this 
good. The Queen is a 
floating hotel carrying 430 
ITassengers and 90 
automobiles. After putting 
out of Kelsey Bay on 
Vancouver Island (in 
winter, out of Vancouver), 
passengers can linger on 
deck lo savor the salt air, or 
relax in the cocktail lounge. 
Then comes a hearty dinner 
of British Columbia salmon 
or roast beef in the dining 
room, while Indian fishing 
villages and velvety islands 
drift past the picture 
window's. As night falls, 
passengers retire to com­
fortable staterooms, while 
the Queen .slips through the 
narrow Grenville Channel, 
15 miles (24 kilometres) bf 
sea-canyon flanked by sheer 
mountain walls. Considered 
one of the best travel 
bargains in North America, 
Queen of Prince Rupert 
cruises year round, with 
attractive off-season rates
in winter.
But in this celebratory 
summer, it’s on Vancouver 
Island’s west' coa.st that 
seekers of the 1778 spirit 
can really home in on 
history. A five-hour cruise 
on the M.V. Uchuck lands 
passengers at Friendly 
Cove, the same beach where 
Cook first stepped ashore. 
The three canoe-loads of 
friendly Indians that 
greeted him may be missing 
today, but the gulls
screaming overhead and the
un­pebbles crunching 
derfoot arc still there.
This summer-crui.se, run 






ALDERMAN & REGIONAL BOARD DIRECTOR 
TOWN OF SIDNEY
Public Works & Drainage
CHAIRMAN - Street Lighting Committee 
CHAIRMAN- Fire Committee
MEMBER^OF -f Finance -<&> L 
Zoning & Subdivisions, . Pak rs & 
Recreation, 'PersonnelWater, Sewage, 
I i Agricultural,Accommodation & Main- 




This past year has seen the upgrading of 
our^’roads & drainage systems, the con­
tinued construction of safety paths for 
pedestrions, and a: finalized community 
plan.,,'
As your representative for the past 91/2 years I have maintained a con,stant interest 
in Civic Affairs of Central Saanich. My regular attendance at Council, Committee 
Meeting, public meetings and other Municipal matters ktpporls my claim of sincere 
dedication, a 99.5% attendance record. It is my desire to continue this .service to the 
full extent of the experience that I have gained.
VOTE FOR LAZARZ
BIRNIELTD
Pat WholanRita Ridlg® ,
SIDNEY OFFICE
OPENING SEPTEMBER 23 




After Houis 385-9791 
Sidney Office Sidney Staff
Im
Service of Port Alberni, 
leaves twice a week from 
Gold River, where tourists 
can have a pleasant lunch at 
the Gold River Inn before 
boarding. Captain Esson 
Young, passengers soon 
discover, is a colorful 
chronicler of Nootka Sound 
lore, and passing the 
andmark Bligh Island 
might prompt a “ferry 
tale’’ about Captain Cook’s 
young ship-hand, William 
Bligh, later to make his 
infamous mark at the h 
of the Bounty.
As 18th century 
crossroads for Spanish and 
English explorers, the cove 
ranks as one of the most 
historic spots on the North 
American Pacific coast.
On his way to Friendly 
Cove, Captain Cook wisely 
avoided the “graveyard of 
the Pacific”, the shipwreck- 
littered shoals of Vancouver 
Island’s Barkley Sound. 
Modern ferry captains too 
have the greatest respect for 
this area, among them
captain of the M.V. Lady 
Rose, which provides an 
unusual cruise among the 
spectacular Broken Islands 
of the Pacific Rim National 
Park.
Licensed for 100 
passengers and owned by 
Alberni Marine Tran­
sportation, the Lady Rose 
carries mail and cargo daily 
from Port Alberni to 
weslcoast settlements, and 
takes tourists along for the 
picturesque saltwater sail, 
the only one-day cruise lo 
the open Pacific in British 
Columbia.
Passengers must be 
prepared to gel up 
early—the Monday mail 
ship leaves at 5:45 
a.m.—but the Lady has a 
comfortable lounge and 
coffee shop and a friendly 
crew. “Come along and 
bring your camera,” invites 
er captain; “but bring 
warm clothing—il may be 
cool on the open water.”
Just getting to British 
Columbia’s party will be 
half the fun, because 
arriving by water in 1978 is 
the same visual feast it w'as 
2(X) years ago. P'rom Seattle 
to Victoria comes the 
refurbished “Princess 
Marguerite, a regal lady in 
wood panelling and potted 
palms. Her summer cruise 
a four-hour adventure
‘thatVancouver dubbed il, 
can be imagined.”
But this Princess is a 
swinger. Onboard, the 
bicentennial party may start 
early as passengers sample a 
smorgasbord of en­
tertainment, a sing-along, 
band music, a gallery of 
historical photographs. 
Others can chat in the pub 
or Crown n’ Anchor 
lounge, or relax over dinner 
in the old-world dining 
room. Daily from May lo 
September, the Princess 
steams to Canada, the 
Union Jack on her funnels, 
a jolly good lime on her 
decks.
So on the eve of the 
parly, British Columbia 
gears up for the fun and her 
cruise crews gel out their 
spit and polish. Tourists, 
meanwhile, arc already 
dreaming of sailing the 
fjords of British Columbia, 

















played against some of 
nature’s most impressive 
backdrops. As Olympic 
crags trail her stern, the 
Princess slides through the 
Puget Sound, today the 
sheltered playground of 
yachtsmen and still “the 





Mu.sic by “The Northern Lights”
Hot Dinner, Bar Facilities, Prizes, Fa.vors. 
$25.00 Couple 9:30 .M.-?’
For Tickets, Call
652-2360; 652-2456; 652-1678
FLOWER POWER was Sidney aldermanic 
candidate Peter Grant’s game last weekend 
when he campaigned on the town streets, 
passing out flowers to Sidney voters. Here he’s 
seen talking with fellow candidate Bob Hope. 
Grant, of course, is the one wearing the flower.
RiieLsrn Film For Board A AIRPORT
A film on racism will be 
the main topic of discussion 
al the next Saanich Scliool 
Board meeting and the 
general public is invited lo 
attend the viewing,
The film, prepared by llie 
B.C. Teachers’ I'edcralion 
for teacher information, 
will be viewed by trustees.
rUuiier in the year a film 
on racism prepared by tlie 
U.C'. Teachers .Association 
for the eliissroom was 
haimed from sehools in the 
district because boaid 
trustees fouiul it 
“negiilive”,
“We decided the last
presentation was too 
negative to be used in our 
sehools,” said Board 
C ll a i r m a n G e r r y
Kristianson. “It would be 
helpful to liave input from 
the public on any decision 
we make about this latest 
film.”
The meeting will be held 
at 8 p.m., Monday, Nov, 21 
in the Keating Annex at 
684.3 Central Saanich Road.
Ktisiiaiison saisl it would 
be a good opporumiiy for 
the public to see the ttiitiex, 
which IS a iinKleiii sehool 
for the iraiiuthly meiiially 
hiitulicapped.
Your closest hotel to The Sundown 
Racetrack. Try our re-decorated ‘^Golden 
Bear"pub or our^'Totein Lounge. ”
FULL DINING FACIUTIES




A liquor store is expeeied 
to open ill llie I'rafalgtu' 
Stiuare Mall in Ureiuwood







Huy before the end of the 
year ttccording to a 
spokesman I'or tlie imill. 
last week.
A ,h9(H) sqiuu'e foot area 
is being renovated In llie 
mall to luniso ihe store, ll 




I or youf New-Year’s Eve
Reserve Now 
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“Brioche Pan or 
“Larding Needle




Along with a 












; Shower Curtains, 






7 I()3 VV, !iiwiiiiii li H«|, 
lirtiiitvooil Iluv
Open Moiulay in 
Sainrelay,
•JiJtna.m. m p.m, 
Fridays (ill <) p.,,,. . „,„j, 
Xmas.
LEARN HOW TO FALL was the first lesson the Perfect Wave Skate 
Boarding Club taught the group of youngsters gathered to watch the club 
in action last weekend. It was a rainy Sunday afternoon in the Seabord 
Mall parking lot on Keating Crossroad. The wet skate boards caused more 
falls than usual but the 25 youngsters watching didn’t seem to mind. The 
Perfect Wave Club from the peninsula has the sport refined to an art. The 
demonstration was sponsored by the Central Saanich Boys and Girls Club 
which is being formed in the area. The club is for children aged seven to 12 
years. Anyone interested in more information may contact the Central 
Saanich Parks and Recreation Department. A skate boarding clinic will be 
held every Tuesday for the next five or six weeks, for members of the club.
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SAANICH PENINSULA MINOR HOCKEY 
ASSOCIATION 
Standings to Nov. 13, Midget Division
TEAM Cil* GW GL TIE GF GA PTS
Sidney Lions ;5, 3 1 1 29 26' 7 :
SidneyTirc 4 ^2 1 i: 20 20 5
Seaboard Const. 5 0 5 0 11 To 0
use BACKS 
CO-OPER^IVE
: I lie use is supplying
I'lmrls tn ili.s k';t. il.. r',.riinds io the Kikila Co- 
opeiaiive near Uuiha-Biithe 
in Lesotho to lielp erect a 
building to house a large 
workroom and office, a 
More room for materials 
and a display room for 
finished prodncis. The Co­
operative specializes in 
making Basin ho hats for 
the lociil market and for
export. Tlie 128 members of' ; 
l h e V o o p e r a i i y C ;, a g e d : _; 
between 10, and ;78. years, ':, 
are inosily,,women.:
PRESCRIPTION OPTICAL CO,








Kiimloops — We agree 
that federal and provincial 
|i;iriy iiolilics should not be 
played in Ihe immicipal 
arena, but for any can- 
rlidaie lo claim and believe: 
(lull they do not color tlie 
lociil polilical scene is 
denionstriiiing naivete. In 
addition, a person’s 
polilical a f f i I i a t i on 
provincially or federally 
gives some degree of insighl 
inio his personal 
philosophies. Is he a 
eoiiseiv alive, niitldle-of- 
the-road thinker? A can- 
ilidale's refusal to be open 
about such basic in- 
I'oiiiKilion may in itself bea 
eliie lo Ihe way a candidate 
'■ill eonduci himself in
ol'fiee. — The News.
‘ CELEBRA TION
A young woman from 
I7unean, B.C., celebraled 
her 25th anniversary with 
llie use. She sent a 
generous donation in the 
hope that it would liclp 
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MUFFLER
NOW OPEN ON MONDAYS ^ 
DlllUNr; NOVEMBEU AND DIX EMIIER 
EOU'iniA’ONVI.NIENCKOI' 
ClIltlSTMASSHOPPr.llS.
Holiday Finery Arriving Daily





L/FE JACKET DAY was held Iasi week at 
the Banorama Leisure Cenlre and all Ihe 
yuung children in ihc swimming ela.sses were 
given a chance lo iry oiu their life jackels. 
Many life jackels are nol minisiry of Iran- 
spori approved, said Lcliih Saunders, pool 
programmer ai the centre, and this gives 
childien arid Iheir parents tin opporumiiy lo 
iry out their own jacket.s, The design of.some 
jaekefs can aeiuaily hinder ralher ilian help a 
small ehild, she said. If parents rnis.sed the 
day at (he iiool (hey would he welcome lo fry 
oil! Ilieir life jackets any lime after checking 
with a staff tnember, Shown here arc Gary 
Marriott, 4, and his mother, .lackie of 857() 
Last Saanich Rond. i
CENTER
A & M Automotive is proud to be 
associated with the manufacturer of 
one of the finest muffler 




2 Mllv.s South Uiili’tiairl GiinUais
Viiewuy naked l*miJticis, homemade vegcitibk'Jtoup. 
vej-ciaiiiiu saiisitgc rolls, chili beans and pies, Salads, 
smoothies.
lnlr<Hlm.'lng ihr Soy llurger, frolt pies, Vlinwny Soy 
irimu'. Special HIg Iloy cookies, Utiy 4 get one Free. 
2(PM off vitamin iahkts and shampoos.
CI.,OSI,;i;) MON.,-'TUI’S., 
OI'LNWIT*. SUN. lOa.m. loSp.ivi.
WHAT A
CHRISTMAS GIFT I
OVfeB ISO SPECIAL 
COArMONWEALTM RECIPES!
*2°® PER COPY
HURRY • Order Yours Early:
Royal Commoriwealtli Society, 
Vancouver island Branch,
Box 1448,




On Tail Pipe ill 
On Muffler 
On Complete System if-i
oneennlv
--SAVE-CLIP-SAVE —
A & M AUTOMOTIVE
2491 BEACON AVE. 
Sidney
24 HOURS




REGIONAL BOARD DIRECTOR 
TOWN OF SIDNEY
for responsible & respontsive 
; T^ representation ^w 
and financial experience.
&upe«rms MUfFLER








»OUR PRICES ARE: 
THE REST IN THE 
ENTIRE AREA
oSHOP IN Sidney,







Groceries • Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN Friday"eights till wine
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
Phone 656-1171
BANK MANAGER A BUG FREAK
When the , last 
Volkswagen Bug rolled off 
the assembly line earlier this 
year it was not only the end 
of an era but, for Bob 
McClellan, it was the 
beginning of a new one.
McClellan, the Royal 
Bank manager in Brent­
wood Bay, is a Volkswagen 
collector and when it went 
out of production his 
collection increased in 
distinction.
.We will miss the old Bug 
he says, “I’m a bug freak 
but il will make my older 
ones more valuable.’’
In 1952 Volkswagen sold 
their first cars in Canada. 
An opera singer in Langley 
purchased one of the 11 
.sold that year by Pacific 
Volkswagen in Vancouver. 
It is that black car, even 
with its original coat of 
paint, that is McClellan’s 
pride and joy.
He purchased the car 
four years ago from 
Douglas Volkwagen in 
Victoria who had displayed 
it for several years after 
buying il from Pacific 
Volkswagen who bought it 
back from the opera 
singer’s estate after her 
death.
To a Volkswagen en­
thusiast the car has changed 
considerably since it was 
introduced to the continent 
almost 30 years ago but the 
average car-watcher has to 
look hard to discover 
differences.
Under the hood the car 
has continually improved 
and has changed as mtich as 
the American makes, says 
McClellan. But the body 
styling is remarkably 
similar.
The 1952 Bug had smaller 
bumpers without the ad­
ditional “bow” detailing on 
1977 models, the turn 
signals were not lights but 
stick-like signals that poked 
out from the middle of the 
car called semaphores. The 
car had a push button start 
and a 25-horsepower 
engine.
The most distinctive 
feature, though, was the 
split back window. The 
small, oval back window 
that was divided in two was 
discontinued part way 
through 1952.
McClellan estimated his 
1952 Volkswagen is worth 
$6,000. It sold for $1,600, 
new.
The car just returned 
from the 25th anniversary 
of Volkswagens in Canada 
display in Toronto, where it 
was the oldest Canadian 
Volkswagen.
little, funny looking car 
that was able to buck the 
big guys,” he said.
“It was able to overcome 
its odd looks and finally 
convinced us that small cars 
were the direction we had to 
go,” said McClellan.
Would he buy a Rabbit,
Volkswagen’s replacement 
for the Bug?
‘Uhmm, 1 guess so. It’s 
functional and I’m glad to 
see them come out with a 
diesel engine but 1 think IMl 
just keep driving something 




BOB McLELLAN is shown here with his two oldest Volkswagens. The 
black 1952 car on the left features a split window. It is the oldest original 
“bug” in Canada. The 1954 car has increased bumper styling known as 
bows.
As well as the ’52 his 
collection includes a 1954, 
’56 and a ’58 which he 
drives.
McClellan began driving 
Volkswagens in the early 
1960’s and has never owned 
a different type of car since 
that time.
He thinks Volkswagen 






A rugged New England style general purpose sea-boat which may be inboard, in­
board outboard, or outboard powered. Uses include the following; commercial 
fishing, crabbing, sport-fishing, diving, cruising, crew boat and more. Fibreglass 
balsa cored, self-bailing, cuddy cabin for two. Call Dick Chudley at National Boat 
Sales for an appointment totry her. Telephone 656-3966. • •
Central Saanich police 
found five teenage boys this 
week heaving on the pipe 
pole of a traffic sign im- 
' bedded in the parking lot at 
the new Trafalgar Square 
shopping centre in Bren­
twood.
The youths explained to 
police that, contrary to 
appearances, they were not 
trying to damage the sign 
but were attempting to 
straighten it. It had 
originally been set at a 
crooked angle.
Their statement proved 
to be true and the five were
advised to leave correction 
of the sign to the property 
owners since, if they 
ihadvertaintly broke it, then 
they could be held 









All candidates in the 
forthcoming municipal 
elections arc asked by B.C. 
Hydro to refrain from 
attaching posters to power 
poles during the current 
■ ■ carnpaighV'^V'^' 
Posters jon poles are a 
hazard to linemen who, in a 
humber of instances in the 
past, have been seriously 
injured because their 
climbing spurs liave slipped 
on the cards, nails and 
staples.
British Columbia Workers’ 
Compensation Board 
regulations prohibit posters
with not much for the 
flair.” he said, “but they 
especially appreciate the 
dependability of the car.”
He said when the car was 
first introduced to con­
tinent it was often referred 
to as Hitler’s Revenge and 
because anti-German 
feelings were still prevalent 
it was mainly Germans who 
bought the first cars.
“1 like it because it was a
Deep Cove Chalet
Open Tuesday to Sunday 
Smorgasbord Lunch Thurs. & Sun.
Smorgasbord Dinner Wed. Evening Only 
Any Other Day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
656-3541
THE ■ ENAMEL 
Volkswagen crest was 
a beautiful multi­
coloured design. It was 
discontinued many 
years ago but is on 








• Gold Bond J.®t ctn.
V2 12x24 Accoustic ■ $ i "995
Gold Bond - Econotone i / ctn.
¥2 24'W Plain White $1 195• Gold Bond i 1 pkg.
(Suspended Ceiling system 40* sq. ft. 







TROUBLED BY HIGH ERICES?














UNFINISHED PAKTA - BOARD
*9”..I
(Tops Only)
downtown, npocloui • 
modorn rooms, coblo 
color T.V,, direct dial 
plionoi, oil with view 
bolconloe, Iroo parking, 
compllmontory coKoo It 
loo toiylco, Olid bo»t ol 
all — moilly with fully 
•quippod kltchoni that 
allow you and your 
lomlly to onjoy «ub- 
itontlol lovlngt on 
brooklotte, lunchoi, 
inocke, cold drinkt, Ico 
cubiDi K othor rololod 
•xpantoi, Starling at 
only $11.00 elnglo A 
$4,00 for each additional 








Sister Marie Zarowny 
S.S.A. of Port Alberni, the 
Diocesan Facilitator in 
Social Justice, is the 
morning speaker for this 
Diocesan Seminar to be 
held Nov. 26, at St. 
Edward’s Church, Duncan, 
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
A panel discussion, 
‘Alienated Women in our 
Midst’ those whose needs 
are generally unanswered is 
planned for the afternoon, 
followed by dialogue with 
those attending the 
seminar.
This seminar is sponsored 
by the Vancouver Island 
Catholic Women ’.s 
Committee, chaired by Pat 
Kahr of Port Alberni. The 
Sidney women elected to 
this committee are Doreen 
Hunter, Eileen Jensen and 
Lou Fletcher.
The seminar will con­
clude with a Mass 
celebrated by Bishop Remi 
Dc Roo.
Local re.sidcnis who wish 
to attend arc asked lo 
telephone 656-4410 or 652- 
4158 for transportation. 
Non-Catholic women are 
welcomed to the Seminar.
THE




has been moved from 




Hoolth and Wollaro 
Canada
Sanl6 ot 0lon-6tro tiocinl 
Canada
^ ■
5 Bold New Vinyls
Lunette $1 C95Ships Ahoy 1|| Sht.
Vino Patches Daisy Mae
4
No. 2 Spindles
Many sizes to choose from
UP TO 50%
No. 1 Price
The "Biggest” Selection 
of Pre-Finished Panels 
in Western Canada 
to choose from.
DROP IN and BROWSE 
(Over 175 Panels to choose from)
|)IWi1WIWIWI»W>ll»WlM»lMWIWII<>W<IMIi«lllWi||»lli|illWiiniWI|l|»l|igi>MWtewiWlllttllW«filM*IWW»ll«ll<WW










For brochuio and rotorvuiloni writ#!
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
•dJMornbylt,, VontouMor, P.C. VtZ fVI 





SAT., NOV. 36, 1977, 7 p.m. 
SANSCHA HALL, SIDNEY, B.C. 
GUEST SPEAKER: HOWIE MEEKER 
'15.00 per person plus reftesliments
TlckclHttvttUalfleoO 
Hurvfy’H HiiorlliiB CJomlw, SUlhify 
Sidney nurberR.Siilmy
'lkutot»n.Tr!>crfi,SMm‘y^
llrentwiHHl & llmilwnre, TrafnlBiir Squuie,
llrifnlwnml.
Utiy'ii Sporting (Jnmb, SI., yutoritt.
lltiy's Sporting Goods, Colwonrt
CENTRAL SAANICH MUNICIPAL ELECTION







Fublic Works A, Drnimigc
CHAIRMAN - Street I.ighling Commiiiee
CHAIRMAN - Fire Committee
MliMBER 01< - Finance A Legislntion, 
Zoning A Subdivisions, Pnkrs A 
Recreation, Fcr.sonncl, Water, Sewage, 
Agricullural, Accommodation A Main­
tenance A Building Commiiiecs,
Thi.s pa,St yettr ha,s .seen Ilte upgrading of 
oiif TOad:\ k thainage tern;., tVie con- 
tinned construction of safety paths for 








As your representative for the past 9'/i ycar.s I have maintained a constant intercfil 
in Civic Affairs of Central Saanich. My regular attendance at Council, Committee 
Meeting, public meetings and other Municipal matters suppori.s mv claim of sincere 
dedication, a yy.5«/o attendance record, It Is my desire to continue this service to the 
full extent of the experience that I have gained.
or Phone 6S6-$305 • 6S6^S(fH4 VOTE FOR LAZARZ
Wednesday, November 16, 1977





Sidney was a very small 
town in 1919; getting news 










, graphics, pastels, oils & poetry.
Exhibition opens November 14 lo 30th. Reception to meet the 
artist Friday, Nov. 18 7:00- 10:00 p.m.
p417 BEACON A VE., SIDNEY, B.C. PHONE: 656-6811
BRENTWOOD BA/
SPOunn^ooDS im
HERMAN VANDENBELT 1$ PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE
r GRAND OPENING
DISCO y NT 
'O m ALL PURCHASES
Tfe: Full Line of Raleigh and Norco Bicycles 
Parts, Accessories and Repair Service
; Bauer Skates & Footwear
(Sharpening Service) 
FishingiTackle, ■' ; ^
''^;Cdni ping ;'^Gea r:v".
^Generoi Sporting Goods
ANY PURCHASE MAKES YOU ELIGABLE FOR THE 
GRANDDRAW
$100'” WORTH OF MERCHANDISE OF YOUR CHOICE!!
FREE GIFTS TO THE FIRST 150 CUSTOMERS 
“ No Purchase Required
7105A West Saonich Rd, 652-5614>
ffBura







I rJink Wnring is a Business Manager 
svith seven years cunneii experience, 
I'a'ing^ served 5 ye.us un Saiinich 
Council iind two years on Ceniral 
Saanich C'lnincil,
1977 Chairtmm of Finance 
Committee with budget on 
target and 1978 provisional 
budget under firm control
Became





Re-Elect WARING Francis £.
For Information and Transportation Please Phone 652-5577
page paper was often 
difficult. The.front page of 
the November 6 issue 
carried a list of the eight 
people who had registered 
at the village’s lone "hotel 
during the week.
An editorial in the same 
issue discussed the 
possibility on a library for 
Sidney. For $100 per year 
Sidney could have ihe use 
of 1,200 books, 200 books, 
changed every two months. 
The editorial suggested 
there were very likely 100 
people who would pay one 
dollar per year for such a 
service.
“If there are not enough 
people interested in the 
matter lo raise the necessary 
funds, then the matter 
should be dropped. Those 
who wish to liave a library 
established are the people 
who should pay for it.” 
said the editorial.
50 YEARS AGO
The David Spencer store 
in Victoria was advertising 
its Christmas showing of 
dolls. The ad read: “There 
are big dolls, little dolls, 
baby dolls, mama dolls, 
jointed dolls that open and 
shut their pretty eyes and 
dolls that walk. MANY 
BEAUTIES JUST FROM 
FRANCE.. Beautifully 
dressed, with fine dresses or
register made
smart woolly coats and 
hats. Dolls with beautiful 
curly hair and charming 
smiles. The Appache Doll is 
a favorite, with her velvet 
trousers and white ruffle, 
silver slippers and saucy 
hat.” '
An editorial in the 
November 10, 1919 issue 
announced that fall was the 
Best season for work. It had 
moderate temperatures, 
unlike winter and summer, 
and “the lanquors of the 
spring air are missing”.
The North Saanich Social 
Club’s children members 
put on a concert reported 
the same issue. 40 children 
in lancy dress performed 
for the large audience. 
Some of tlio performances 
iitcluded a sa.xaphone solo, 
a comic take-off on an 
English peer, a patriotic 
recitation called The Flag, a 
play called The Magic Fan 
and the favorite of the night 
a sketch called Ten Bright 
Boys and the Twins. The 
ten boys represented 
“darkies singing Ten Little 
Nigger Boys”.
40 YEARS AGO
A dramatic and touching 
ad appeared in the 
November 8, 1937 Revievv. 
It read:
Talkie-Picture Stuff
Characters: Jim Watson, 
farmer; Mrs. Jim; Sam
TOURISM COULD BE 
NO. ONE ^
within fiveBritish Columbia will 
be taking a broader ap­
proach to tourism in the 
near future and Sidney 
wants lo be a part of the 
ihrirst from the start.
In a lettcr read to council 
this week from Fred 
Tanner, the new regional 
co-ordinator of tourism for 
Vancouver Island, the Gulf 
Islands and a portion of the 
coastal region of the 
mainland, council -was 
reminded that tourism 
7 ni ay we 1F be: o u r n u m ber
one industry 
years.”
“This will place a 
tremendous responsibility 
on those involved in the 
tourist industry to reflect a 
favorable image of British 
Columbia around the 
world,” said Tanner.
The letter asked that 
council meet with the new 
co-ordinator soon to 
discuss plans and Aid.' 
Eleanor Sowerby said she 
was totally behind the idea 
and felt council should 
pledge complete support .
Roberts, Insurance Agent, 
who didn’t make the sale.
Reel One
Sam: “You’ve put off 
buying insurance on your 
car too long, Jim. You’ve 
had a couple of good crops. 
Been making money. Some 
day you’ll have a bad ac­
cident. Without auto in­
surance, you might lose the 
farm. Belter let me fix it up 
for you today.”
Jim: “Too expensive. 
I’ve saved money for 20 
years by not buying it. 1 
don’t have accidents.”
Sam: “How did it 
happen?”
Jim’s Friend: “Jim 
F'orgot. Drove onto the 
East Saanich Road. Cars 
coining in both directions. 
Too bad. Jim was generally 
careful. There was one 
honest fellow everybody 
liked.”
Reel Three
Sam: “Anything I can do 
to help, Mrs. Jim?”
Mrs. Jim: “Oh, Sam! 
Wliat will 1 do? Jim was 
going to pay off the 
mortgage on the farm this 
fall. Now they’ve sued for 
$25,000.”
30 YEARS AGO
The United Polish Relief 
Fund of Canada advertised 
in the November 19 issue of 
The Review.
“Wounds like Poland’s 
arc still unhealed. The 
people of Poland are 
making valiant efforts to 
recover from their war 
wounds.” stated the ad 
which requested $1,500,000 
in assistance from Canada.
The local theatre’s of­
fering for the week was 
“Claudia and David” 
starring Dorothy McGuire, 
Robert Young and Mary 
Astor. The movie was 
shown every evening and 
there was a Saturday 
matinee.
Princess Elizabeth’s 
upcoming wedding was of 
great interest to the 
populace.
‘ ‘ W h e n P r i u c e s s 
Elizabeth says “! do” ... 
the whole world will be able 
to hear her, for the 
ceremony is to be broad­




deplored” read a headline 
in the Noveinher 6 Review.
A member of the Tryon 
lamily in wliose memory 
llie Curteis Point Road is 
named was a visitor to 
Sidney last week. Miss P. 
Tryon observed that the 
confusion in spelling the 
name of the North Saanich 
road had been brought 
about by carelessness on the 
part of the department of 
lands.
The road has been 
misspelled by the depar­
tment to such a degree that 
llie road is frequently 
known as Tyron Road.
Two reports of bright, 
mysterious objects in the 
sky over Sidney were 
printed in the same issue. 
There was no explaination 
of what the objects were.
10 YEARS AGO
The Sound of Music
arrived in Sidney. The 
movie theatre judging from 
demand in other centres 
promised lo hold the movie 
over if people desired it.
Amalgamation was 
roundly turned down by 
Sidney and North Saanich 
voters. In a vole of over 
three lo one against 





dislike of the idea.
The proposal was sup­
ported by the Mini.slcr of 
Municipal Affairs, Dan 
Campbell.







Is LB. BOX JL LB.
IpORK CHOPS
1 149









Liv. Room - Bin. Area & Hall ^29*' 











PRK I S i;i I l.( TIVETIIURS., FRI., & SAT.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
SOUTH AMERICAN COCO BOLO WOOD is 
rcatiirccl in lhi,s box made by Bob Ellison, 2031 
Weilcr Avenue, lo hold a .silver braeelet that is a 
gill rpr Prince.ss Alexandra. The box was 
commi.ssioned last week by the Canadian 
Scmiish Regimcnl, slalioncd in Victoria, ol' 
\yhich Ihc prince.s,s is the Colonel-in-Chicf. The 
silver bracclel was made by a wc.si-coast Indian. 
Elli.son received Ihc commission after his work 
was seen in Victoria stores, He values the box, 
which took about 15 hours to make at about 
$50. As well as being a wood-crafler, he is u 
commercial pilot .
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Brentwood Bay 
Vancou ver Island j ^
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652-2413
Hours 9 a.m. -12 a.m. dully
NOVEMBER SPECIAL
AI.ASKA SHRIMP COCKTAIL 
SAI.ADBAR
FILET MIGNON
with Mii.sliroom Caps 
FRESH VEGETABLES & 
POTATO
OVEN BAKIil) SCONE BREAD 
STRAWBERRY CHEESE CAKE 
BEVERAGE
$1095
Siimitiy Bninc'li 11;30 «.m. - 2:30 p.m.
On November 19th Invest in Sidney’s Future
FOUR YEAR'S EXPERIENCE 
ON SIDNEY COUNCIL
« ■ . A Scund and More 
Equitable Tax Base
:;; ; VOTE' : ;
RON CULLIS




■ A’Critical Examination 
‘ of Municipal Finances
• • • A Comprehensive 
Community Plan
: 'iH"
Por Sidtiey Alderman Vote
HOLLINGWORTH, HA.
As a Concerned Taxpayer and Parent I Support 
'Carefully Controlled Spending of Tax Dollars 
-the Continued establishment of a basic curriculum 
•the community use of school facilities 
•community involvement
•community involvement in the education process
HAVE THE TIME AND ENEHGY REQUIRED TO BE AN EFFECTIVE 
TRUSTEE, AND I REQUEST YOUR SUPPORT, THAT I MAY SERVE 
IN^ THE BESTJNTERESTS Or^THE TOTAL COMM ON iiY ; V: '■

















ivVartn and convenient, 2nd 
floor, 2 bedroom condo. 
iBalcony, carpcl.s, ap- 
iplianccs, sun view room, 
irec. room, controlled 
Icntrance. $39,900
AMHERST AVE.
KVell maintained family 
liome, 4 bedrooms upstairs. 




Idyllic Vi acre on Birch 
Road in Deep Cove. All 




1.9 ac. of secluded orchard 
3n southerly hillside. '2 legal 
parcels, one with older 
nome on watermains. Share 
.his with a friend or a horse. 
Package, $80,o6o.
If MELODY PLACE Acre: of treed land in 
area of new homes with 
.some wildlife and the 
melody of, a price of only 
$22,:500f''
■f, .-7 YOR'RENT 
Ardmore, : large un 
f II r n i s hed, 3^ bed room
waterfront residence, about 
Noy.:15,:$550/M:i';’ ^ ' ;■/








SAT. 2:00 lo 4:00 p.m. 
NEW HOMES - Reduced 
a- 10840 Inwood - $85,000 





b - 2348 Try one Road - 
$95,000
•ocean & Marina view 
•'/’ acre high - level lot 













A short stroll from the 
beach this 3 bedroom, Wz 
baths on a cpiiet cul de .sac. 
Offers fine sea views from 
diningroom, living room 
and sundeck. The full 
basement provides ample 
room for further 
development. Included arc 
stove, fridge^ and dish- 
wa.sher. Ideal for retirement 
couple or a young family. 
$65,900.




il 'ridge: s f
S$2ioJ'Ki."
;; child: ok. Ref.
BUYING OR SELLING 





2 Bdrms.; Basement with 
garage. Ciosc to town and 
sea. New roof, Fr|anklin, 
Heavy Insulation, W/W, 






1500 Sq. ft. at Beacon and 
4lh St. Available now. 
Prime location. 5.50/ft.
COMMERCIAL 
7300 sq. ft. lot with 5 retail 
outlets and 1 residential 
known as Trentham Block 




Raneh style home on 1 acre 
of treed grounds. Only 4 
years old. Family room off 
kitchen. Stone fireplace in 
living room. Huge 24 x 36 
Garage in AVorkshop.iVcry 
short distance from 
Westport Marina. MLS 
$78,900./.;;/':\\-.i:.L;;::ii'-f:/
FAMILY HOME 
I m m a c u 1 a t e h o it s e: i n a 
residential area, f 2 
bedroPms up' with a 3rd 
down. Finished family 
room and extra bath down. 




Res. 656-2023 or 656-6151 
Sidney Really Ltd.
Region Agencies Ltd.




Splendid 3 ' bedroom 'A 
Acre Bazan Bay location 
with two levels offering, 
panoramic Water and 
Island views. Electric tram 
and path to nice beach. 
Municipal water and well. 
E.Kcellcnl waterfront voltie. 
$115,000. ML 27452.
Jim Jones 656-4597












WANTED, 8 or 10 ft. wide Herring 
skiffs. Phone656-37 84 . 46-1
ENGLISH POINTER, male, trained 
hunter, urgently requires good 
home. Phone 598-6447.46-1 
EXTREMELY LIGHT trailer to tow nine- 
foot fibreglass sailing dinghy behind 
a VW beetle. $150. maximum. Phone 
656-27 88.^
PING PONG table In good condition. 
656-2007.46-1 
REQUIRED one wheel chair approx. 
^4 size and one cane type walker. 
656-4682. 46-1
YOUNG FAMILY WILL PAY CASH for 
complete Colonial Maple Dining 
Room Suite or part sot, maple teo 
wagon or server, Coloniol coffee 
tables: shuffle board, exorcise bike; 
largo Fisfier-Prico and Tonko Toys, 
j Coll about onything to 652-3802. 45-2 
WE COLLECT AND PAY HATp^^rTce lor
Beer and Pop bottles. 656-6656. 44-4




FURNISHED UNITS Sandown Motei, 
winter rotes from S210.00 and up. 
Kitchen units, In Brentwood Shopping 
Centro. 652-1551. 41-11
AUTOS e BOATS 
FOR SALS
FURNISHED UNITS. Winter rotes from 
S210 and up. Kitchen units. In 
Brentwood Shopping centre. 652- 
1551.^f
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX. Wall to '
woil carpet, ful finished yord, close 
to schools. Children and pets 
welcome. S325. per month. 656-3614. 
45-3 __________________________
HOUSE, unfurnished, 3 Bdrm. full 
•basement, Cul de sac, nice area, 
$400.00 per month, 656-2631. 46-1
SIDNEY AREA - Modern 3 Bdrm. 2 
fireplaces, finished rec. room, w/w 
carpeting, large sundeck, close 
Elementary School and Shopping. 
Available Dec, 1st. S385.00. 656-6970.
- 46-2-
SIDNEY, one bachelor and one 
bedroom apartment. No children or 







Drive by 506 Land,s Lnd 
Rirad and you will see a 
daiuiy hole welLbnili home 
siiiiiiiled wiih 50' fl. of 
SluTieline vviilr; a gooi' 
bom house and nimp. I'here 
are iwo hediooms itliis one 
roqin Suminei C’rrOage am' 
gaVage,, l.ai'ge smuleck 











Sidney, B.C. 656-1154 
RUSTIC 
RETREAT
Nestled among tree.s and 
shrubs on a large, parklike 
lot, this panabode liome is 
loaded with warmth and 
cliarm. Mellow wood tones 
throughout, cosy fii-eplace. 
two bedrooms, living and 
dining area. Separate 
garage, workshop, and 
much tnore, all in an at­
tractive area of Sidney, .lust 
listed at $53,900,
WANTED: cottage by reporter for 
weekly newspaper. Reasonable rent. 
478-6035. 37-tf
BUSINESS SPACE wanted to lease or 
rent preferably Beacon Ave.; front. 
Would assume existing lease. P.O. 
Box 2508, Sidney. 46-1
MISC FOR SALS
HAY ■ Loft stored. 70 Bales of good/ 
quality 1977 local h'oy, S3.00^a.ba!e. 
Phone 656-4950. 46-1
SALE - Household appliances, fur­
niture. dishes, clothing, doors, 
windows. Kerosene Greenhouse 
hoofing oil, space heater; lots of 
miscelloneous. Everything in very 
good condition. Good Christmas 
buys. Salurdoy and Sunday, 8560 
Eost Soonich Rood.  46-1
GARAGE SALE. Five households. 
Saturdoy, Nov. 19, 10 to 4 p.m. 
Simkin Place off Henry Ave., Sidney.
■ 46-1
SMALL UPRIGHT FREEZER, $235.00; 
portable washer, $150.00. Both in, 
oxcollont condition. 656-1245, 46-1
FIREPLACES














WORDS CANNOT EXPRESS OUR 
THANKS and appreciation for the 
kindness of ALL the dear friends and 
relatives by sending us so many 
beoutiful flowers and lovely sym­
pathy cards also the kindness and 
help shown us in our greatest need 
ond saddest hours. Thanks to Dr, 
Moffool and Dr. Groves for the care 
and kindness to “our dear Mark" 
through the long weary weeks in the 
hospitol. Special thanks to Rev. Horl 
Pratt for the lovely service and 
comforting words. WHe will always 
remember ond cherish all your 
kindness and proyers. Nellie 
Courser; Dole and fomilv. 46-1
WHIST AND CRIB. Card porty K of P
Hall. Friday, Nov. 18, 8 p.m. 
Admission. $1.00. Door Prize 
sponsored by Pythian Sisters. AH 
welcome. 46-1
SIDNEY AND NORTH Soonich Garden 
Club regular meeting Monday. Nov. 
21, 7:30 p.m. at St. Andrew's Church 
Hail. Door prize. Terrarium 
demonstration. 46-1
NVAIERERONT 
/;/, 'OPEN IIOUSIv V I 
V 1:30 lo 4:30 p.m.
Fri., Sal. & Situ.
49.S3 Cortlova Bay flit. 
Anoihci gooil home with a 
in-law suiie 
(lownsiairs, Yes, il has ihe 
lint'Sl views (’ordova Bay 
has lo offer, Sniuleek and 
t cmeni paiio Iron: ihe 
nppei and lower levels 
i‘espi'eii\ ely, Be sin e to view 
luilh of these good 
wiiieifionl : iMopeitu's. 
Asking $88,50(1. MLS 
28662.
I : V' KIDNEY/ ''
I All newly deeoiauaf with
'Vii'e'V fliTiM" '..'(AeiingT', n'-wly
i| le-vvireil, (his 2 hedroom, 
j| 900, fap: fL on Oakville is 
il.:,ideal: for teiireinenl or 
i| siaTlet, h IS ;a solid olOct 
jr honie that has fealures you 
if Avill en.ioy, .ind also 
If s,eehisiois wiih hvne and












Quality 3 hedroom home on 
large lot - close to sehools, 
shopping, centre, Kec, room 
with wci har in basement, 
CliHul value III $53,9fK) for 
more inl'oriualion call:




l/stcrior of hriciv tV stucco 
will! shake roof a liome that 
will Iasi. Bciiulifiil land- 
Acpticd large loi. 3
bedrooms in this 3 level 
home. Brick I'ircplace in tlte 
large living lootn vvitli 10 x 
10 eaiiiig itrea. A family 





F.xeellonl family home with 
four betirooms, two baths, 
spacious sunny kilclien, 
Aliraelive fenced ytird, 
patio and suiitleckVNicely 
decorated and well 
luaimiiined, .Inst $51,5(8), 
For details on eilher of 
these homes call 




t37,90t1 linllnr lli(m t\.)w ;i Bdnn. 
Tov,nlinmo, I'l Hciilii,
Clouj lo all niouiiaiiii.. 
(M 'JSOS, . .16-4
Vancouver Island 
STOVE SHOP LTD.
,945 Cioldslream A vi\ 
>f7S-0J22
•Cuitom Built flroplaco Scronni 
‘FIroplaco Accniiorlot 
‘Molol Plraplnrot niiH CHImnoyt 
‘ WoodlninilKg Stovon and 
Hucilart CloiiOil Mnmlnys
1975 GMC Van Conversion 
1977 Aspen Cutom 4-dr.
1977 Aspen S.E. St. Wagon 
1077 Arrow G.S. 2-dr. 
Hatchback
1976 Chevy Nova 2-dr. 
coupe 
10
1974 Chevy Monte Carlo 2- 
dr.
1977 Dodge Haidaway 
Motorhome
1975 AMC Pacer 2-dr.
1974 GMC Vi ton pickup & 
canopy
1969 Ford'/2 ton pickup 
1968 Buick Lesabre 4-dr, 
H.T.
1974 Plymouth Furty 111 2; 
dr.
1975 Dalsun B210 2-dr.
1965 Chevrolet Vz ton 
Pickup ,
1976 Dodge B200 
Tradesman Van
1975 Dodge Royal Monaco 
Brougham & passenger St.
"Wagon '
1974’ Jeep Cherokee St. 
.Wagon:!
1976 M onarch 4-dr. Sedan
1974 Toyota '/z ton Pickup
1976 Datsun Pickup
1965 Chevy Van Cam- 
perelte
1968 Jeep Wagonner St. 
Wagon
1975 Gremlin 2-dr. H/B.
1966 Chevy Bclair 4-dr.
1967 Ford Van
1976Toyota SR5 2-dr.
1974 Ford 1 ton Cab & 
ehassie
1974 Gremlin A.T.
1973 Chrysler New Yorket 
I 4-dr.
1977 Ford Thunderbird 
1977 Volare 4-dr. Sedan






Chess Fulerpri.scs Lid. 




33' BURMESE TEAK CUTTER. Sue- 
cessfully completed 15,000 mile 
journey from England in 1975. 
Excellent cruising boot. More room 
than most 40 footers. Hull and deck in 
Burmese teak, ribs and centre line in 
English Oak. Finished below in 
Honduras Mohogany. Working soils 
heavy Dacron, new 1975. Volvo Penta 
new 1973. Full survey April 1976, 
Exceptionally well maintained. Write 
Box 127 C/O Coldstream GAZETTE. 
34.TF
NOTICE: Annuol General Meeting of 
the Peninsula Community 
Association to be held Wednesday. 
November 16, 1977 ot 7:30 p.m. in the 
llbrory of North Soonich Junior High 
School, 10475 McDonald Park Road. 
46-1
WE WOULD LIKE to express our 
thanks and oppreciolion to oH ou 
friends and relatives in helping to 
make our 50fh Wedding Anniversary 
such a memorable and happy oc­
casion. Mr. and Mrs. M.C 
McAmmond. 46-1
CQMIND EVENTS PERSONALS
SHADY CREEK UNITED CHURCH 
Bazaar. East Soonich Road. Home 
Baking. Sewing. Stuffed toys, dried 
flower arrangements. Tea $1.00, 
children 50c. Nov. 26, at 2 p.m. ’46-2
DEEP COVE school Fun Fair Fridoy 
Nov. 18, 6:30 p.m. Games, Raffle. 
Homecraft, Baking. Plants, Tea 
Room. 46-1
CHRISTMAS BAZAARr and Tea.
Saturday, Nov. 19, 2 p.m. Brentwood 
United Church Hall, 7162 West 
Soonich Road. Home Baking, Plants, 
Novelties. Too 75c. 46-1
RAFFLE TO SUPPORT Saonich Canoe 
Club at Foy’s Dry Cleaners. Brent­
wood. First prize Indian sweater; 
second prize. Sleeveless Indion 
sweater. Third prize, knitted hand 
bag. Tickets 50c each. Anyone in­
terested in buying tickets phono 652- 
2501. 46-1
PERSONALS
EARS PIERCED. Modi-System. N'-r 
Alergenic studs. For appointment cot
tf.656-54 03.
YOUR FULLER BRUSH representative 
is Norman Hull. 656-4938 , 8 a.m. to lu 
omr 11
DISCERNING ADULTS. Shop discreetly 
by mail. Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
illustrated catalogue of marital arts 
for both ladies and gentlemen. Direct 
Action marketing Inc. P.O. Box 3268, 






CATERING for your holiday func­
tions? Largo and small, your home. 
Experienced ond reosonobie. 
reasonable. 656-7136 . 46-1
LOST Carvelle pocket wotch with 
cfioin, Nov. 10. Silver case with inlay. 
Rewaid, 656*1372. 46-1
BUS OPPORTUNITY
HANNAN • Keith and Alison, nee 
Isaac, are pleased to onnounce the 
arrival of their daughter, Andrea'- 
Melanie. 7 lbs. 13 ozs. October ,4/ 
1977. Barrie, Ont. 46-1
EXTRA INCOME Men or women to 
operate own Vending Route. New 
Invention. No service problems. 4 • 
Hrs. per week to operate. High Profit 
Locations supplied. Write to Box A' 






Owner Wilf Dorman 





5 (BC) Field Battery RCA, 
Victoria and Nanaimo’ 
Artillery Units have 
vacancies for part time 
employment leading to full 
time work during the 
s u m m c r mo n t h s .
Applicants must be 17 years 
of age or older. For more 
information: IN VIC
TORI A: Phone 384-0633 
between 8:00 - ,9:30 p.m. 
Tues. or Thurs. evenings 
and ask for Recruiting 
Information or come lo 
room 213, 715 Bay St., at 
those times.
MUSICIANS: 
Positions have become 
open for musicians with 
5lh. (BC) Field Battery 
RCA Band. For in­
formation on instruments 
and qualifications required 
phone 658-5642 any evening 
and ask for Band' Infor­
mation.
45-4
Gas pump could be
an species
TRICYCir:, 3 s|iiio(l',, hrmul unw, hilly 
uquiei'iod. liliKil Chilnlma'i (|l(1. $190. 
«i host olloi, 656 3im,_________.1/3
"Af'f'lliS" Oil! now <10(1 In now 
ovdilohlo (ll fnKinUli Oidmuls oil 
Sicily's'X, Hit 653 JOW. 35 1.1'
AlMO$T NEW EtEXTRIC Uovo, 
Avdci'itld Oii'ion, wringio winhoi 




llwucon Pliiiu, Sliinny, ($6.1414
Cdihiflo (,|iii(,it.ilii,H, l>i(K.ii.lon 
Shnipunllig ol oil tiiriKidlor'h rjiul 
homo lioiiilyTnoo'ti loolii, i,|(oi,o,. 
iiiinnifii, kdivoi.. half ond (lol
SImondi Dlitrlbulon
III
YV f nil II M
lilllllllllllllillllplllllllllt




Open house, Stintlay 2 - 4 
p.tiL, mnv, for sale by 
httiUlcr, 2 bediooiiis, litige 
llviugtooiti ativl diiiingrooin 
with high beam ccilhiip.
SjsnHnni; I'ilefien wbli mm'e
than ample cupboards, 
delightful car pc Hed 
baihroom, used brick 
fireplace, quality eon- 






Immiiciilatc one Bdrm. 
ConLlomiiiimn with icrrific 
Wilier views, (^liiici area of 
Sidney. Price reduced to 




.IDIIN MtieDONAl D 
384-9160
' , WATEU.VIF.W . ., . 
l.DI ■
Good building lot near 
Sidney with bcaeh acecss 
and (emlie views, Now 
tisicLi at >.)5,tK)0. All oilers 
ctmsiderciL





arr sTEUvs X Ht)
65J.2009
Oui (ipldoh 010 k(i(a m I'.oltl Horotin 
10 (.t.n.uivo ihdl "frovh oil llu) Tloo" 
lliivoui, Of'on ddily II It lo, ■ It g.Hi, -
_____________
Clo i»lrnri». Coid', on (iiilo nl Vlllniiii 
Cidllury JilS'l Boni.oi'i Ayo, 46. t
RCA 'AfLfM"""silRtb;.."tvmUihiu,
SrO.OCi, X CmJi'iiiy kkn ond hnoH, 
9. ll). Ak ili.Wi Ollnik 6S6-I>U4:) 




BUY IN SIDNEY 
A SAVE
'on ■ ■'
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motor­
cycles & Recreation 
vehicles,







Dealer No. DO 1591A
MINK SKINNER oH[jorionco roquirocl. 
Top wagos, Apply Canoda Farm 
Labour Pool, Suite 205-3400 Douglas 
St.,VIUorlo, B.C, 382.4274.46-1 
CLEANING LADY DIshwasning an(t 
geniirnl rlonning, 40 hr, week, Sinri 
S3,00 hr,, for locol roslauranl. Must 
onlay this kind ol work. Apply Box 
"C " Sidney Review, 461
OFFici”HELp'TM^.' 18 Jon, 12,
Keating aroo, Plooto loply sloling 
ago and oxporloncu lo Box 0, Sidney 
Review,   46-1
oiiAT''¥pp'ORTu"NiTY. Grow'ing
Coinixiny nnods Salin Ageiiln (or 
pormannnl or port time omploymonl. 
Giiinl itiniimoialion with pononal 
ellort and i:iX|HirluiK,n,
3114-2192 AFTtR 6:00 PM
46-rr
WORK WANTED
pten) linyi:|i». Goodfl], 4f\\f ' ,, ,
GARAGE iAlli, llotijrday, Hovomber 
|9, 9 12 Ilium 1)4,)6 Aidini.iie Uilvw. 
ilninolinld (illetin, gnidon Iriolii, 
mony n.tnH. . 46 t
CAHKOMl SAir, tinluidny, Noy. |9, 9 
ti,iTi, . 3 p,m, 10324 Boweilwnk. 
rarlimv MIhc, fdtnlHiin • mUr, 
tioiiuitiold goadu, huhy tioggy, tor 
Imd, inun, tugiy iiennt. V.W, Itodei 
r.n,-),
I't V r2. 10 V 14, Lfidleii lore ikl boot*, 
»Ui*7,. ___, .4iV,|
DRIlii'Rtsi, Venn, tlifiiijmnn with 
ciiid nio,o(, $300. Cmby li«nn, 
High rholt, xtinllnr, trtrringn ek, 
y«(_y Uisoj,, 656-Jditir, 46-1
“Vvi COiuci' ond poy gpll prire |pi 
own and h«(«r Fv.lll»% XCAYiMlA 46,TF
'(B FIREBIRD, 6 cylindnr. 4,1 Hire, 
oveiluKut cam, Immoculnto ton. 
riainn 6!i2-4a!il, _ __46a
'7o"o'a7su'n
Mnihoniinily exrnlleni, $1,200,00 
OBO, 666 3004, 46:1
mr''oNF’ToN''trMxT''’tmnHl, 6 
ryllndei, ludlalt, orpirdliBf hikh. 
Gnud (,o,ulHiun,$l20Cl 698 4<M7, 46,1 
i»7rvo’LVO tilirsr'w"'"'Yikir, low 
inllonild, hllih, indmls, minw 1ir«H 
wllh whm>l«, l■xtnllt»nl wrulllloit,
Gl(1,1 r«, t,9l)'4y47, JJL,'
rvri’''''MONfr*'cARlo’'\lindou^^ 
uiiullildn, 44,000 milei, while with 
led vinyl loot, M«»1 oKwf ■ 65!.23'W.
4 6.1 ■' ' ■
YOUNG WOMAN winlun pnil lime 
woik, Expeiinilted in ilolitol 
pioi«duro», copywiillnii ond or! 
wnik, 652 iXIO?. _ ... ........ L___46.1
fuloCRTFFrQUATlTY CaS^^
Aildlllonn • Renovallon» .Cobliietond 
Imot work. Roaiionohle. 6S6fil57! 
65j>-5l4j),_ _ ______ ______
w¥l'c^T'FFR~V04JNCrcg^ •'»
my liome, Bfontwocxl Bay 662'3067,
Appi ovei.l (toy core. _ ________
IIANofMAN ""ciiTiTtii \Uy, po I nl Ing, 
popnr htintiing roofing, No |ub loo 
(.niall, Folr prkeii, 652*1614 oiler 5
45.2p,m, .....




DUTCH OARDENEH ovolluble (or 
Sidney BixmtwooiS or«a, Good work- 
mainlilp ol rBoionolile prlcei. All 
pho»»» ol grjtdenino. Good crew olio 





kutlBlin AND GARBAGt hmiled , 
Phom, 656-17(14, ____ „J.'
ElECttaCAllCONtRACHNa, Heu*«». 
Elwdflf Hitoling. Renovolionx, free 
etllmtilwn, 6S'J .148,1, ......ly
IT. PAUL'S U.C.W, Chrinmo* lluniar, 
FLi'x V? 4 p m "lil P(ii|U' lltillnH 
ChuirH, Mnlovlew ol filth ltd, Sidney, 
Home Baking, Sewing, aiik 
Treimitor*, PlonI *1r>|lt, Too 'will he 
*nrvrt«t: 4I1.2
TMrfluTcTiM 1 ODG'ITIfM I i Al AAR 
will he hold on Solurdoy, NrJvemhef 
Wlh, Irtnn 2 »o 4 p m. Hornehpklng 
while •kptynni, an* oml uotl*, 
tx'iukx. (.hildfon » loyi. end ion will ho 
nvuluhlo, tveiyone welrome, 44,2 
4 __ _________ _ _________ '
srMo 0' K"orFH Al I,
The gas pump, as we 
know it, could be an en­
dangered species by the 
early 1980’s when Canada 
will be paying several 
billions of dollars for 
foreign oil imports, Mr. Bill 
McKinley, president of the 
B.C. Automobile 
Association told a new 
conference recently.
MCCKinley was laun­
ching a BCAA fuel con­
servation program “Gas 
Watchers” at the 
Association’s annual “out- 
of-town” director’s 
meeting.
“In one yeai The average 
Canadian car Ira vies 12,000 
miles, delivers 17..'^ miles to 
the gallon and drinks about 
$6(X) worth of gasoline” he 
stated.
McKinely said most 
Canadians did not realize 
that the estimated 8 million 
cars in Canada were 
consuming about 15 per 
cent of the national energy 
budget and a dwindling fuel 
supply.
B.C. molorisis presently 
fear no gasoline shortages. 
They find security in the 
present pleniifnl slate, and 
the controversy surroun­
ding Canada’s energy 
potential only adds to the 
belief that all is a ploy to 
raise the price ol' gasoline.
“Because the gasoline 
situation in the United 
States is vastly improved 
from recent years and the 
chances of nnotlier Arab oil 
embargo seem remote, 
presently there are no 
visible ‘.igns |o convince the 
B,C. motorist of the need to 
conserve.”
McKinley said gas 
ralioriing eoukt be part of 
our uioioring life within 
five years and fuel cosi.s 
would ceriainly be niiich 
greaier Ilian the $1 a gallon 
some (ireas are already 
experiencing.
“Voluntary fnt'l con­
servation will provide some 
needed space for alternmc 
fiilc sources to be
developed. Conservation 
can be Itandltfd wilhoiil 
hardship or severly
inhibiting the personal
flexihilhy of anioniobile 
iransporuilion, and has the 
immediate benefit of saving 
iicl dollars for motorists.”
McKinely .said ihe BCAA 
was issuing stickers^
hutlges, posicrs and in­
formation hrocluire.s 
tlirmigh all its offices 
bearing tlte program motif, 
a cartoon gas pump ga-iping 
out its last dtop of fuel and 
Ilte words “enclangercd 
species,*'
Tkic Asr.oei.nlon i.ay.i that
slowing down is just one of 
the mnny factors involved 
in reducing fuel con­
sumption and its program 
offcr.s many simple steps 
moiorisls can take to 
improve mileage.
1 or irisiunce, .stepping 
hard on tlte accelerator can 
double tlte amount of 
gasoline that squirt,s' into 
the carburetor. Drive as 
though you have an tm




slowly as soon as the oil 
pressure warning light goes 
off. Shut the engine off if 
you are going to stop for 
more than one minute.
When buying a new 
car, consider that the 
weight of a car has much to 
do with gasoline con­
sumption. Every 100
pounds requires an extra 15 
gallons a year.
There is a little matter of
friction resistance, which 
has more to do with the 
tires than the car. Tests’ 
have shown that radial ply ‘ 
tires reduce rolling of, 
friction resistance. They, 
cost a little more but wear 
longer and can give up to 
six per cent better mileage.' !
An automatic Iran-' 
smission will guzzle ' 
anywhere from two to 15 
per cent more gasoline than 
a manual. It’s worth; 
remembering, however', 
that the automatic may be 
easier, bn the car. '
::N0!rrH;C0¥E^^M
Boat Brokerage
-Specializing in used trailcrablc boats 14’-24’.
-Offering tremendous exposure.
-Lol is paved, lighted and chain link enclosed.
-Boat storage available at 85 cents per foot per 
.month.
2266 Harbour Rd. Sidney, B.C.
Phone: Bus. 656-6413
Home: 656-3513 or 656-5986




Once you have seen this lop c|iittliiy hoino you will be 
so impressed with 4 bedrooms, 3 haihs,4698 sq, fl. 
finished, (’iislom hiiili 4 level split with (luality 
Itardware ill light fixtures, louvered doors'iuid fil- 
tings, Ileavy sysiem sliiike roof and enclo.scd gut- 
lering. Simkeit family room ntljaceni lo kilchcn, 




7915 E^XSTSAANICH RD, 
l.arge country kitchens, atljoiiiing family room with 
hrick fireplace, Sliding doors to patio, four' 
bedrooms up, 2 full baihs. 2796 .sq. ft. firii.shed. 
h'ormnl living room and dining room, Near rec, 
centre. Lol 84,X 143.
HANDYMAN SPECIAL 
BRENTWOODBAY
Gieal location hacking onto Butcltari Oarden.s, .33 
,\crc. H.ind>inan’'> “pi,l!',ial, Well Irc.ul.ucd, Com- 
plcie services, all niulergroiind. I'Tinr bcdrooins, 
IKOO .sq, ft. Priced S55.(XH).
DOLOUIkS MILICS Orriec: 477-0141 - Pager 706
»m 652*2735
ERNEST WIl.LDEN 383-0640 Pager - TI 1
the Permanent
Wednesday, November 16, 1977
THE DOG DILEMMA
GAN IT GET WORSE?
' ’
mrnmm
4 rir .', ^ -■ >-.;r
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or monthly service 











livestock is under attack by 
marauding dogs and the toll 
of dead animals is rising.
Lilian Lord has lost half 
her flock since August, 
including a $400 registered 
ram. Another resident had 
28. "chickens killed in two 
incidents. Maurice 
Norgaard had three lambs 
run to death by dogs. The 
list goes on.
The dogs responsible for 
these attacks are family pets 
and it is the owners of the 
dogs who are to blame.
The law regarding 
protection of domestic 
aiiinials is clear. Any 
ahiihal tame, or kept, or 
that, serves some purpose 
for man is domestic. A dog 
is any canine over four 
months old. The owners of 
dogs and domestic animals 
are liable for any damage 
they cause.
Under an order-in- 
council passed last June 
that applies to all British 
Columbia municipalities 
any person finding a, dbg 
m o 1 es t ing or a t tac king 
domestic animals of people 
can, without a court ofdef,'^ 
impound and destroy the 
dog. The incident must,
. how'ever, be reported within 
48hours to the police. “■
However, there is a 
di.scrcpancy between North 
Saanich municipality and 
thQ Sidney RCMP regar­
ding the need for a permit 
to di-scharge a gun. The 
permits are available from 
the RCMP.
Failure to comply with 
the Domestic Animals 
Protection Act carries a fine 
of. between 50 and 500 
dollars.
LEASH LAWS
In addition, both Sidney
and North Saanich 
have leash laws that require 
the owners of dogs to keep 
them under control and not 
be allowed to run loose.
Cpl. Dale Martel of the 
Sidney RCMP feels that 
unless something is done 
about the dog control 
situation it will end with 
children being hurt. 
Already several newspaper 
boys have been bitten, some 
requiring hospital treat­
ment.
Martel thinks most dog 
owners are unaware of the 
damage a family pet is 
.capable of doing and scoff 
at the idea that it might be 
t heir dog doing the damage.
The public, Martel says, 
has little compassion for the 
death of domestic animals. 
He stresses it’s not the dogs 
the police are down on, but 
irre,sponsible dog owners.
Don Adams, manager for 
the Victoria SPCA has had 
a lot of e.xperience with 
dogs killing livestock. Us a 
case, he says, of a dog 
seeing something running, 
and he chases it. Even a dog 
like a spaniel will react to a 
pack, instinct and chase 
sheep or killchickens;
■ A\ dbg need not be gone 
for long to get into this kind 
of trouble. It’s feasible that 
a dog let out for an early 
morning run can meet up 
with two or three others, 
and between them, kill half 
a dozen sheep and return 
home before the owner 
leaves for work.
Maurice Norgaard, who 
has lost sheep to dogs, has 
seen large dogs running 
loose along the road and the 
fields every morning
Although some of the 
animals killed die of shock 
or exaustion, many of them 
arc literally lorn apart. 
Once a dog gets a taste of
the blood of the animal it’s 
chasing, it goes into a 
frenzy, and will kill wan­
tonly.
Hunger is not the motive 
in these kinds of killings.
Gloria Hill, who lost nine 
chickens to two German 
Shephards, one little more 
than a puppy, said, “the 
birds were just left lying on 
the ground.’’
It’s not a new problem. 
Farmers have always been 
faced with these kinds of 
losses. There was some 
relief in sight several years 
ago when the NDP brought 
in the Domestic Animals 
Protection Act.
Animal control officers 
were appointed to patrol 
and pick up strays. They 
were beginning to make 
some headway when the 
Socreds returned to power 
and cut off the patrols as 
part of their austerity drive.
North Saanich has a dog 
controller but he patrols 
only 20 hours a week. His 
time is spent looking for 
stray dogs and taking them 
to the pound. Any in- 
vestigatioh of a livestock 
kiilmg or trying tO trap and 
ideniifying the; dog; has ;to 
be logged as ex tra hours.
: The dog controller carries 
no firearms while patroling 
and if he needs to trap a dog 
he must borrow the trap 
from the SPCA. Many 
residents feel this is not 
good enough.
The only restitution for 
farmers who have lost stock 
and been unable to identify 
the dog is to apply to the 
provincial ministry of 
agriculture. A total of 75 
per cent market value of the 
lost slock can be recovered 
Irom the government. The 
market value is determined 
by a government livestock 
speciali.sl.
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THEREVIEW Wednesday, November 16,1977
Parents-In-Crisis 1 Help For The Battered Child
By AUDREY
WINKENHOWER
I “He makes me so 
I angry,” is something said 
i about many children by 
i many parents.
I Adults who can’t easily 
I control their anger may be 
j tempted to vent it on the 
I nearest available non­
threatening person - their 
own child.
The problem has been 
recognized for a com­
paratively short time. The 
“Battered child” syndrome 
first came to public at­
tention about 20 years ago.
An Information Night on 
Child Abuse, sponsored by 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association, was 
held recently at North 
Saanich School. Dr. Basil
Boulton, Chief Pediatrician 
at Royal Jubilee Hospital, 
Mary Manning and Jen­
nifer Wright, co-founders 
of Parents in Crisis, formed 
a panel to present in­
formation and lead 
discussion.
Two films - Children in 
Peril and Rock a Bye Baby - 
were shown, in which 
parents receiving help for 
abusing their children were 
shown talking freely about 
the pressures they ex­
perienced, and their feelings 
of horror and guilt after 
abusing their child.
One person remarked 
that the film showing 
children who had been 
abused, made him very 
angry. “I want to tell you, 
as .someone who hasn’t
“8
The Seefire heats, cooks, incinerates, burns wood, coal 
and trash. In addition, it is an attractive fireplace with a 
wide screened'Opening that lets you enjoy the crackle 
and cosiness of a real fire. Most of its heat is radiated 
quickly and efficiently into the room, not up the 







always treated my children 
all that well, that I really 
understand what you are 
saying,” ” said Jennifer 
Wright, “I can look at that 
film, and every time 1 see it,
1 can feel the tears in my 
throat and 1 can feel the 
anger towards not a specific 
parent, but the society that 
that can happen in. Because 
I really love my kids, and 
most of the children who 
are battered have parents - 
most of them, not all of 
them - who really love them 
too. They just don’t know 
how to cope”.
Through the efforts of 
Mary Manning, a Sidney 
resident, Parents-ln-Crisis 
has three groups presently 
active in the Greater 
Victoria area, and the 
framework has been set for 
the formation of a 
Peninsula group. 
PREVENTATIVE
“Parents-in-Crisis is seen 
as a preventative measure, a 
way of helping people who 
feel they’re having dif­
ficulties and could damage 
their children, as well as 
those who have actually 
perpetrated abuse of their 
children. It’s a sort of 
safety valve,” Manning 
said.
“We don’t take and lead 
them by the hand. It’s a 
self-help group. At the 
meetings, members take 
steps to help themselves to 
become strong enough to 
do what is necessary to 
become a better parent, to 
learn that they really do 
love their child even though
they feel they hate it 
sometimes,” she .said.
“An interesting thing is 
that of all the parents we 
have in the group, every one 
of them has been abused to 
some extent in their 
childhood,” she said. “This 
is what scares me ... the 
mushrooming effect. They 
can see in themselves what 
they didn’t like in their 
parents, yet somehow they 
don’t know any other way.
“All our groups have 
each other’s phone num­
bers, and they use the 
phone constantly when 
they’re in a distress 
situation. They phone up 
one or other ... out of nine, 
they’re bound to find one 
person at home, and we’ve 
got about 36 names and 
phone numbers. They’re 
not all coming to meetings 
all the time, but they’re all 
phoning, and avoiding bad 
situations.
“Having learned to deal 
with the problem of anger 
doesn’t mean that it goes 
away. It’s still there, but 
expressed differently. The 
parent may throw a book at 
the wall instead of beating 
their ch^d. The fact of not 
knowing what’s wrong and 
not knowing what to do is 
devastating.
“1 think another thing we 
have to remember is that 
when we talk about the 
abused child we all im­
mediately think of the 
battered child, but there are 
many, many steps below 
tliat, some of which are just 
as damaging in the long 
run.
“People can tell their 
kids ‘you’re no damn good, 
you look just like your 
father and you never do 
anything right’.. Those 
people obviously grew up 
feeling that’s the sort of 
people they are. And
they’re much less able to 
cope with their own 
children having those 
feelings, and very incapable 
of reaching out to neigh­
bours, friends or anyone 
else for support”.
COMMON FACTORS
It has been shown that 
circumstances leading to 
abuse have some factors in 
common, often a crisis in 
the family, the need and 
belief in punishing as a way 
of discipline, a partner who 
shares this belief, and a 
child crying endlessly.
A colicky baby is one of 
the most trying problems. A 
common feeling of parents 
who are prone to abuse is 
that if the baby is unhappy, 
they are no good as a- 
parent, or that because the 
baby cries, the parent is not 
getting the love which is 
their due. Other common 
characteristics arc e.xtreme
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The regular monthly 
meeting of the O.A.P.O., 
Sidney Branch, was held in 
the Senior Citizens’ Centre, 
November 3rd. New 
member • Mrs. Betty 
Drummond, from Salt 
Spring Island, was 
welcomed. Padre Hor- 
sefield opened the meeting 
with a brief scripture 
reading and prayer, im­
mediately following “O 
Canada”. Members having 
birthdays in November 
were sung at in the 
customary manner, and 
heard their horoscopes.
Minutes of the previous 
meeting were read and 
adopted and those of the 
intervening Executive 
meeting read for in­
formation. Treasurer 
Edward Evans gave the 
financial report which made 
the Branch look very 
prosperous until he 
reminded us that there were 
liabilities to be met before 
the end of the year. ,
Some arrangements were 
made : for the Christmas 
dinner; to be held 
December 8. The number of 
tickets is limited, and a 
good many already 
'disposed of.
Correspondence with 
Victoria gave us little hope 
of a future for Resthaven 
Hospital as an institution 
for long-term care.
Mrs. Charles Smith gave 
an intcrc-sting report on the 
recent South-Island 
Regional Council meeting 
at Sooke. Next meeting of 
the Council will be held in 
Sidney on April 11th.
President Doris Bosher 
sought in vain for any 
expression of opinion from 
the members as to what 
they would like to do at the 
monthly social meeting 
cards? bingo? a showing of 
slides by Eric Cooke? At 
last she aniuntticcd that we 
would try bingo just once 
more, A proposal beittg 
made to offer a l-ifc 
Mcnibci ship in the 
organi/.atioti to Mrs. Elsie 
Beasley, in recognition of 
her long and special service, 
the Branch voted ,to 
recoininend the bestowal of 
the honour,
Since next meeting will 
see i)ie electioti of officers 
for the coming year, Jack 
Rogers was asked to head
up a nominating com­
mittee.
The policy was laid down 
some time ago to have 
members provide 
programmes in the form of 
reminiscences, and our 
President was awarded “the 
first kick at the cat” at this 
meeting, and gave a 
delightful account of Life in 
the Channel Islands up to 
World War II. There are 5 
Channel Islands - Guernsey 
and Jersey the largest, then 
Alderney and Sark, and 
lastly Herm - a mere rock 
with nothing on it but a 
lighthouse. Guernsey is a 
very pretty Island, the 
houses perched high on 
cliffs overlooking the sea. 
The isilanders live mostly by 
growing tomatoes and 
flowers in greenhouses.
Jersey, the island in 
which the speaker spent 
some five years, is only 13 
miles long by nine wide 
(about the size of Salt 
Spring • Island). The farm 
houses are built with im­
mensely thick Stone walls, 
cupboards being arranged 
w'ithin the thickness of the 
wails. Mixed farming - 
ducks, turkeys, chickens, 
pigs and, of course, the 
famous Jersey cows (No 
cow of any other breed is 
allowed on the island) - is 
the only principal industry, 
along with tourists.
“About this time 
(1939)”, the speaker said, 
‘Travel by plane began to 
be used between England 
anti Jersey. Unfortunately 
there was no air-port on the 
Island, so planes had to 
Umd on the beaches, subject
to the tides.” The quait old 
custom of “gleaning” 
referred lo in the Bible, still 
persisted in the Islands — 
that is to say, no farmer 
picked all his tomatoes, or 
potatoes, or turnips. He 
always left some, ac­
cidentally on purpose, for 
his poorer neighbours to 
glean, a kindly custom. 
After the harvest was 
brought in came the fall 
storms and the harvesting 
of sea-weed to be scattered 
over the fields.
The advance of the 
Germans into Normandy in 
1940 meant that the British 
government could not 
guarantee to protect the 
Islands, so near the coast of 
France, and most of the- 
English islanders were 
evacuated. A mixed- 
multitude of boats of every 
kind came over from 
England, and the Islanders 
were happy to jump into the 
first one to arrive, regar­
dless of where it would land 
them in England^ “Our 
boat was a coal boat’ ’, the 
speaker added, and we were 
glad enough to get aboard. 
It landed us at Southam­
pton, where the Red Cross 
met us, gave us a night’s 
lodging on the floor of a 
church hall, and helped us 
find more permanent ac­
commodations. A Jersey 
friend of mine was staying 
at Worthing with an aunt 
who made a point of in­
viting Canadian soldiers to 
the house, and thus it was, 
quite by chance, that 1 met 
Bill.” A hearty round of 
applause greeted the 
speaker.
loneliness, fear of rejection 
and low self-esteem.
“The value of a child is 
not always high in our 
society, often coming 
behind houses, boats', 
television sets and even 
gardens. Our whole society 
is geared toward perfection, 
being good at something. 
And if you have lots of 
money and nice clothes and 
a nice house and a nice car, 
then how can you possibly 
be a bad parent?” Wright 
said.
“One of the things we .say 
in Parents-in-Crisis is that 
it’s not just battering. They 
arc all kinds of different 
abuses - physical, emotional 
and verbal. Emotional 
abuse is learning to use 
words to hurt in ways that 
don’t show.
“Abusing parents do nol 
necessarily give up on being 
a good parent, and may go 
on to have several 
children.”
Barry Wyckham, SPGA 
Co-ordinator, spoke of 
SPGA’s concern with 
education for parenthood.
“The first three or four 
years are the most im­
portant, yet they are the 
neglected years as far as 
investment of money and 
energy are concerned,” he 
said.
“Young women have 
very little preparation for 
motherhood, so we tend to 
parent as we were paren- 
led,” Wyckham said.
‘One of the reasons we 
spend a great deal of time, 
effort and energy on the 
young mother and her child 
is really for prevention of 
this kind of thing,” he said. 
“The more information 
that parents have about 
parenting styles, parenting 
philosophies, and ways of 
dealing with child
management problems, the 
more they learn to openly 
discuss discomfort at being 
a mother, at being a wife,' 
the easier it’s going to be 
for them when these 
feelings that almost all of us 
experience occur.
“Not the father,
probably, so much, because 
1 think we’re not as in­
volved as the mother is. We 
don’t have the hourly and 
daily contact with the child 
that the mother does, in the 
traditional home, at any 
rale. And so that’s why we 
put the accent on education 
from birth to three and then 
from three onwards.
“When a parent is un­
comfortable with his or her I 
behavior towards their 
children, there out to be 
some safe place where they 
can go and talk - and talk 
openly. There are very few 
places at the moment 
because there is a great fear 
that as they are breaking the 
law they will be turned in, 
and so they stay home with 
their problem and keep it 
very, very private.
ISOLA TION
“One of the main 
problems in the community 
here is isolation - from 
neighbours and from 
Victoria. Anxiety, 
depression and child abuse 
can stem from this fact. 
Almost any of us, given 
certain conditions and 
impulses, could be child 
abusers.
SPGA’s concern is not 
only with the abusing 
parent, but with the child.”
Some form of in­
formation on child abuse 
should be included in every 
,parenting and family life 
course, including prenatal 
courses.
Parents caught in the 
dilemma of child abuse are 
often in a situation where 
they are cooped up in the 
home with no one to talk 
lo. They need a rest, both 
from the house and the 
kids, but can’t get it and 
ultimately end up taking it 
out on the child. The ex­
tended family, of so much 
help in child-rearing, is now 
the exception rather than 
the rule.
With help, parents are 
absolved from the 
responsibility of trying to 
figure everything out by 
themselves. It is not until a 
parent can begin to see a
child as a person in his own 
right, with feelings and 
needs of his or her own, 
that they can begin to 
change their own attitude 
and expectations of the 
child.
The knowledge available 
today means that new 
options and ways of 
parenting are available, so 
that a history of child abuse 
going back perhaps through 
many generations can be 
broken.
For more information on 
Parents in Crisis, call Mary 






















A complete new executive 
board was clccled at the, 
Sidney Hotel on Nov. 7 
nmoiinting to .seven board 
ineinbers.
We hiive the first Madam 
Chiiirman for the 
Association by the name of 
Rose Walker.
An excellent Vice- 
Ihcsicleni, Dick Chan, who 
Is also rreastirer of the B.C. 
Amateur Softball 
Association. ,
Secretary • Eleatior 
Elliott.
riciismer ■■ Putt Rippin.
Also I'ran Cross and 
Z,ellah Pelkey, the two 
other board members who 
will be in control of 
scorekeeping, concession,
grounds, etc.
Ihiblic Relations Officer 
and Protest Chairman - 
Gordie Perkins.
There was an excellent 
turnout and the League is 
expecting an expansion for 
the 1978 season.
In conclusion, I would 
like to mention that the past 
executive under the 
direction of Mr. Reed 
Hannan as Prosideiit did a 
tremendous job and left the 
League with excellent 
playin(j facilities, a new 
concession, anti the l.eague 
is in good finiineial shtipe. 
Mr. Hannan, Ab Travis 
and Joe Armstrong and the 
rest of the executive and 
committees, will be hard to 
follow.
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REMARRIAGE, Carmel B. Reingold.'76.
(301.427). Statistics show that three- , 
fourths of those getting divorc^ will be 
married again within five years and that 
remarriages are on the rise while the rate 
of first marriages is down. This book 
covers every aspect of life for those who 
marry again. ;
THE TURNING TIDE. Barbara Maude.
’75. (333.72). A leading conservationist 
and wife of a British MP discusses the 
problems left by the “surplus society” and 
how the individual and society can make 
sensible uses of resources and waste at all 
levels.
STRANGERS DEVOUR THE LAND. 
Boyce Richardson. ’76. (971.4). A per­
ceptive and impassioned account of the 
struggle of the Cree Indians of James Itoy 
to preserve their territory from the Hydiro 
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AN ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC POWER. 
Wallace Clement. ’75. The most 
exhaustive recent study of the con­
centration and perpetuation of power in 
Canada.
FREEDOM TO DIE. Olive R. Russell. ’75. 
(174.24). A discussion of the moral and 
legal aspects of euthanasia. Today’s 
technolo^ and laws compel doctors to 
keep hopelessly ill people alive and 
threaten them and loved ones with 
prosecution if life-sustaining processes 
are stopped.
THE IMPACT OF THE COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE, A STUDY OF THE COM­
MUNITY COLLEGE CONCEPT IN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA. John D. pennlson. 
‘75. (378,052), Result of a 4-year study 
begun in ’71. Studies the impact of the 
colleges on their students, the educational 
system, and on the community.
CANADA’S UNION. Robert Laxei\ ’76. 
(331.88). A comprehensive report on Uie 
Canadian labour movement today which 
emphasizes the growing militancy of 
Canadian workers, the declining 
economic {wsition of the U.S. and the 
rapid emergence of Canadian labour 
organizations.
SEVEN SISTERS. Anthony Sampson. '75. 
(338.27) A study of the world’s great oil 
companies — a story of institutionalized 
greed, of amorality, of abrogation of 
governmental responsibility, and, often, 
of stupidity.
MEDICAL NEMESIS. Ivan lUlch. ’76. 
(362.1). A new installment of the well- 
known social critic’s survey of the 
distorting, nightmarish impact of in­
dustrialization. Here Illich claims we 
have become “addicted to our submissive 
patient roles” and have begun to resist 
fundamental aspects of the human con­
dition.
AS IT HAPPENED, Barbara Frum. ’76.' 
(791.447). Stimulating insights and in- 
on today’s major, concerns and 
events by one of (Canada’s foremost radio 
personalities.
MORALITY AND LAW IN CANADIAN 
POLITICS: THE ABORTION CON­
TROVERSY. Alphonse DeValk.’74. (301). 
A discussion of the abortion controversy in 
Canada in the past 15 years,
THE CONSERVOR SOCIETY. Co-op 
Handbook Collective. Food Co-op Hand- 
tmok. ’75. (658.87). Tell how to bypass 
supermarkets, to control the quality and 
price of your food.
INSTEAD OF EDUCATION. John Holt. 
’76. (370.1). Shows how we can turn our 
whole society into a place of genuine 
learning — with methods that do not call 
for outlays of cash or outpourings of 
jargon. ■
■ € u 
h'
I AM OF IRELAND, Richard Howard 
Brown. ’74. (917.3) A very personal book 
by an Irish-Amcrienn who became 
involved with the III,A. and Ireland.
THE PEST WAR. William Fletcher, ’74. 
(632.9). Man has always hod to struggle 
with insect ond weed pests. New 
pesticides, herbicides, and biological 
control methods have given him the upper 
hand for the moment. This is a survey of 
modern pest control methods and of tho 
problems of resistent strains and 
pollution,
ABOUT SCHOOLS: WHAT EVERY 
CANADIAN PARENT SHOULD KNOW. 
IlobertStamp. '75. (371). According to this 
professor at the University of Calgary, 
one of Ihe reasons Canadian schools are in 
trouble Is that no provision has l>een made 
lor citizens to help shape iwlicy, He 
.suggests more community Involvement, 
more freedom in the schools, and less 
fctlered leaching.
ACTION FOR WILDKBNESS. Klliabeth 
It, (illlelte. '71. (:m.9r») The seventh 
",Sierra Club Halllelxiok” Is intended as a 
practical rnnnunl for aclivlsts and would- 
bc-aeiivlsiK in their preservation cam­
paigns.
BUT NOT IN CANADA, Walter Stewart. 
’76 (971.1). This explosive book, a witty 
and hard-hitting antidote to com­
placency—examines Canadian history 
from earliest times to the present, and 
provides devastating cvidcnco that 
Canadians have no reason to be smug 
about any imagined moral supimiority. By 
the author of Shrug; Trudciiu in Power.
CANADA NORTH NOW, Farley Mowat, 
’76, (917,12) A decade after Canada North, 
Mowat has revised and expanded the 
x)ok, taking industry and government to 
task, ami using new Information to con­
trast the remaining natural grandeur wllh 
the advancing destruction that must be 
hailed,
'^HWND, women and
EXTRAMAHITALSEX, Linda Wolfe. ’76. 
(361.415:0. Estimates of the number of 
posl-KInscy women engaged In adulterv 
range up to 40 per cent. This Is a studyo'f 
what accounts for this behnvoir.
PUI.SON DOCTOR. Dr. Guy lllclimond. 
’7« (.365.9711). After- 40 years with 
prisoners as his patients, Dr. Richmond 
has n rare vantage yxilnt to describe why 
Canada s iMuial system Is not working.
WOODSWOMAN. Anne La nastille. ’76. 
(560,9747) Story of a wildlife ecologist who 
built her own cabin to live alone at a 
remote lake in the Adirondacks.
NEW USES FOR OLD BUILDINGS, 
Sherban Cmitacuzina ’75. (696). Heritage 
preservation is a concept whose lime has 
come. This is a look at several dozen 
recycled buildings that admirably suit tho 
users' needs and have character, dignity, 
and beauty that cannot be duplicated or 
replaced.
WOMEN IN THE CANADIAN MO.SAIC. 
Gwen Matheson, '76, (301.412), A 
collection of essays focusing upon the 
work e,vperlence of Canadian women: 
their Involvement with their work, the 
problcma encountered, and some 
solutions realized or envisaged.
Ilf1 Kunkln. ’75.
(iiiuinu). Memoir of a controversial 
yancejuyer lawyer much Involved in 
today’s Issues.
WE AI.1V10ST LOST DE-ntOIT, John 
Grant Fuller. '75. (021,483). A look at the 
risltn we face from the proliferation of 
nuclear power plants,
TALKING ABOUT DIVORCE, A 
DIALOGUE BETWEEN PARENT AND 
CHILD. Earl A. Grollnian, ’76. (361.4284). 
A straiglitforward, honest, and com­
passionate guide to telling children about 
divorce.
TAR .SANDS, Larry Pratt, ’76. (:i33.8) 
Polilical scientist Pratt studies the events 
surrounding the federal government’s 
' rescue” of the Syncrude project in the 
Athabaska tar sands, and examines the
aniflcaneo for Canada's economic and ilical future of this and other energy 
development schemes.
LOSING GROUND, John G. Mitchell. ’75. 
(:i:i3.72). Examining such concernn ns 
energy and oil, pollution, water, 
iwirklands, and human resources, hl« 
conclusion is that eur apjM'llte eonllnucH 
uiiappensed. A compassionate evocation 
of Amoricn today,
FRAGILE STRUCTUUE8. Peter 
BrndrorA ’75. (33N.47). Tho U.S. oil policy, 
us illustrated by an attempt to build n 
dceiHvater port for supertankers. A tele 
with sinister Impllcnllons for anyone 
living on the West Coast,
TO iSSiiEiS WICAWJ WE
MEMORy OF NELLTHukNBURG.
NaL was RESPONSIBLE FOR "THE 
CREATION ^ paElOPMENT OF THE 
FIRST 7 ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTS.
(917.121) THIS WAS THE NORTH. Anton 
Money. '75. The autobioeraobv of an 
Englishman who went to work tor me 
Hudson Bay Co. in northern Canada in the 
1920’s.
(BB9963L) BYRON. Elizabeth Longford. 
’76. Here is Byron engagingly portrayed — 
magnetic, stormy, generous, heroic, yet 
an immensely complex figure, at odds 
with himself and the world.
(BE163M) THE DESTINY OF ISABELL 
EBERHARDT. Cecily Mackworth. i5. A 
19th century romantic whose concept ol 
destiny and attraction to the mystical led 
her to wander among the Arabs in North 
Africa where, dressed as a man, sne 
gained amazing acceptance.
(BI79C) CliUiSTOPHER AND HIS KIND 
Christopher Isherwood. ’?«• 10 years in the 
writer’s life from 1929 when he left 
England for a stay in Berlin, through ms 
years of travelling around a troubled 
Europe, to his 1939 arrival in the States.
(BT5362B) THURBER. Burton Bernstein. 
'75. This is a thoughtful, entertaining and 
long-overdue exploration of the life and 
limes of the unique American humorist.
(951.05) WIND IN THE TOWER. Han 
Suyin. ’76. A massive reappraisal of the 
Chinese Revolution that offers important 
insights into the relationship between 
Mao’s personal life and China s political 
transformation.
(BR12.551) IN MY TIME. Thomas Rad- 
dalL ’76. Renowned for his major works of 
fiction and history, Thomas Raddall 
now sums up his life experiences in^a 
revealing and entertaining autobiography 
that is as vigorous, as flowing, and as 
robust as the fiction that earned him his 
wide reputation.
(BL3215L) THE LARDNERS. Ring 
Lardner. *76. From his father s days as 
one of the country’s best ^^o^n wntei s, to 
his own blacklisting in the 1950 s. King 
Lardner Jr. looks back on the sometimes 
hilarious, often moving experiences ot me 
Lamer clan.
(BK68V) VERDICT. Hildegard Knef. 75 
A second autobiographical volume by the 
courageous German actress, in which she 
deals with her struggle with cancer.
(BH3218R) ROSE. Rosiiia Harrison. ’75 
Her account of 35 years as Lady Astor s 
maid, and a deliciously readable 
evocation of a bygone time of domestic 
service.
(BB369'2W) WALK 
VZf'STERDAY. Jessie Beattie. 7b ine 
lucid recollections of an aO-year-old 
woman who was* born on an Ontario farm 
and made her mark as a tea^.her, 
librarian, social worker and writer.
(070.92) 20TH CENTTJRY JOURNEY. 
William Shirer. ’76. The historians for­
mative years from his Middle-Western 
boyhood to newspapering days in Pans of 
the 20’s. Full of the sights, people, and the 
turbulent times.
(B666251D) RENE Peter Desbarrats. ’76. 
An informative, witty and colorful 
biography of Rene Levesque which offers 
a wealth of material on this fascinating 
and complex man.
(C828) HEART OF A STRANGER. 
Margaret Lawrence. ’76. Relaxed, in­
timate essays reflecting the interests and 
views of a woman whose personal warmth 
matches her literary greatness.
(BC874L) REMEMBERED L.AUGHTER. 
Cole Lesley. ’76. A full-scale, revealing 
account of Noel Coward’s life careers as 
actor and playwright, and style of hving, 
by his companion and confidant ot 3U 
years.
(971 202) PIONEER YEARS; 1895-1914. 
Barry Broadfoot ’76. In his third book of 
oral history, Broadfoot intereviews the 
old-timers, the men and women who 
settled the West.
(BL742F( FLOWER AND THE NETTLE. 
Anne Morrow Lindbergh. ’76. The 4th 
volume of her memoirs which cover 1936- 
39: the English exile and German 
fascinations of the pre-war period.
(BL869N) ALEC NISBETT. Lorenz 
Konrad. ’76. World’s leading animal 
watcher is himself observed in an af­
fectionate but critical summation of his 
life, his work and his ideas.
(C828) GERHARD, A LOVE SIORA. 
Betty Kennedy.'76. A deeply-felt personal 
account of the last days of a happy 
marriage, and of the feelings of a devoted 
wife who knows that her husband has only 
a short time to live.
(BC5590) ONE CANADA. John Diefen- 
baker, ’75. These fascinating memoirs of 
one of Canada’s most colourful and 
controversial Prime Ministers coyer the 
years from his early boyho^ m the 
Northern Saskatchewan to the leadership 
campaign of 1956.
(BD754H) ADVENTURES OF CONAN 
DOYLE. Charles Higham. ’76. A 
biolgraphjy of the complex creator oi 
Sherlock Holmes, detailing the personal 
adventures of the Scottish-born doctor- 
author, and the many revealing parallels
between his life arid his stories. ^
(BM4159W) WHEN I WAS YOUNG. 
Raymond Massey. ’76. The lengendary 
actor recalls his Toronto youth, his ex­
periences in the World War I, and talks of 
the great and the near-great he met in this 
witty and urbane memoir.
(940.5486) MAN CALLED INTREPID. _ 
William Stevenson. ’76: The inside story of 
a British Intelligence officer who operated 
as a liaison between Churchill and 
Roosevelt before and during World War
Tl. "v
(BM6652E) EXPATRIATE. James M. 
Mihifie. ’76. These memoirs follow the 
earlier work. Homesteader, ^ from the 
author’s arrival at Oxford in 1923 as 
Saskatchewan’s Rhodes Scholar to 1953 
when he became Washington
correspondent for the CBC.
(BD8933W) GABRIEL DUMONT. George 
Woodcock, ’75. A major biography of_ the 
enigmatic Metis leader and Louis Riels 
military commander. This perceptive and 
gripping portrayal reveals not only the 
heroic character of the man, but also the 
historical background that makes him 
significant.
(791.092) JOSH: MY UP AND DOWN,JN 
AND OUT LIFE. Joshua Logan. ’76. The 
co-author of the Broadway musical, 
“South Pacific” tells of the frustrations 
and rewards of writing and directing 
shows. His experiences, including war­
time entertaining and a bout with severe 
depression, are interlaced with anecdotes 
of famous theatrical personalities.
(816) GRANDFATHER. J. B. Joseph 
BercovicL ’76. A collection of letters to a 
grandson reveals the courage, jciy and 
dignity of a long and well-spent life.
(BH9785F) FARSIDE OF THE STREET. 
Bruce Hutchison. ’76. Bruce Hutchison 
was, and remains, one of the best known 
Canadian journalists. This volume which 
he describes as “twilight memories and 
rambling reflections” is a thoroughly 
pleasant account of a good newspaper­
man’s life and work.
(BA374R) NATURE OF ALEXANDER. 
Mary Renault ’75. Renault, who has
(610.922) INDOMITABLE LADY DOC­
TORS. Carlotta Hacker. '74. “19th Cen­
tury propriety and prejudice were so 
fervent that the first woman doctor to 
practice in Canada spent her whole life 
dressed as a man, but her successors were 
unwilling to resort to similar disguise . 
This is the fascinating account of the 
triumphs and tribulations of Canada s 
pioneer women doctors who made a 
memorable contribution to their country 





(070.92) NO LIFE FOR A LADY. Lotta 
Dempsey. ’76. A Canadian journalist 
writes with enthusiasm about her 
profession iri this entertaining and in­
formative story of her life and adventures 
spiced with anecdotes about famous 
people.
fictionally explored the history of 
Alexander in Fire from Heaven andl  i  i f   The 
Persian Boy, turns her hand to a 
chronicle of the great, conqueror’s^.life 
incorporating painstaking information, 
lively detail and striking political and 
psychological interpretations.
(BK54S) A VERY DOUBLE LIFE. C, P. 
Stacey, ’76. From the extraordinary 
diaries that Mackenzie King kept from 
1893 to a few days before his death in 1950, 
here recreated are the astonishing facts ox 
the private life that King concealed from 
his public world.
(BW355S) EVELYN WAUGH. 
Christopher Sykes. '75. Waugh’s friend 
has written an eminently just biography 
which stands as one of the year’s literary 
events —■ a work of careful scholarship 
and judicious illumination.
(792.092) CHARLES LAUGHTON: AN 
INTIMATE BIOGRAPHY. Charles 
Higham. ’76. The famous actor was a man 
tortured by feelings of inferiority and 
intense guilt. This book recalls his famous 
roles, portrays his unusual marriage and 
reveals with sensitivity a hitherto hidden 
aspect of his personality.
(848) WHEN I WAS OLD. Georges 
Simenon. '72. The author of the “Maigret 
mysteries describes a period of persoiml 
crisis and self-assessment triggered by 
the fear of growing old.
(940.5481) DUAL ALLEGIANCE. Ben 
Dunkclman. ’76. The true story of the 
unassuming Canadian hero who fought for 
Canada in World War I, and then for Israel 
in 1948 — a saga of excitement and 
danger.
(BH6826K) I NEVER WANTED TO BE 
VICE-PRESIDENT OF ANYTHING! 
Michael Kramer. '76. Thorough and ^en-
t(Brlaining biography of Nelson Rocker 
feller, man of unpairalleled wealth and 
unlTmiled ambition.
take CARE OF YOURSELF. Donald
M. Vickery. ’76. (610.024) A consumers 
guide to medical care. 'I'wo doctors show 
how lo diagnose and treat most of your
own medical problems, I'jPl
lent of i............... ‘1-...................... ...70 per c all first visits to the doctor 
are “unnecessary.
BUTTERFLIES IN MY STOMACH. 
Ronald L, Taylor. '75. (841.36) Did you 
know that in a disaster or wilderness 
survival your most dependable and 
nutritious food supply would be insects? 
This fascinating Ixiok takes a serious look 
at the insect world as a source of human 
nutrition -™ past and present and future.
SUPER SKIN. Dr. Johalhan '{'I*™®*’* 
•76 (616.5) A doctor's guide to a healthy 
complexion. Not difficult, not cosUy ~ 
clears up misconceptions about skin and 
its irealrncnl. Hcnsonable, pracUcul,
ENERGLSTICS. Buster Crahhe. 76. 
(613.7) The book gives you the simple 
shape-up exercise plan developed by an
exiXTl. It is a titness program that really
. * • ___ _ ..,|||| lAtlCfrequires no super will {Kiwer and no long 
hours of monotonous exercising. It will 
help solve your physical energy gap!
•'PLEASE. doctor,
SOMETHING." Joe D. ’at
(013.2) A modern phyBlcinn looks at 
nutrition and health anti hero has wrlUcti 
u l)ook which tells how to restore and 
maintain the feilllliy of soil which will In 
turn grow healthy plants and provide 
notural fwHl.
Janu'K W. Lance, ’75.11/V ^ A C. * H li*'
(610.047) A guide to fmH
treatment of this problem, «nd
entcrtnljiing. on the subject of „.;>iot dojj
houdachea," "sex headaches," and
PAIN: WHY IT HURW, WIIEUK IT 
IIUin.S. WHEN IT HURTS. Uicliard 
SliUtT. '75. (616.0171 Pain is a friend in 
disguise in lhal il acts as the body’s early 
warning system. Discussed here Is: the 
most common pain; the most sensllive 
organ (the mouth); jamming tlie pain 
signal (oleclroanalgesin); and the 
Chinese connection (acupuncture 
analgesia) and more,
(321.87) MY (JUEEN AND 1, Willie 
llamllloii. '75. A ruthless analytical look 
al the iaslitution of monarchy as il exists 
in Britain today. Tlie author’s ambition is 
lo be clapped into the Tower for showing 
disrespect for the monarch.
(320.071) THE SWASTIKA AND I'llE 
MAPLE LEAF. Lltu-Uose Belchermun. 
’75, During the 1930's, various fascist 
movements sprang up in Canada. Though 
they hud lilllc electoral success, tliey were
constantly in evidence and a significant 
part of the Canadian political scene. TJhls 
is the first study of Canadian fascism.
‘foolbnllero migrane."
BODY WEATHER. Bruce Palmer, '16. 
(013.11) How natural and maivmade 
climate# aflect you and Jtn[l)rlanco pf w*)®'’® wo‘ ye. how wo live. 
Documented and fascinating.
BUEAHT f'ANCEB:^ A ^ PERSONAL ^
history and an invest igat VL.
REPORT. Rose Kiislmer, T5. (616.1191)
Author is’n well-known medical lournnllst 
(18 had a mnslcciomy..Enormous
COCA LEAF AND COCAINE 
PAPEBB, Edited Hy George
rcHcnrch and Intervlowa look at every 
aspect of the disease -- Id»tory , causa ion, 
dlagnoBls, treatment, and rehabilitation.
B.C. PROVINCIAL MUSEUM. FOOD 
PLANTS OF IHIITLSII COI.UMIHA IN­
DIANS. ParlE'75. (5«L63) This handbook 
describes hundreds of speclcB of plants 
used by the Cooiilal Indians for food or 
medicine. IncludcR how and when, 
gathered and used.
(355.82) SUPEBWARBIORS. James W, 
Cannn. '75. An insider's examination of 
the Pentagon’s interior landscape and 
innermost pUiiis and strategies, and of tho 
futuristic weaiwns being built or planned 







I ru««uMiK from coca cola 
40 mio as "dlvlno plant of tho
llASir KARATE FOR WOMEN. Jan Suiana!'W/(lium) The BUbUtlopt this 
book Is called "health and self-defence 
since It focuses on self-defence teclmlquos 
as well ns how to Improve or maintain 
heiillh and lieouty with appropriate 
exorcise.
HOW LONG WIEE I ElVE? E. Galton,
•70. (613) The prospect of living to a ripe 
old age dciionds on a wide range of fac­
tors. With tho help of a special chart In-
eluded in this book, you can draw up a 
irsoriol Inventory to aervo us a guide to
inci case your chances of u long anditfo.
(0.51.04) FUUEEDOM AT MIDNIGHT, 
Eiirry CoBlns and I)oinlnli|u« Ijiplerre. 
'75. Tlie sotry of the Indcjicndonco of 
India; 400,0(M),000 i>eople, thon one-fifth of 
all humanity, claimed their freedom from 
the greatest empire history has known -- 





WOMAN’S BOOK OF MONEY: A GUIDE 
TO FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE. 
Sylvia Auerbach. ’76. (3’J2.024). All 
aspects of the money game for the 
married, divorced, widowed, single. Tells 
how to make out a will, handle credit, get 
that raise confront job politics, plan a 
career. Very readable.
REAL ESTATE FOR PROFIT. Robert 
Calherood. ’75. (333.3'i). A welcome
change from the enthusiastic get-rich 
quick sales pitch. Helpful hints and 
precautionary notes on how to register 
property, what to look for when buying 
country property, insurance, and property 
tax. It’s Canadian ail the way.
ACCOUNTING FOR INFLATION. Ed. by 
Michael Alexander. ’75. (657). A serious 
examination by experts in the field. The 
traditional methods of cost accounting are 
rejected in favour of current value ac­
counting. Weighty but worthwhile.
FUNK AND WAGNALLS GUIDE TO 
PERSONAL MONEY MANAGEMENT. 
C. Colburn Hardy. ’76. (’332.024). A how-to- 
do-it book for the more affluent individual 
and family. Tells how to build an estate 
and how to protect it with wise in­




GENERAL OFFICE PROCEDURES. 
Fred C. Archer. ’75. (651). A basic text 
containing information on office 
procedures and responsibilities, filing 
methods, data processing, duplicating, 
business writing, and general accounting.
POVERTY OF POWER. Barry Com­
moner. ’76. (333.7). Examines the 
traditional sources of energy, the current 
shortages, the traditional economic and 
political solutions and the necessity for re­
thinking our entire approach to our use of 
power.
BIG MAC. Max Boas. ’76. (338.766). 
Explores the rise to power of the Mac­
Donald’s hamburger chain and of Ray 
Droc the driving force behind this 
magnificent success story. Worthwhile to 
know the story behind an everyday 
commodity.
FUNDAMENTAL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLES; 2nd Canadian edition. 
William W. Pyle. ’76. (657). Written on the 
level of a first year college course, the text 
offers a good survey including cost ac­
counting, corporations and capital 
budgeting.
HOW TO MAKE ONE MILLION 
DOLLARS IN REAL ESTATE. Tyler G. 
Hicks. ’76 (332.6324). The only way to test 
the theories in this book are to try them 
out. However, they appear to be sound.
FASHION BUSINESS; IT’S ALL YOURS. 
Estelle Hamburger. '76. (746.92). Reads 
somewhat like a history of fashion, 
especially of the trends of the 60’s and 70’s. 
In-depth analysis of all the forces at work 
which make you say “That’s what I 
want.’’Y
BILLION DOLLAR BOOKIES; Richard 
Shulman. ’76 (368.32). A light-hearted yet 
astute examination of the life insurance 
companies and policies that are sold to 
over half the families in the U.S. How to 
assess one’s insurance needs;
DOLLARS AND SENSE. Betty Wuliger. 
’76. (332.678). A general survey of in­
vestment possibilities designed for the lay 
person. Has a decided American slant but 
still applicable to the Canadian scene.
GREAT NEW WAY TO MAKE MONEY. 
Ralph CharelL ’76. (332.67), A method of 
trading using listed options which permits 
you to make big profits on a small in- 
vestment. Charell invested his own money 
and shows how it can be done by others.
COMPUTERS MADE REALLY SIMPLE. 
Kent Porter. ’76. (001.64). In clear 
language that the manager, student or lay 
person can absorb. Also career in­
formation in computering.
COMPLETE GUIDE TO SWISS BANKS. 
Harry Browne. ’76. (332.024). A clear 
explanation about how a Swiss bank can 
be the avenue to financial safety. A 
complete investor’s handbook.
UNDERSTANDING THE ECONOMY: 
FOR PEOPLE WHO CAN’T STAND 
ECONOMICS. Alfred L. Malabre. ’76. 
(330.973). Written by a columnist for the 
Wall Street Journal, the text is clear, 
precise and readily understood by the lay 
person.
OVERACHIEVERS. Peter H. Engle. ’76.
(658,4). It is Engle’s theory that it is the 
aggressive, hungry, business person that 
really makes American businesses run. 
Such a person must be searched for and 
rewarded, for he does not fear change but 
seeks it.
HOW TO OPEN A .SWISS BANK AC­
COUNT, James Kelder. ’76. (332.15). 
Written with American depositors in 
mind, this factual and comprehensive 
survey stresses the how, where, and why 
of the Swiss banking system and the 
secret numbered accounts.
THE PKOPLE’.S ALMANAC. Dnvlil 
VVallechinsky. 75. (1)31.02) Who was 
Drncula? Who invented the safety pin, 
the shoelace'? Where in the U..S. Is a 
monument lo a left leg'? The.se facts 
and hundreds of otlu-'i’s arc here for 
your enlerininment and enlighten- 
ment,
SUPER-ECONOMY HOUSECLEA­
NING. Lois l.lbien. 76. (648) Koi’ 
mauaioi), apartment, or dome - herc’8 
how to clean the chea|M'Hl, best, and 
fastuKt way. Take lime to rend tlie book 
and then save,
GHOST TOWN 'rUAIIi! OF VAN- 
COUVEH ISLANI). T. W. PuterMon, 75. 
(1)71.134) An entertaining, informative 
and inspiring guide to Old mining and 
homesteading 8ile.s on Vancouver 
Island, From Skirt Mountain, 
Uujchlown and Boulder City on the 
Houlhern lip through Cassidy and 
Extension up to Cn|H( ,Scotl and 
/.ehallos and Clo-oose on tho far side.
SCUBA DIVING; HOW TO GET 
S'lARTED; VVlIllain Kot-Dor. 76, 
(7ii’i.23) .Stop-by-slop pro course 
training guide to wlint scuba is all 
atuiul and how to gel started tlie right 
way. Detailed illustrat(;d inutructions 
help get your body in shape for diving,
THE ADVEN'I’UUER’S GUIDE, 
.lack W'lu'fler. '76. (JDIO.IS) How to 
elimb the Matterhorn, swim the 
Hellespont, iiujet Ecuadorian 
lieadliuiilerK, Tiie nutluir had done all 
of lliese llilngs by tho age of 16!
A STHEE'r IN MAHHAKECIU 
Kll^.ntietli Fernea, '7.'i. (1)16.4) An 
Aineriam anttiroiKjWglst's zesty ac- 
count of her encounter with tl)e veiled 
women of a closed Muslim society,
THE WORLD OF UPSTAIRS, 
DOWNSTAIRS. Mollie Hardwick. ’76. 
(791.457) Addicts of the TV series won’t 
want to miss this social history which 
places the familiar characters in the 
context of the age in which they lived.
SOCIAL HISTORY OF VICTORIAN 
BRITAIN. Christopher Hibbert. ’74. 
(942.081) Based on illustrations from the 
archives of the Illustrated London Times, 
this book presents a picture of life both 
high and low at the time of Disraeli, 
Dickens and Thackeray.
GHOST TOWNS OF THE WEST. L. 
Florin. ‘71. (Q978) A steady stream of 
settlers, railroaders, fortune-hunters, 
rustlers and outlaws left their mark on the 
Old West, but all that remains now are the 
abandoned or decaying towns pictured in 
these fascinating photographs.
PRISON OF GRASS. Howard Adams. 
'75. (970.5) Our dlanadian History and 
society through the eyes of the native 
Indians.. It will shock you because it 
destroys many common myths about the 
peaceful takeover of this country by 
Europeans.
(599.744) A BEAR BEHIND. Mike 
Cramond. ’73. Written by the Outdoor 
Editor of the Vancouver Province, this is a . 
delightful collection of experiences having 
to do with bears. He has studied them, 
photographed them, occasionally shot 
them, and.here he writes about them.
(639.34) GUIDE TO TROPICAL 
AQUARIUM FISHES. ’76. George Cust, 
Well-illustrated general overview of the 
care and breeding of tropical fish.
(598.2) COMPLETE OUTDOORSMAN’S 
GUIDE TO BIRDS OF CANADA AND 
EASTERN NORTH AMERICA. John P. 
Mackenzie. ’76. 270 birds are ^scussed, 
each illustrated by a pen and ink sketch.
(636.1) KEEPING A HORSE IN TOE 
SUBURBS. Lloyd H. Davis. ’76. The ways 
and means of keeping and enjoying a 
horse on a small property.
(598.72) MAR. Louise' Lawrence. ’76. 
Observaations by a skilled naturalist of 
the life of a yellow-bellied sapsucker.
(636.71) CHOOSING THE RIGHT DOG. 
John Howe. ’76. A buyer’s guide to all 121 
breeds recognized by the American 
Kennel Club. Photographs of each breed 
included.
(598.297) PRAIRIE BIRDS IN COLOUR. 
Doug Gilroy ’76. The author discusses 92 
birds and details his methods used for 
obtaining good, clear photographs of 
them.
(636.01) WHAT TO DO WITH A 
KINKAJOU? Alice Gilborn. ’76. Cee 
Wolf’s trials and tribulations in caring for 
a menagerie on a farm in Colorado.
(‘599.88) BIRDS QF PREY. Michael 
Everett. ’76. Excellent photographs 
support detailed information on such birds 
of prey as vultures, hawks, eagles and 
"falcons..
(636.8) SOMEWHERE A CAT IS 
WAITING. Derek Tangye. ’76. Dog lover 
becomes cat lover when Lama, the 
Siamese, appears and moves in.
(599.88) UP AMONG THE MOUNTAIN 
GORILLAS. Walter Baumgartel. ’76. 
Observations of gorillas made near 
Travellers Rest, Kisoro, Uganda.
(636.089) ANIMAL DOCTOR. Lucas 
Younker. ’76.This veterinarian’s practice 
covers small animals and horses; he also 
ventures into acupuncture for animals.
(362,19) DIARY OF A PIGEON WAT­
CHER. Doris Schwerin. ’76. While con­
valescing from surgery for cancer, the 
author studies the pigeons who came to 
her window.
(791.32) LADY AND HER TIGER. Pat 
Derby. ’76, The author’s love of animals 
spawned a menagerie where she keeps 
animals of all kinds and trains them for 
television and movie work.
(591.92) DANGEROUS SEA 
CREATURES. ’76. This Time-Life 
publication features foil colour photos of 
sea animals and some prose writing by 
Victor Hugo and Thor Heyerdahl.
(C^7) WILD LIFE I’VE LED. Stuart 
Trueman. ’76, This New Brusnwick native 
writes lovingly of the animals he has 
known.
(591.5) BEST OF FRIENDS. John 
AspinalL ’76. The exotic wildlife collection 
at Howletts Zoo Park, England, is lovingly 
described by its owner. Many 
photographs.
(636.1) TALKING WITH HORSES. Henry 
Blake. ’76. Arguments are given to sup­
port the thesis that horses do com­
municate with each other and other 
animals, including man.
(595.7) INSECTS OF NORTH AMERICA. 
Alexander B, Klots. ’76. This well- 
illustrated book contains information on 
many Individual insects and boasts a 
detailed index.
(591.5) IHEY LOVE AND KILL, Vitus B. 
Droschcr. ’76, The roles of sex, aggression 
and sympathy bonding In the mating and 
sexual relations of animals are explored.
(091.94) THE MONSTERS OF LOCH 
NESS, Roy P. Macknl. ’76. Scientific 
research makes a convincing case for the 
existence of large aqua animals in the 
Scottish lake.
(.570) MAGNIFICENT MICROBES. 
Iternard Dixon, ’76. Positive charac­
teristics of microbes arc documented to 
show that although some cau,se disease 
and suffering, oOiers perform valuable
services.
(n74..52fl) SEASONS OF TIIE SALT 
MARSH, David Gales. '75. Illustrated 
with fine, delicate drawings, this is an 
amnleur naturalist’s guide lo plants and 
animals of the coastal rnarshi-s.
(799.25) HAWKS, FALCONS AND 
FALCONRY. FniriU l„ Beebe. ’76. 
Detailed descriptions of the birds and 
their habits niiti life cycles are enhanced 
by many black and white phologruphs, An 
extensive section on training Is included,
(Q59H.2) BIRDS OF THE WEST COAST. 
Vol. I. J, Fenwlek Lnnsdownc, ’76. Fifty- 
two large colour plates of B.C, birds 
painted by a Victoria artist and wildlife 
enlhu8iu.sl will delight everyone who loves 
the beauty of our birds.
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IT’S ALL FREE - ON THE OUTSIDE Ann 
Henry ’75. This Manitoban is author of the 
acclaimed stage play Lulu Street. 
new novel is from the raw material of 
Depression years on the prairies and a 
young girl’s desperate attempt to survive 
with a travelling circus. As the title hints, 
the novel shears away the easy facade of 
surface and sham to reveal the inner 
character, where the real and enduring 
values reside.
TANK OF SACKED EELS. Ivor Drum­
mond. ’76. Unfolds Fritz von Cernograti’s 
economic machinations and schemes for 
an absolutely spotless world.
TRAITOR’S GATE. Catherine Gavin. ’76. 
A penetrating and controversial novel of 
the early clays of World War II.
THE HAMLET WARNING. Leonard 
Sanders. ’76. A fast moving adventure 
story set in Santo Domingo. 
Revolutionaries, international terrorist, 
and the CIA mix it up in a chilling, well- 
written tale.
CHILD’S GARDEN OF DEATH. Richard 
ForresL ’75. Engrossing tale of the 
solution of a thirty-year-old murder by 
balloonist and juvenile writer, Lyon 
Wentworth.
CORNER STORE. Bess Kaplan. ’75. Born 
and raised in Winnipeg’s North End 
herself, the author tells a story of 2 years 
in the life of 10 year old Rebecca Devine, 
the daughter of Jewish immigrants who 
own a grocery store in Winnipeg’s North 
End. Honest and humorous.
THE WIND’S TWELVE QUARTERS. 
Ursula K. Le Guin. ’-76. Extraordinarily 
beautiful stories about space travel, other 
worl^ and future life on earth, by one of 
the most brilliant writers of this sort of 
thing.
THE STRASBOURG LEGACY. William 
Craig. ’75. A resurgence of Nazi 
conquests, the CIA, KGB, Israel’s Shin 
Bet — an exciting international tale.
pineapple bay HOTEL Jane Gar- 
dam. ’76. Enjoyable tale of holiclaying 
English tourists at a lush, steamy 
Jamaican seaside hotel.
HEAT AND DUST. Ruth Prawer 
.Jhaboala. ’76. A fine novel of 
women in India: a colonial official s wife 
in 1923 and her grandaughter in the 1970 s.
LAND BEYOND. David Keenleyside. ’75. 
A paler shadow of Farley Mowat’s nor­
thern settings. A young wealthy Montreal 
artist journeys north to paint. A lingering 
sense of the land stays with the reader.
THE LAST THING YOU’D WANT TO 
KNOW. Eric Koch. ’76. In this inventive 
author’s latest novel, the 1984 U.S. 
presidential election is won by Sabina 
Quigg — a witch!
SEVENTH HEXAGRAM. Ian McLachlan. 
’76. This is an astonishing first novel of 
mystery and suspense involving a young 
Canadian caught in the heady atmosphere 
of Hong Kong in the exciting and 
dangerous days of the late 1.960 s.
SNOW WALKER Farley Mowat. ’75. A 
collection of excellent short stories, all 
fiction and one semi-documentary story 
. by this century’s most popular Canadian 
author and storyteller of the North.
BY HOOK OR BY CROOK. Emma 
Lathen. ’75. Seeds of murder sewn three 
decades earlier! Combine these with 
avarice, disputed identity, family 
discord, rags to riches success and you 
have the prime ingredients of a 
fascinating new mystery.
LADY ORACLE. Margaret Atwood. ’76 
By the author of Edible Woman and 
Surfacing this new and bizaare novd 
distinguishes Atwood as both a poet and 
novelist and now one of the most in­
fluential authors in Canada. The story 
tells of Joan Foster who fakes her own 
“accidental death’’ in order to establish a 
new identity and a new chance for life.
'ro THE FAR BLUE MOUNTAINS. Louis 
L’Amour. ’76. A story of the frontier filled 
with love and adventure, romance and 
history.
TWINKLE, TWINKLE, LITTLE SPY. 
Len Deighton, ’76. A great spy thriller — 
from the Sahara desert, to Paris, Dublin 
and back across Africa. The author has a 
great feeling for landscape. A spellbinder.
DIVISION OF THE SPOH^. Paul Scott. 
’75. The corrosive effect of imperiahsm on 
ruler and ruled alike is the theme of this 
last volume of the Raj Quartet, set in 
colonial India.
THE TENTH SESSION. Rafe Quilty. ’72. 
New ’77. A chillingly eerie novel about a 
psychic researcher whose test-subject, a 
young female mental patient, produces 
something really frightening during their 
final test-session.
battle for saltbucket beach 
Ian MacNeill. ’75. A refreshingly dif­
ferent, extremely funny Canadian novel; 
presenting an earthy, witty, zany tale of 
Toronto Bay Street big business up 
against a stubborn small Cape Breton 
community. Recommended!
THE MAN WHO WANTED TO SAVE 
CANADA. R. J. Chick Childerhouse ’75. 
Canada of the future! Federal govern­
ment intrigues and under-the-table deals 
with Washington. Thought-provoking, fast 
moving, this novel has a shattering 
conclusion.
sombrego fallout
Brautigan. ’76. Pathos and 
mingle to create magic.
Richard
patriotism
THE GOD TREE. James Demers. ’77. In 
this beautiful, but macabre, tale by a new 
Canadian author, a small boy makes an 
expedition into a swamp that, for some 
unexplained reason, has always inspired 
terror in his elders.
NINETEENTH CENTURY: CANADIAN 
STORIES David Arnason. ’76. A must for 
Canadian history buffs. Opens the door to 
Canadian frontier culture.
SCRAP ARROW. Robert Robinson. ’75. 
This novel is based on a controversial 
Canadian news headline of the 1950’s — 
Diefenbaker’s decision to abort the newly 
born Arrow jet aircraft industry.
ORPHAN STREET. Andre Langevin. ’76. 
Marvelous, gripping style depicts a boy’s 
brief excursion outside of an orphanage.
adiai
PHASE OF DARKNESS. Robin Moore. 
’74. Spell-binding high adventure and 
international intrigue in Africa. ^ Com­
bining fact and fiction and forceful plot.
By a prize-winning French Can  
with CBC.
ii n, now
THE DEBT. Olle Hogstraud. ’74. Fast___________ ‘ -------
moving, top-notch thriller for mystery and 
spy fans. International intrigue set in 
Sweden.
CRASH OF '79. Paul Erdman. ’76. This is 
the author who has had 2 popular novels 
about high finance and international in­
trigue, 'This one zeroes in on Iran and oil 
profits, and the power centres of the 
world.
THE SPY WHO SAT AND WAITED. R. 
Wright Campbell. ’75. Unusual and 
compelling story of a man who becomes a 
' for his country (Germany) at the end
LEAP FOR THE SUN. Michael Hart­
mann. ’76. One of the best intrigue- 
adventure tales. Set in Africa, it is a fast 




of World War I, quietly living the double 
life until World War II. His lov“’**«= 
apart but duty is strongest of
911 Thomas Chastain. ’76. An ingenious 
and very exciting plot wherein a faceless 
bomber terrorizes New York.
\.
FAREWELL TO BABYLON. Naim 
Kattan. ’76. Now in English, Kattan s 
brilliant novel describes a young man
growing to adulthood in Baghdad,
LEFT-HANDED SLEEPER. Ted Willis. 
'76. Well-done British tale of international 




Cl ARA REEVE. Leonie Hargrave. ’7.5. A 
pseudo-Victorian literary confection 
(written apparently by a very famous 
literary figure) delightful if you have “at 
any time cultivated a taste for the 
horrid"!
RIDE rilE GOLDEN TIGER, .lonathan 
Black, '76. A blend of danger, intrigue and 
romance set against the drama of an 
iiilernulioiuil conspiracy lo corner the 
world market.
IN THE FRAME. Dick Francis. '77. 
Murder, arson and theft draw a talented 
painter of horses to Australia to solve a 
mysterious murder and a series of art 
forgeries.
PRIDE OF THE PEACOCK. Victoria 
Holt '76. An exciting novel set in turn-of- 
the-century England. A unique 
inheritance compels a young woman to 
marry the owner of a fabled opal mine and 
move to Australia where she discovers 
the mysteries and evil surrounding the 
greatest opal ever found.
TAKEOVER. Muriel Spark. '76. At 
Diana’s sacred lake of Nemi, southeast of 
Rome, a beautiful and willful American 
heiress plays goddess and hostess to an 
assortment of thieves, counterfeiters, 
smugglers, spongers and fanatics.
TOTEM. Rlvden Jackson. '75. The theft of 
an African tribal statue from a New York 
museum begins a suspenseful tale of 
murder and international intrigue.
I’l,ASHMAN IN THE GREAT GAME. 
George MacDonald Fraser. ’75. Hooray! 
A now Flashman adventure. This time 
that cad sneaks, cheats and slides through 
tlie events of the Indian Mutiny. Terrific!
......... ........... ....... .... 1
InSrioN BOOKS
.HAVE NO CATALOGUE NUMBER
Oliei/ne Mm
ImjIB Cu/Ui(}>i<! tost mule.
LONG AFTER MIDNIGHT. Ray Rrud- 
luirv. 'V6. A new (.'olloction of iiiaeahre 
talcs, including one about the revival of a 
(lead man and another alMiut an elderly 
U’ishmairs visit to his gniiidsoii, that are 
among the host short stories Bradlniry has 
over wrillcn.
A JOB ABROAD. George Rartrum. 75. 
Fast moving tale of a middle-aged English 
professor turned intelligence agent, 
cuu^^hl vip in n convolutnii pint involving 
cover-ups, murder, etc.
KECREI'S OF I’HE HEART. Pearl lUick. 
'76. kSensIllve, perceptive stories in wliicli 
Pearl Buck touches our hearts in this
DKA'I'll IN THE NOU ni KEA, John R. L. 
AiiderHoii. '75 Sure to etilhrall mystery 
fans iiml boating enthusiasts, this 
novel tell
STORM WARNING, Jack Higgins '76, In 
this UK) proof adventure novel, Jack 
Higgins (remember I’lagle Has Landed?) 
collects a group of sailors and civilians, 
and subjects them lo almost every 
hie Iimugitiabl disaster that tho sea can hold 
in wartime.
inr^pensefnl ills how Coionel Peter
Blair foils UUP plans to de.stroy Com- 
monweallh’fi North Sea oil inslnll.'Uionfi,
colleetlon by brlnghig her own insights to 
The tragedy and Joy of love.
the GOTLAND DEAL N, J. Crisp, '76.__________ Crisp,
The unlikely mlvonUiros of a 
seeri't agent on a anowbouml island off tho 
Swedisli’coast. The 'las wllten
several espionage thrillers for BBC IV,
HOW DO I l.OVE THEE: THE LOVE 
STORY OF UOBEUT AND ELIZABETH 
UABUETT BROWNING. l-UclUc 
Ircimuiger, '76. Exquisite lUirTatlvc. of the 
joys and hai dahlnfv in tho lives of two 
talenled ixtets, Thornughly enjoyable, 
wllh a fine blend of Hentiment and 
biography.
DRUMMER IN THE DARK. Francis 
Clifford. '76. An inteUigencc officer must 
hunt down and capture an international 
traveller who smuggles explosive devices 
to tho Irish Republican Army,
FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND OTHER 
STORIES. Semi O’Faolahi. '75 8 short 
slorios that explore some of the ironies 
and tensions that emerge as the Irish, both 
tlie people and the Institutions, undergo 
“modernizations".
APPLE TREK IJ-IAN DOWN. Mary 
Pearce, '7(1, An engrossing novel of rural 
England during the period from 1886 lo 
1920. it's Hie story of three hard-working, 
self raliaiil lamilieH uprooted by llie Great 
War, .' ' , , ■ ■ ■
UNTIL TBE COLORS FADE, Tim .leal. 
’70. Tlie turmoil of Hie Crimean War 
crealefi new demands for the individual 
momhers of three English families un­
prepared for the effects of change on their 
codes of love and honour,
THE BELLAMYS OF EATON Pl.ACE.
.loiui I’eiU Hoii. *76, tlie story of llio family 
"upstairs" from 1883 when Richard and
Ijuiy Marjorie eloped lo the slock niarkei 
crash of 1929 with its devaalaiing effects 
on Hie last of the Bellamy line.
JEAN . PAULINE. AN ' , INDIAN 
TUAGEDV. Maud Emery. '76. Powerful 
Canadian story of an liidian woman 
fighting for what she believes in -• mother 
nature and the nobility of iier race.
AUCTIONEEIl, Jomi Suiuhoii. '78. John 
Moore's peaceful, prodlciuble life is 
severely Jolted when u stranger arrives in 
the town lo eonduci a series of auctions to 
raise money for Hie police force.
1'V!''
BEYOND THE BEDROOM WALL. Larry 
Woiwode. '75. The lives of Neumiller 
family in the Middle West; a family sage 
steeped in richly observed detail.
KINFLICKS Lisa Alther. ’76. Traces 
Ginny Babcock's sexual development 
from a cheerleader through lesbian ex­
plorations to adultoiess.
CAPTIVES, .\rthur Boardman. ’75. A love 
Story of a beautiful white woman and the 
Indian chieftan who takes her prisoner.
SWEET WILLIAM. Beryl Bainbridge. ’76. 
Story of a relationship between William 
and Ann, a dependent, weak-w'illed 
woman.
SAVING THE QUEEN. William Buckley. 
/76. Oakes, a CIA agentt investigates a 
leakage of atomic secrets to the Soviet 
Union.
HERO IN HIS TIME. Arthur A. Cohen. 
’76. A Russian poet is sent to New York by 
the KGB to deliver a secret m.essage and 
must decide whether or not to defect.
TURTLE DIARY. Uussell Hoban. '76. 
Interwoven story of two solitary people 
told through Ihoir diaries.
EDGE, .John V. Lindsny, '7(1. A 
congressman must choose between his 
own conscience and his loyalty to his 
country.
nOC'I’OR’S WIFE Brian Moore. '76. 
Sheila, 37, an upper-middle-class doctor’s 
wife in Northern Ireland, entens into an 
intense affair with an American boy years 
younger then herself. The crumbling esf 
their relationshin, the vicious revenge of 
her husband, and .Sheiia’s stand nt the end 
i.s completely convincing.
FARTHING’S FOHTUNE.S. Richard 
Wrlghh '76. Tlii.s lively picaresque novel 
examines tir» evenlfui years in tlie life of 
Hill Earthing who travelled far afield, 
eni.’ouni(?r(!d many advenlureaand pwiple, 
but found nil roads led hack to Craven 
Falls, Ontario,
IIURNING VVDDI). David WllllaniN '75. A 
novel aliout the conflict between Indians 
and whites in .Saskaiehewnn today, In 
w'hich a young religious Imy finds himself 
grndiially seduced by the passionalc 
Indian life around him.
THE .IIG.SAW .MAN, Doridliea Bcnaett. 
■76, When Klinheiiey, a double agent wiiu 
has defected to tlie Russians, is shown his 
ow'n obituary in a Moscow paper, ho 
deeide.H the lime has come to change sides 
again,
THE HORN OF ROLAND. Ellis Peters. 
’7‘t. Written by Editli Pargeter under the 
pseudonym she uses for crime novels, 
bout a plot to assassinate a world-famous 
conductor in revenge for an act of 
betrayal during World War II.
LUCK OF THE IRISH Harry J. Boyle. ’75. 
This delightfully humorous novel, set in 
south-western Ontario, concerns the 
luckless Macraes and the miraculous 
pilgrimage that changes their lives.
rilE INTRUDERS Hugh Garner. ’76. A 
slice of Canadian life. Set in 1974, Garner 
returns to the scene of his earlier classic 
Cabbagetown.
SWING IN THE GARDEN. Hugh Hood. 
’75. The first in a projected series of novels 
dealing with the experiences of growing 
up and living in Canada during the middle 
years of the present century.
A GOD AGAINST THE GODS. Allen 
Drury. ’76. An unusual treatment of the 
life of the Pharoah, Akhenaton, who at­
tempted to revolutionise the monolithic 
culture of ancient Egypt by establishing a 
new religion based on his belief in one god.
LAUGHTER IN DARKNESS. Robert O. 
Bristow. ’74. Mitch Ashley, a violently 
fierce individual, is a blind English in­
structor with an alcoholically inclined 
guide dog named Bruce. A well-told story, 
humourous, engaging.
THE MITTENW.ALD SYNDICATE. 
Frederick Nolan. ’76. Germany, 1945, 
where a Nazi hoard of gold and precious 
stones is hidden away. Corruption, 
conspiracy, and betrayal make this a 
superb thriller.
THE GEMINI CONTENDERS. Robert 
Ludlum. ’76. An-iron vault where rare 
documents of antiquity dangerous to 
civilization are hidden. The goal: find and 
destroy! Exciting. Adventure.
ACROSS THE WESTERN Patrick 
O’ Connor. ’76 . This compelling sea story 
tells of a young Irishman’s adventures on 
a rusty British merchant ship carrying 
cargo across the Atlantic when the seas 
were infested with Nazi submarines.
THAIS Anatole France. ’76. This new 
translation with an in-depth introduction 
to the French Nobel prize winner’s 
philosophy and style reviews the 
celebrated tragedy of a man who is cast 
into sin after saving a sinful woman.
WILD SEED. Grozdana Olujic. '74. A 
woman’s search for her past and family 
leaves her alone and dissatisfied until all 
the world, its sorrows and sights, is united 
in an optimistic ending. This is the first 
translation into English by this native of 
Yugoslavia.
TIIE ABYSS. Marguerite Yourceiior. '76. 
Translated from the original French 
this novel of sixteenth-century Europe is 
essentially a meditation on the'nature and 
condition of man. <
THE QUESTION OF MAX. Amanda 
Cross. '76, A professor of Victorian 
literature finds herself enmeshed in a 
murder intrigue. A delightful mystery 
with a decidedly literary bent.
TIIE BOURl.OTAS FOIITUNE. Nicholas 
(Jage. '75. An inside look al tlie contentious 
world of tlio Greek shipping magnates,
DEATH R!:i:l. tiamisb Mucinius. ’76. 
Tlio aullior of several mounlnin-climbiiig 
iKiolts has produced this novel about 
murder and attempted murder on the 
rock.s of the rugged Scotlisli coast,
THE DOMINO PIUNCIPI.E, Adam 
Kennedy. ’76. Wlicii a convicted murderer 
itiallowcd lo e.scapc from prison, lie knows 
his "employers” don't intend for him to 
hold up candy stores in return, What lie 
doesn'l reali/.e m Hie enoinity of his role in 
Ihe eonspiraey,
niic I’.AIILV POHL. Frederlli 1‘olii ’76, 
Eight science fiction sloricji and a poem 
written by this now-noted writer.
I-OVERS AND TVHAN'1'8, Fiiiiu'huv (III 
Plesslx Gray, '70, A iwrtrait of the life, 
loves and de.spernl,ions of Slieplianle, from 
lier cliildhood in France, llirougli her 
schooling, affairs, and marriage in the 
U,S,, mKl an unconventional relationship 
with a younger man, to her final eon- 
fronlalion willi death,
THE END OF DREAMS. James Gunn.’75. 
Three short science fiction novels about 
“Space, Happiness, and Immortality”.
THE MADMAN. THE KITE AND THE 
ISL.\ND. Felix Leclerc. '76. This 
masterpiece by a Frencli Canadian singer 
and author was published in English for 
the first time in 1976.
THE LONELY FURROW. Norah Lofts. 
’76. An historical novel about a farming 
family in Suffolk in the troubled years just 
after the War of the Roses.
KNOCK ON TEAK. Robin Maugham. '76. 
Maugham being humorous is an unusual 
literary event. He outdoes himself ir. this 
novel about an unassuming British writer 
sent l3y his p’abiisher to Sri Lanka in 
search of inspiration and fresh material.
SEE HOW THEY RUN. William M. 
Green. ’75. Secret files disappear. The 
three different security agencies chasing 
after the documents will go to any lengths 
to possess them. An exciting, fast-paced 
drama with an unexpected twist to events.
LEGENDS FROM THE END OF TIME. 
Michael Moorcock. '76. Science fiction 
stories about an outlandish future world 
inhabited by hedonistic immortals. 
Interesting social satire.
YOUR MONEY AND YOUR WIFE. 
Ritchie Perry. '76. A powerful, fast-paced, 
convincing thriller featruring capable, 
hardluck SR (2) operative Philis and his 
cunning foe Comrade Petrov.
PLAGUE SHIP. Frank G. Slaughter. '76. 
World-renowned epidemiologist fights 
against time to find an antitoxin to an 
ancient plague that has killed his brother 
and threatens the world.
SEARCHING FOR CALEB. Anne Tyler 
’76. Daniel Peck’s search for his brouier 
Caleb who disappeared 60 years ago.
TOE BLUE KNIGHT Joseph Wambaugh. 
’72. By the author of The New Centurions. 
The Knight of the title is a policeman 
putting in his last three days before 
retirement, after 20 years on the beat.
BILLY LIAR ON THE MOON. Keith 
Waterhouse. ’76. Billy Fischer is still at it 
— bumbling from crisis to crisis in his 
relationships with his wife, his mistress 
and his employer.
THE FOUNTAINS. Sylvia Wallace. ’76. 
Five women staying at a luxurious 
California beauty spa make startling 
discoveries about their lives, their loves 
and themselves.
THE CARFirr CRISIS. J. B. Priestley. 
'76. Two short novels and a short story, 
which are "entertainments embodying 
some serious ideas".
PARTI CUL ARty IF yOU 
HAVE POOR EBESIGHT
L(Plt/V
THE RomnliL Gary, '73, Gary's
Mth novel ill English is alsnU a .scientiKt 
who develops a molliod of capluilng and 
IiarnenHliig Hie (iKNenllal force of life.
HIS IIHillNES.S COMMANDS PEN- 
DRAGON. Ilobert Trevelyiin, *76. The 
ConS()rl’.s life is In ilangcr. Pondrngon In 
ordered lo find the assasHln and prevent 
the killing helore Oiicon Victoria lourns of 
the plot. A grand anw lively adventure set 
ill early Victorian Uindoii,
FLASHPOINT George La Fountaine. '76. 
Two U.S. Border Patrol guards discover 
the abandoned loot from a payroll robbery 
13 years old. Deciding lo keep il, they find 
themselves involved in a web of intrigue 
and terror.
MOISE AND THE WORLD OF REASON. 
Tennessee Williams, '76. A sensual, comic 
and totally convincing work as moving 
and powerful as his plays.
THE GUNS OF ARREST. Philip 
McCutchan. ’76. His third novel abc’dl 
Lieutenant St. Vincent Halfh’ycle of Queen 
Victoria’s Royal Navy.
A HEALTHY WAY TO DIE. Lionel Black. 
’76. Nothing like a good English crime 
novel, is there? This one is about the death 
of a celebrity in a posh health resort. It 
turns out that most of the other guests had 
good motives for the murder, unless it was 
a suicide.
LBSUREiy EVENINGS
SLEEPING MURDER. Agatha Christie.
’76. Written “many years ago” this is Miss 
Marple’s 16th and last case. Vintage 
Christie.
YEARS OF THE HUNGRY TIGER. John 
Gordon Davis. '76. A vast novel about an 
English policeman in Hong Kong who falls 
in love with a school teacher who happens 
to be a Communist.
IMPERIAL EARTH. Arthur C. Clarke.
’76. Duncan McKenzie returns to earth 
from Titan in 2276 A.D. to participate in 
the 500th anniversary of the U.S.
TALES OF STUDENT LIFE. Hermann 
Hesse. ’76. Hesse’s life-long interest in 
education, as well as other important 
themes, are evideni in these early stories.
TO''MAKE AN UNDERWORLD, Joan 
Fleming. '76. Sir Robert Escrick 
Cravenhead finds his plan to drop out of 
sight and assume a new identity com­
plicated by a murder accusation,
VENDETTA. Joseph Haas.'75. A novel of 
revenge and violence about a 
newspaperman hunted and harassed by 
an unknown assailant.
WIN FEU QUAUIIY. Paul Hcnlssart. '76.
A spy novel about an official of the AVH 
(the Hungarian intelligence agency) 
pursued by the CIA, KGB, AVH, and the 
West German police for his involvement 
in the murder of an American diplomat 
and double agent, Alphabet .soup with 
a vengeance?
(JOLDEN GATT) Alistair MacLeaii. '76.
The master of the adventure-suspense 
novel presents a sjK'ctacular plot in which 
Tlu! I’t'i’sidenl of Hie U.S, and two Arab 
leiulei .-J ai«.! lield lor i an.soiii on Hiu Golden 
Gate Bridge,
PRIDE OF THE PEACOCK. Victoria 
Holt. '76, Homanllc suspense by a inusler 
of that genre, .Set in turn-of-thu century 
England and Australia,
A RO.SE FOR ANA MARIA, Frank G.
Verhy. '76, Ana Maria, daugliler of 
Spanish royally, denies lier heritage and 
joins a terrorist group plotting to over­
throw tlie government. A comiKistiiomite 
novel set in present day Spain,
D’ARTAGNAN .SIGNATURE UolMUt 
Rimliiml, '76. Tho tale of a fortune up for 
grabs and of n man’s desperule ntteinpls 
to make It iila own, 'I’errorlHin, BUHjMinso 
and high intrigue,,
.SEPAUATION, IHcliurd Rnhim-r. ’76,
Takes up where I'Jxodus U.K, left off, A 
chilling and plausible vision of Hie future* 
wlien Hio government of Qnel.iec (U'cldcs 
lo secede.
5.
TIME-LIFE BOOKS. CRUISING. ’75. 
(797.1). Or “The wide-open world of 
cruising.” Good general information and 
great illustrations.
GUIDE TO PADDLE ADVENTURE. 
Rick Kemmer. '75. (797.122). How to buy 
canoes, kayaks and inflatables, where to 
travel and what to pack along. Covers U.S. 
and Canada. Good illustrations, in­
valuable information.
WHITEWATER! Norman Strung. ’76. 
(Q797.122). Fascinating reading; per­
tinent information on buying, building and 
using rafts, canoes, kayaks and other 
types of equipment.
THE CATCH. George Bowering. ’76. 
(C821) Three extended poems by one of 
Canada’s most prolific writers. 
Meditations on Captain Vancouver, 
childhood, and personal relationships 
combine to form a varied collection.
COMPLETE POEMS OF SAINT- 
DENYS GARNEAU. Saint-Denys Gar- 
neau. Translated by John Glassco. ’75. 
(C841) An eminent translator’s in­
terpretation of one of French-Canada’s 
most influential poets.
SAILING: A COURSE OF MY LIFE. 
Edward Heath. ’76. (797.124). A lavishly 
illustrated, fascinating auto-biography 
full of anecdotal accounts of this former 
British Prime Minister’s racing triumphs, 
starting with the 1%9 Sydney-Hobart Race 
and of his major tragedy, the loss of 
Morning Cloud III and his- godson 
Christopher Chadd.
CANOE CANADA. Nick Nickels. ’76. 
(797.122). A good Starting point from 
which to olan next summer’s vacation. 
Over 600* routes; how-to instructions; 
climate, fishing, and camping 
formation.
in-
SUNFLOWER SPLENDOR: THREE 
THOUSAND YEARS OF CHINESE 
POETRY. Wu-Chi Liu and Irving 
Yucheng Lo. ’75 (895.11) An impressive 
collection of Chinese poetry written in 
classical meters, from the earliest time 
down to the mid-twentieth century.
TRANCEFORM. Penny Chalmers'. ’76. 
(C821) Mystical meditative poems 
dedicated to White Tara, the mother of 
compassion in Buddhist literature. Filled 
with word-play in the tradition of middle- 
eastern poetry.
SURVIVAL AFLOAT. Don Biggs. ’76. 
(613.69). How can a small boat sailor 
ensure the best chances of surviving a 
dismasting, capsize or foundering at sea? 
This detailed and highly scientific study 
comes up with some new recom­
mendations.
WIN MORE SAILBOAT RACES. C. 
Stanley Ogilvy. ’76. (797.14). Will help 
“Mr. Average Good Skipper” improve his 
position in the keel-boat fleet without 
breaking his back or his bank account. 
Non-corSusing and thorough!
LISTEN TO THE OLD MOTHER. 
Helene Rosenthal. ’75. (C821) New and 
selected poems by this well-known Island 
author. With humor and honesty she 
explores themes of love, motherhood and 
politics.
QUEEN OF THE SEA. George 
McWhirter. ’76. (C821) A new volume by 
the winner of the Commonwealth Poetry 
Prize in ’71. These vigorous poems tell the 
story of a ship built on the Belfast 
waterfront.
YACHT SAILING INSTRUMENTATION. 
NeilC. Dick. ’74. (623.883). Valuable tips 
on selection of speed, log (mileage), 
depth, wind-direction, and performance­
tuning instruments for a racer-cruiser.
THE IMPSTONE. Susan Musgraye. 
’76. (C821) The newest collection by this 
talented young poet, whose poems subtly 
reflect the hidden side of life, blending the 
moods of nature with elements of magic 
and myth.
SOMEWHERE IS SUCH A 
KINGDOM: POEMS, 1952-1971. Geoffrey 
HilL ’75. (821) Selections from the books of 
this prize-winning British poet. A 
visionary in the Blakean tradition. Hill 
writes rigorous poems thai demand at­
tention and admiration.
THIS IS BASIC SAILBOAT CRUISING. J. 
D. Sleightholme. ’76. (797.124). Com­
prehensive 168-page cruising course, with 
over 250 full colour illustrations by Peter 
Milne, appropriate for families relatively 
new to the scores of details that safe 
voyaging demands.
COASTAL NAVIGATION: STEP BY 
STEP. Warren Norville. ’76. (Q823.892). 
Systematic, informative text, diagrams 
and photos deal with all aspects of piloting 
and advise on necessary aids.
REAPING 
IS BOR
SEA CANOING. Derek Hutchinson. ’76. 
(797.122). First comprehensive guide to be 
entirely devoted to the theory and 
techniques of this exhilerating form of 
canoeing. Enjoyable!
CALL OF THE SEA. France and 
Christian Guillain. ’76. (910.4). Exciting 
narrative about sailing, raising a young 
family at sea, and what it feels like to live 
with the restraints of every day 
"^society. V'v
SEA SIGNALLING SIMPLIFIED. P.J. 
Russell ’76. (623.856). Comprehensively 
covers the new International Code Flags 
and Pendants, Morse, semaphore, R-T, 
flashing light, and other distress signals 
beneficial for weekend boaters.
SAILING. Peter Copley. ’76. (J-Q797.124). 
This primer will encourage young people 
to try dinghy sailing for themselves.
CANCER’S BIBLE. Robert D. Mead. ’76. 
(797.122). Pleasures of canoeing, 
illustrated tips on the best use and care of 
equipment, as well as advice on planning 
your trip either in the U.S. or on tne “wild 
waters of the far north.”
CRUISING GUIDE TO THE GULF 
ISLANDS AND VANCOUVER ISLAND 
FROM SOOKE TO COURTENAY. Bill 
Wolferstan. ’76. (797.1). The most 
valuable book you’ll find on local waters. 
Illustrations excellent. This is a 
publication from Pa'cific Yachting 
magazine.
SMALL boat AGAINST THE SEA. 
Derek King. ’76 (910.4). Vivid, personal 
account of the first trans-world rowing 
attempt in a 35-footer.
TALL SHIPS. Philip McCutchan. ’76. 
(Q387.22). Fascinating text and superb 
pictures describe the famous ships of the 
*golden age of sail’, their remarkably 
adventurous passages, and the per­
sonalities behind them.
(.523.1) THE UNIVERSE: ITS BEGIN­
NING AND END. Lloyd Motz. '75. How 
did everything begin? What is the nature 
and origin of life? Can an ordinary man in 
the street understand Relativity? 
Profe.ssor Motz gives some fascinating 
answers.
(573.3) CRO-MAGNON MAN. Tom 
Prideaux. ’73. A stunning visual study in 
drawings and photographs, of the in­
triguing traces from which archaeologists 
have reconstructed the prehistoric society 
that created the Lascaux cave paintings.
(629.115) A HOUSE IN SP.ACE. Henry 
Cooper. ’76. This dny-by-day account of 
the great adventure of living aboard 
Skylab is ilUistrated by hundreds of 
photographs, many of them not seen in 
print Wore,
(591.05) IT’S GOING TO STING ME! 
Ronald Rood ’76. Written with humour, 
plenty of personal anecdotes, and factual 
information, and guaranteed to calm tho 
fears of those unaccustomed to out-of- 
doors critters, this also explains perilous 
plant life,
(526) ASTRONOMY: A HANDBOOK. 
Gunter Roth. ’76, Telescope design, 
astronomical observation, celestial
photography ™ tho amateur astronomer 
will find detailed treatment of all those
topics In this advanced hnndlwok,
(551.46) A IllSrORY OF 
OCKANOGUAIMIV. Huwnn Hehlee. ’75. 
Ms .Schleo, B murine biologist, has 
compiled a rirofnsoly llluatrntcd siirvey of 
Hnrinci f4i{nn(lUionR into tno
(500) ANALOG HCIENCK FACT 
READER. Edited by Ben Bova. '71. 
UcBoarch on human bionics, on the con­
struction of rolxits, on the development of 
an automobile whoso fuel l.s water - - these 
are a sample of Analog’s imaginative 
speculations,
man's mostdari g expediti s i t  
Other Space — our ocean depths
.1'^ .
I d.
(5'23.13) MAUSi THE FIRST 
AUTIIENTK! GUIDE. Patrick Moore. ’73. 
The best of tho pre*Vlklng studios of the 
red planet, Stunning, large-scale 
pliotogruplis and churla of Martian 
geography as seen from the spacecrnfl 
Mariner».
(6'2U,92) BED WATCH. Gordon 
lloneycombe. '76, Tho author provides a 
rare look at the science of modern fire 
fighting In this grimly realistic 
documentary study of a recent hotel fire In 
central Ixindon.
(Oil) ANATOMY AND DES’ITNY, 
Stephen Kern, '75. A moat unusual study of 
the wavs in which mankind's history has 
been sharwd by the bodily fashions, 
auxloiies and desires that dominate our 
lives
CELEBRATING THE DAWN: 
MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI AND THE 
TM TECHNIQUE. Robert M. Oates. ’76. 
(294.543) In 1975, the author accompanied 
Maharishi on a world tour, recording this 
close-up Took at the man who has 
popularized transcendental meditation. 
Many illustrations.
AN ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF MYSTICISM AND THE MYSTERY 
RELIGIONS. ’76. (119.3) From
“abhidharma” to “Zoroastrianism” this 
book records the major personalities and 
movements in the history of mysticism.
BUDDHISM IN THE MODERN 
WORLD. Heinrich Dumoufin. ’76. (294.3) 
Buddhism of the postwar era as it is 
practised throughout the world.. Modern 
practices are compared to those of the 
original Indian Buddhism, with first-hand 
reports from many isolated areas.
THE SECRET OF THE GOLDEN 
FLOWER; A CHINESE BOOK OF LIFE. 
Translated by Richard Wilhelm. ’75. 
(299.514) Reveals the secrets of ancient 
Chinese yoga. Commentary by Dr. Carl 
Jung highlights the different approaches 
of East and West, and the possibilities of 
reconciliation between these two; 
polarities.
ZEN TRAINING; METHODS AND 
PHILOSOPHY. Kabsuki Sekida. ’75, 
(294.3443) Practical guidance in attaining 
the goals of Zen, with emphasis upon 
“zazen,” or seated meditation. The author 
is a life-long student of Zen.
THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE 
DEAD, translated by Francesca 
Fremantle and Chogyam Trunpa. ’75. 
(294.38) A new translation of this classic 
work, which concerns the nature of the 
mind and its projections as they appear 
both before and after death.
THE RAFT IS NOT THE SHORE; 
CONVERSATIONS TOWARD A BUD- 
DHIST-CHRISTIAN AWARENESS. 
Daniel Berrigan. ’75. (200) An exiled 
Buddhist morm and Zen master talks with 
a Jesuit priest not long out of prison. Each 
explores his confrontations between 
conscience and power.
HAPPINESS: THE TM PROGRAM, 
PSYCHIATRY AND ENLIGHTEN­
MENT, Harold H, Bloomfield. ’76. 
(2t)4.543) A psychiatrist explains his ac­
ceptance of the TM Program, citing case 
histories of its success. Includes an in­
troduction by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,
KRISHNAMURTl’S NOTEBOOK. 
Jlddu Krishnamurti. ’76. (181.4) In June, 
1%1, world-famous philosopher-teacher, 
Krishnamurti, began to keep a daily 
journal, lasting for seven months. Here 
are gracefully recorded everyday oc­




THE MIRACULOUS ESCAPE. Jim 
DImov. (’266) The true story of the 
struggles of a boy who wanted to be a 
Christian missionary, Brought up in 
Bulgaria, he suffered under Communist 
control, then made his way to America 
from where he directs underground 
Christian missions.
LIFE AFTER DEATH. Arnold 
Toynbee. ’76. (291.23) Fourteen of 
world’s most eminent philosophers, 
theologians, social scientists, psychics 
and historians join forces to examine 
questions about life after death.
HIS DARLING WIFE, EVELYN, 
Evelyn Roberts. ’7(1, (269.2). A warm 
candid autobiography by the wife of Oral 
Roberts, one of North Ame 
influential prcachrjrs,
THE NEW BELIEVERS. Daniel 
Cohen. ’75. (200.973) An absorbing survey 
of the new religious groups in North 
America, The author outlines the beliefs 
of each group, and examines their 
significance in terms of western cultural 
traditions.
rica's most
WEST VIRGINIA PILGRIM. JameH 
Lewis, '76. (283.092) The daily exiierlonces 
of a searching, dedicated priest in his 
parish of Charleston, West Virginia.
ANGEIii: GOD’S SECRET AGENTS. 
Billy Grnlmm. '75. (235,3) This world 
famous evangelist explains his belief in 
the role of angels in this world, ns 
protectors, healers and guides,
THE DEATH AND I.IFK OF IHSIIOP 
PIKE. William SlrliDirellow and Atilhnny 
Towne. '76. (283.(102) An in-dopth. 
documented portrnit presenting new 
information concerning Hie pcrBoniility 
and psycliic experiences of tills umisual 
man. ■
LIFE IS VICrORlOUS! Diane K, Pike,
(242,4) Tho Wife of Hie late Bishop James 
Pike shares lier experiences with grief in 
a moving dcscrlpilotr of her personal 
growth.
SEEING CAHTENADA, Daniel Noel, 
'76. (299,7) Uouctlons lo tlui controversial 
wrltingB of Carlos Casteniula, drawn from 
a wide variety of olwervei's. Including 
Theodore Hoszak and Joyce Carol Oates,
the GDI) TBIP. John Eyre. ’76. 
(291.42) The moving chronicle of a man 
who ''drop(H‘(l 01(1" of his I'cgular 
professional life in search of deeper 




WOBTH OF A SMILE. J. S.
(252.09) Inspirational messngo.i
on a wide variety of subjects, by a leading 
religious hi'oadcaster who is a Mormon, 
though the essays do not eonvey 
spcclficully Mormon bellefB.
THE PROFESSOK’S TABLE. Evelyn 
Adams. ’70. (641.5) A philosophy of 
cooking by someone who knows how to 
teach. Princip!'"^ and techniques come 
first followed by the recipes. (Sood 
reading!
ITALlANiSSIMO: ITALIAN 
COOKING AT ITS BEST. Pellegrino 
ArtusL ’75. (641.5945) This is the classic 
Italian cookbook in its first English 
translation.
GOOD RECIPES FOR HARD TIMES. 
Louise Newton. ’75. (641.552) Healthful 
meals for very little money along the lines 
of “Diet for a Small Planet.” Has crash 
diets for short periods for tiny budgets.
WHY WILD EDIBLES? Russ Mohney. 
•75. (641.3) The joys of finding, fixing and 
tasting guide for west of the Rockies. Well 
illustrated.
WESTERN COOKING. Lois McBride. 
’76. (641.5978) Hearty foods, frugal ways, 
easily prepared. Includes outdoor 
cookery.
BE YOUR OWN CATERER. Trudy 
Cannon. ’75. (641.54) Do-it-yourself-guide 
for parties. Menus for fork-only buffets, 
gourmet dinners, luncheons. Reasonably 
easy to prepare, but no pre-packaged 
stuff.
A CHICKEN IN EVERY POT. Edith 
Vanocur. ’76. (641.665) There’s so much 
you can do with chicken — soups and 
casseroles, cook it in the skillet, in the 
oven, over an open fire, use it hot or cold. 
Recipes from around the world.
TOO MANY TOMATOES. . . SQUASH, 
BEANS AND OTHER GOOD THINGS. 
Lois M. Burrows. ’76. (691.65) Very useful 
for the gardener-cook. A chapter for eaclv 
vegetable most commonly grown in the 
backyard and food information, detailed 
instructions for handling, storing and 
cooking. ,
SUMMER GARDEN, WINTER 
KITCHEN. Geri Harrington. ’76. (641.65) 
Devoted to growing and cooking the 
nourishing root. Tells about 21 of the most 
popular root vegetables — how to 
cultivate, harvest, prepare. Amazing 
variety of recipes.
INFORMAL DINNERS FOR EASY 
ENTERTAINING. Maria and Jack Scott. 
’75. (641.54) Most of these menus feature 
recipes that can be made in advance — 
mostly dishes one can eat with only a fork.
WOMAN’S DAY COOKING FOR TWO. 
’76. (641.561) Many recipes have been 
adapted from favorite family-sized 
recipes, others are new. Tips on avoiding 
waste and shopping for two.
POPULAR MECHANICS COMPLETE 
STEP BY STEP APPLIANCE REPAIR 
MANUAL. Mort Schultz. ’75. (643.6) This 
book will give you the needed know-how in 
the form of easy-to-understand text and 
step-by-step photos and drawings for 
appliance repair — irons, fans, can 
openers, washing machines, etc.
POPULAR MECHANICS COMPLETE 
BOOK OF FURNITURE. Len Hilts. ’76.
(684.1) All you need to know about buying, 
repairing, refinishing, reupholstering, 
and restoring and caring for furniture.
YOU FIX IT: CLOTHES DRYERS 
(ELECTRIC AND GAS). Robert A. 
D’Agostino. ’76. (648.1) Simple, safe in­
structions for repairing your clothes di’yer 
— four carefully outlined .steps for 
isolating trouble and fixing most clothes 
dryers.
DO IT YOURSELF WITH PLASTICS. 
Erich Heimann. ’75. (668.4) If you are 
planning to repair youi' car’s rusted body, 
waterproof your cellar, build an outdoor 
swimming pool, or construct modern, 
attractive furniture, here’s the book that 
tells you how.
CHILDREN’S ROOMS; HOW TO 
DECORATE THEM TO GROW WITH 
YOUR CHILD, Ellen Levine. *75. (747.77) 
Full of expert advice and illustrated with 
hundreds of photographs {many in color), 
this functional book shows how to create 
functional rooms to accommodate 
children from infancy through their teens.
COMPLETE BOOK OF HOME 
REMODELING. Robert Scharff. ’75. 
(643.7) This well-illustrated book provides 
remodeling ideas as well as how-to-do-it 
techniques for remodeling any room in the 
house. Plus information on adding a room, 
or converting a garage, attic, or 
basement,
BUYING HOME FURNISHINGS. 
Patricia Williams. ’75. (645.4) This book 
gives you facts not found in the usual 
decorating guides. Here you will find tips 
on spotting retailers’ tricks, traps and 
questionable practices. Also how to guard 
against misleading advertising and 
shoddy merchandise. A blending of 
common sense and basic furniture facts 
which will benefit shopper and reputable 
merchant alike.
THE APARTMENT FARMER. Duane 
Newcomb. ’76. (635). The hassle-freeway 
lo grow vegetables indoors, on balconies, 
patios, roofs, and in small yards.
INDOOR GARDENING A TO Z Harry G. 
Fogg. '75. (635.965).. An invaluable guide 
covering all necessary information for 
gardening indoors. Includes a special 
section on bulbs.
GARDENS WITHOUT SOIL. Jack 
Kramer. ’76. (631.585). A beginner’s guide 
to a unique and simple method of gar­
dening. Clear instructions for growing 
house plants, vegetables and flowers in 
water solutions.
ASK THE LAWN EXPERT. Paul Voykin. 
■76. (635.984). How to keep your lawn “golf 
course green”. Invaluable information on 
fertilizers, mowers, watering, weeds, 
insects and diseases is given in this 
straight-forward question-and-answer 
book.
SEEDS AND CUTTINGS. H.P. Loewer. 
’76. (631.53). Dismayed by the high cost of 
buying plants? This book offers an 
alternate solution to increasing plant 
collections by explaining how to grow new 
specimens from seeds and cuttings.
BONSAI WITH AMERICAN TREES. 
Masakuni Kawasuini. ’75. (635.977). An 
inspiring yet practical manual for all 
bonsai enthusiasts, beginners and 
specialists. Beautiful step-by-step 
photographs show basic lechniq^ues for 
raising and cultivating aelicale 
miniature trees.
ORGANIC GARDENING UNDER 
GLASS. George Abraham. ’75. (635). 
Discover how you can harvest fresh fruits 
and vegetables almost anytime of the 
year, and enjoy beautiful flowers the year 
’round. Excellent for beginners and a 
useful reference for the experienced.
BURRAGE ON VEGETABLES. Albert C. 
Barrage. ’75. (635). An updated edition of 
this classic work on vegetable gardening 
first published in 1954. Not just another 
book on growing vegetables but a guide to 
growing the most delicious vegetables.
THE COMPLETE GREENHOUSE 
GARDENER. W. E. Shcwell-Cooper. ’76. 
(635.982). A comprehensive handtook that 
covers all aspects of gardening under 
glass. Includes a helpful list of month-by- 
month reminders and a temperature 
conversion chart.
aaMMamawgmwniBmBre
FLOOR AND CEILING BOOK. Stanley 
Schuler. ’76. (690.16) By the author of 
many books, including the Wall Book, this 
particular book offers information on 
everything you need to know about the 
floors and ceilings in your home — repair, 
decorating, types of roofing materials and 
floor materials and the finishes used.
HOME REMODELING GUIDE TO 
PANELING. PAINTING, AND 
WALLPAPERING. Sunset. ’76. (698) 
Another useful, well-illustrated lx>ok from 
the Sunset people, to help you in choosing 
the cover-ups tor your walls and ceilings.
LOFT LIVING; RECYCLING 
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR 
RESIDENTIAL USE, Kingsley C. 
Fiiirbrldge. '76. (69().«) The author and co­
author share their experience and know­
how for prospective lofl-dwellcrs —- how to 
find, renovate and enjoy the “loft lifestyle 
of your dreams.”
PLANNING AND REMODELING 
KITCHENS. Sunset ’76. (643.3) The 5th 
edition by one of the editors of Sunset 
Books and Sunset Magazine practical 
publications. Well-illustrated with kit­
chen layouts in diagrams and 
photographs, this book will give you many 
ideas for planning new kitchens and 
remodeling old ones.
IMPROVING YOUR HOME FOR 
PLEASURE AND PROFIT. Elizabeth 
Wason. ’75. (643.7) Not so much a “how­
to” as a “what-to” book — ideas are of­
fered for home improvements and the 
most economical method of achieving 
desired results: insulation and moisture 
control, fireplaces, bathroom and kitchen 
remodeling, etc. ;
YOU FIX IT; INSULATION. Joseph 
Lo Schiavo. ’75. (693.832) Methods for 
locating heating and cooling losses and 
how to minimize them; also suggested 
maintenance procedurea in summer and 
winter.
HOME OWNER HANDBOOK OF 
CONCRETE AND MASONRY. Richard 
Day. ’74. (693); HOME OWNER HAND­
BOOK OF PLUMBING AND HEATING. 
Richard Day. ’74. (696); HOME OWNER 
HANDBOOK OF ELECTRICAL 
REPAIRS. Robert Ilertzbcrg. ’74. (621,3) 
Practical, well-illustrated manuals on 
materials used and applications.
EXTERIOR AND INl'EHIOR TRIM. 
John E. Ball. ’75. (694.69) The know-how 
for the handyman, do-il-yourselfcr, or 
those in the carpentry trade. The 
materials used and the how-to-do-it for 
roofing, cornices, doors, windows, ex­
terior sidewall covering; for inside — 
wallboard, panelling, ceilings, floors and 
flooring, cabinets and stairways,
HOW TO MAKE FURNITURE 
WITHOUT TOOLS. Clement Meadmore. 
’75. (684.164) An easy and inexpensive way 
to build well-designed furniture using cut- 
to-order plywood and glue.
THRIFT SHOP DECORATING. Adele 
Williams.’76. (747) Shoestring budget tips 
on furnishing and decorating your living 
space with the use of paint, mirroring, 
antiquing, accessories, etc.
HOW TO - s SOLVE YOUR 
DECORATING PROBLEMS. Barbara T. 
Bradford. ?76. (747) Try this book for ideas 
to help'you with decorating those oddly , 
shaped rooms, awkward window
Elacements, old-fashioned kitchens and atho. Numerous before-and-after 
photographs to illustrate the ideas 
presented.
INTERIOR DECORATING WITH 
PLANTS. Carla Wallach. ’76. (747.9) As 
well as being a guide to the selection and 
care of house plants, this book shows you 
how to display the plants for the 
maximum visual effect how to show 
them off as well as solving all kinds of 
decorating problems.
LOOKING INTO HOUSES: 60 
SOLUTIONS TO DESIGN PROBLEMS. 
James Brett. ’76, (728,6) Beautiful 
photographic illustrations of design 
solutions for one-room houses, compacts, 
townhouses, barns into houses, country 
kitchens, etc.
COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF HOME 
PAINTING. John Louis Scherer. ’75.
(698.1) This Iwok by an old hand in the 
how-lo-do'il writing field tells all: what to 
use and how to use it; interior and exterior 
painting; Tefinishing floors, finishing 
shingles; hanging wall coverings; 
painting wooden boats.
memmamm
PAHENT.S AND TEENAGERS: LIVING 
AND LOVING. Evelyn M. Duvall, '16.
(301,427) “This book is a Godsend for 
parents of teenagers," A straight-forward 
book with suggt'Btlons for coping with 
difficult situations lhal arise In any family 
.with Icenngors, by an inlernationnlly 
known authoriiy in the area of family life 
ond human development,
RAISING CIIIUHIEN IN MODERN 
AMERICA, Dr, Nathan B. TBibot. '76. 
(361.431). A useful i)ook whicli defines 
cliildrcn’s psychological and physiological
needs at (Ufforont stages of development 
and shows ways parents and Bociety can 
fulfill those needs. Also makes direct 
recommendations regarding cultivating a 
Ronso of morality in children.
I.E'rS MAKE SEX A HOUSEHOLD 
WORD. Sol (iordovi. ’75. (612.6). In this 
guide for parents on how to educate their 
children on sox and sexual matters, Dr. 
Gordon suggests methods for improving 
communlcalions with your children.
TIIE MOTHER KNOT. Jane Laiarre. ’76
(301.427), “A wholly original and Im­
portant book, doHentimenlalizlng yol 
affirming . , ■ the core human relation- 
ship: lhal between mother and child."
FATHERING. Mniireen Green. '76. 
(301.W) Examines In practical and 
senslbhs terms not only now to father 
children within the nuclear family, but 
also how lo father Blcp-chlldren as well as 
natural children separated from one of 
their parents through divorce; fathering 
mixed families, and more.
I'ROBI.EMS OF YOUR ( IHLD’.S VITAL 
YKAR.S. Audrey Bilskl. '76, (649.1019). 
The author, experienc(!d us a parent and 
teacher, confronts problems of bringing 




I WAN T TO ENJOY MY CIIII.I)nEN. 
Henry U, Brandt with Phil Lundrutn, "/5, 
(261.11312). A balanced, workable hand 
l>ook on coping with rcsivonsibility of 
parontho<Kl. Kspoclnlly for those pnronla 
who are looking for ways lo establish 
commendiihlo rolotlonshlpn within their 
families.
IN SEAHril OF MYKEI.F -- AND 
OTHER UillLDUEN, Edu J. LcSIian, '76.
(155.4), The well-known parent educator 
and family counselor has now written u 
warm, humorous and wise book about the 
secrets of successful parenthood.
LIBERAL PARENTS - RADICAL 
CHILDREN. Midge Dccter. ’75. (301.427). 
Those of the 'youth revolution' now In 
their laic 20's and early 30’b are made to 
look al tho confusion and sorrow of their 
guilt-ridden parents, A warmly human 
ond perceptive assessment of the collision 
of tne most cnllghtoncd genernlion of 
'liberal paronts' and Iheir 'radical 
children,'
NATURAL WAY TO RAISE A HEALTHY 
CHILD. Ilittg Akmnkjan, '75. (640.1), 
Basixl on the author's professional ex­
periences in private practlcfj of 
psychoanalysio, he presents his major 
thesis: that the key to tho baby's (even­
tually Ihe iierson's) mental healOi Is the 
dependable emotional nvailabllliy of tbe ^ 
parents. /,
■'■3' 3d
THE FINDHORN GARDEN. Findhorn 
Community. N.Y. Harper. '75. (133.0941). 
For the first time the incredible story of 
the Findhorn garden has been written and 
photographed by the community itself.
THE SORCERER’S HANDBOOK Wade 
Baskia '76. (133.03). An encyclopedic 
dictionary of Magic, Sorcery and 
Demonology.
THE PSYCHIC MAFIA. M. L. Keene. '76. 
(133.91) The true and shocking confessions 
of a famous medium.
THE ROOTS OF CONSCIOUSNESS. 
Jeffrey Mishlove. '75 (133) A com­
prehensive survey of psychic liberation 
through history, science and experience. 
Lavishly illustrated.
DRIVING OUT THE DEVILS. Sybil 
Leek. '75 (133.427). A definitive up-to-date 
book on exorcism spanning its history, 
theory and practice by the world 
renowned British witch and occult 
scholar.
BEYOND COINCIDENCE. Alex Tanous. 
'76. (133). A thoughtful and revealing 
autobiography by one of today’s most 
articulate and provocative psychics who 
relates his personal experiences with 
psychic phenomena
GIF'TS OF UNKNOWN THINGS Lyall 
Watson '76 (133). Join this best-selling 
author for a trip to a small volcanic island 
in Indonesia where ESP, psychic healing, 
precognition and even the survival of 
death are possible.
INNER SPACES. Dr. Howard Eisenberg 
'77 (133.8). The author, an M.D., parap­
sychologist discusses such altered states 
of consciousness as hypnotic trances, 
meditation, and dreaming while at the 
same time examining the evidence for 
such bizarre occurences as apparitions, 
poltergeists, reincarnation, demonic 
possession and deja vu!
OUR U.F.O VISITORS. John Magor '77
(0019.4) A Duncan author discusses the 
U.F.O. phenomena as it relates to the 
Rocky Mountain ^ ^ ^
EXTRA-SENSORY POWERS. Alfred 
Douglas '76 (133.9) A lucid and balanced 
account of a century of psychical research 
from a study of famous mediums to 
controlled laboratory experimentation.
THE POWER OF THE PENDULUM. T.C. 
Lethbridge '76 (133.8). Reasoning from 
the differing pendulum rates of every 
earthly object before and after death, the 
author proceeds to new realms of reality 
and the probable immortality of the Soul. 
A distinguished and well-written book.
THE SPACE-GODS REVEALED. Ronald 
Story. '76 (001.94). This critical analysis of 
the theories of popular writer Erich von 
Daniken examines the idea that earth was 
visited by beings from outer space in 
ancient times.
PSYCHIC SPY. Clifford Lincdecker. '76. 
(133.8) The incredible story of a Jamaican 
psychic and faithhealer who used his 
uncanny abilities on behalf of the Allies in 
W.W. II.
EXPLORING PSYCHIC REALITY. Dixie 
Yeterian. '76. (133.8) A prominent psychic 
teacher attempts to help us unfold the 
hidden powers that lie within each of us. 
Various techniques to develop, clair­
voyance, precognition and other psychic 
abilities are described.
SUZANNE WHITE’S BOOK OF 
CHINESE CHANCE. '76. (133.542) Under 
what sign were you bom — the Rat, 
Dragon, Tiger? Discover what the 
Oriental Zodiac can tell you about yourself 
and your future. Entertaining.
JEAN DIXON: THE WITNESSES. Denis 
Brian. '76. (133.3) Is Jean Dixon a true 
prophet? An investigative reporter at­
tempts an answer by presenting the facts 
surrounding her prophecies. Includes 
reports from first-hand" witnesses, sup­
porters, critics and the prophet hersefr.
SUPERNATURE. Lyall Watson. '76. (133)
A natural history of the supernatural.
SOMETHING’S THERE. Dan Greenburg. 
'76. (133) The fascinating account of a 
skeptic’s systematic investigation into the 
supernatural.
PSYCHICS MYSTERIES OF CANADA 
A.R.G. Owen. '76. (133) A fascinating 
overview of psychic phenomena as 
written and experienced by Canadians.
RIDDLE OF THE FUTURE. Andrew 
MacKenzie. '76. (133.86). A modem study 
of precognition. The author attempts to 
present the evidence for precognition in 
everyday life. A fascinating and un­
settling book.
THE TAROT REVEALED. Eden Gray. 
'76. (133.324) A modem guide to reading 
the'Tarot cards, i; ,
TAROT AND YOU Richard Rogers. '76. 
(133.324) Explains and encourages the 
free-association methods of reading 
cards.
THE MAGIC OF FINDHORN. Paul 
Hawken. '75. (133). The extraordinary 
community in the North of Scotland where 
people talk to plants with amazing results, 
where nothing is impossible and legends 
are reborn.
(!y%
DESIGNING FOR EMBROIDERY 
FROM ANCIENT AND PRIMITIVE 
SOURCES. Jan M|ssent. 76. (746,44).
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING BOOK OF 
QUILT MAKING. Vera P. Guild. 76. 
(746.46).
DESIGNING AND DRAFTING FOR 
HANDWEAVERS. Berta Frey. 75. 
(746.14).
DO IT WITH PLASTICS. Erich 
Heimann. 75. (668.4).
NATURAL BASKETRY. Carol Hart. 
76. (746.41).
PAPERCRAFTS. Ian Adair. 75. 
(745.54).
UPHOLSTERING FOR EVERYONE. 
Page Parker. 76. (684.12).
McCALL’S BOOK OF RUGMAKING. 
76. (746.7)
COMPLETE BOOK OF STEN- 
CILCRAFT. Joanne Day. 74. (745.73).
MODERN STITCHERY. B. Kay 
Fraser. 76. (746.44).
SUSPENDED ELEGANCE. Kristi 
Carlson. 75. (746.43).
TECHNIQUES OF GEM CUTTING. 
Herbert Scarfe. 75. (736.2).
WORKING WITH COPPER. Zena 
Elliot 76. (745.5).
FRAME LOOM WEAVING. Jane 
Redman. 76. (746.14).^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
PRIMARILY PATCHWORK; Marjorie 
Puckett 75. (746.46).




EVERYBODY’S WEAVING BOOK. 
Alfred A. Lewis. 76. (746.14).
APPROACHES TO COLLAGE. 
Warren Farnworth. 76. (751.493).
OFF-WHEEL POTTERY BOOK. Ida 
C. Larden. 75. (738.1).
POOH CRAFT BOOK. Carol 
Friedrichsen. 76. (745.592).
CREATIVE CREWEL EM­
BROIDERY. Regina McBride. 74. 
(746.44).
LAMP AND LIGHTING BOOK. T. R. 
Newman. 76. (621.32).
BUILDING CRAFT EQUIPMENT. A.
J. Abrams. 76. (745.5028).
HOW TO DRY FLOWERS THE EASY 
WAY. Audrey S. Bugbee. 75. (745.92).
VENEER CRAFT FOR EVERYONE. 
Harry Hobbs. 76. (745.51).
KNITTING TECHNIQUES AND 
PROJECTS. Sunset 76. (746.43).
RUG AND WALL HANGINGS. Maggie 
Lane. 76. (746.43.).
STAINED GLASS. Barbara Clow. 76.
(748.5).
FLOWERS IN DESIGN. Shirley I 
Marlin ’77 (746).
HOW TO PAINT ON FABRIC. Marge 
Wing. ’77 (746.6).
DECOUPAGE ON GLASS, WOOD, 
METAL, ROCKS, SHELLS, WAX, 
SOAP, PLASTIC, CANVAS AND 
CERAMIC. Leslie Linsley. ’77 (745.54).
WOODCRAFT: BASIC CONCEPTS 





JERUSALEM AND BACK. Saul 
Bellow. '70. (915.694). A peroonal rescord of 
Uie author’s stay in Israel In 1975. "Saul 
Bellow’s journey then, is not merely to a 
very beautiful eity, but into tho heart of 
one of tlie most tragic and complex issues 
of this century."
MOSCOW SCENE. Geoffrey Bocca, ’76. 
(014.731) This book tells tho reader what 
the guidebooks leave out. I'he Insider's 
view ot Moscow.
ONE MAN’S SAN FRANClflCO. Herb 
Coen. '70, (017.94), Herb Caen has been 
writing about San Francisco for many 
years, Here he looks nt the people, places 
and moods that give San Franncsco its 
special aura.
CUBA 'TODAY; Lee Chadwick. '76. 
(017.291) Four months travel in CHilm 
inspired this frank, personal account of 
the iBlnml’s culture, the nulhor, a writer 
for childrei), is particularly curious alKUit 
tho life of Cuba’s young people.
NEW YOIIKEU IN EGYPT, Hans Konlng. 
*76, (016.2). Egypt has undergone violent 
transitions In recent years. A noted travel 
writ®!’ and novelist sees for himself what 
has changed and what has romnlhed tho 
same.
ITALY A TO Z. Robert S. Kane. '77. 
(914.5). This guide covers major 
destinations on most visitors’ itineraries.
It makes Italy as exciting as it was in Uie 
days of the original eighteenth-century 
Grand Tour.
AFRICAN ODYSSEY. Mariam K. Slater. 
’76. (916.782). Author’s life among the 
Nyka, a Bantu tribe. A detailed picture of 
a primitive people written with warmth, 
insight and good humour.
MEXICO’S WEST COAST BEACHES. 
Mildred Fischer. ’75. (917,2). An excellent 
guide to all major west coast beaches. 
Packed with essential information,
KOSOY’S TRAVEL GUIDE TO CANADA. 
Ted K<«»oy. ’76. (017.1). This comiiact
f[uldcbook answers the questions most rcquently asked by visitors. Information 
on historic sites, national parks, camping, 
transportation and much more.
IA.I’IAND, Walter Marsden. '70. (914.HI). 
A firsthand look at Europe’s largest 
wilderness area. Stunning photographs 
evoke the mystorlous grnntleur of the 
landscape.
JilOTOANYWIIEUU. LeoC. Ilosten. '76. 
(010,4) A potpourri of recollections of past 
journeys served up by a vastly cn- 
Icrlnlnlng journnllst.
DAUGIITEIt OF FIRE 1 A PORTRAIT OF 
ICEUND, Katharine Schermaii. ’76. 
(0i4,ni'2). An IntcHlgcnt and readable 
account of Iceland’s past and present. 
Particular attention Is Riven to Icelandic 
litoraluro and tho Island's natural hlsiory.
RUCKSACK MAN. Sebastlon Snow. ’76. 
(918). Idiosyncratic account of one of the 
longest uninterrupted walks ever ac­
complished by one man — 8,700 miles 
from Tierra del Fueco to the Panama 
Canal--told with relish and style.
WESTERN CAMPSITE DIRECTORY. 
SunselL’77. (796.54). Covers campgrounds 
and trailer parks in the Western States, 
B.C. and Baja, California. Contains a 
directory, maps and carries many special 
feature articles.
MEXICO ESPECIALLY FOR WOMEN. 
Gerle Tully, ’76. (917.2). Author is an 
experienced travel agent who specializes 
in Irlips and tours for women. Hints on 
packing, currency, beauty, hotels, 
rcstauronts, museums, shops, han­
dicrafts, night llfe-~everylhlng a woman 
wants to know to enjoy Mexico.
FAIR WEATHER TRAVEL AMONG 
EUROPE’S NEIGHBORS. Edward D. 
Powers. ‘75. (910.00), Tells when Is the 
best tlmo to visit— Atlantic Islands, 
Northern Africa, Near East, Off-season 
vatnliontt, low cost resorts,
JOURNEY THROUGH LOVE. John 
llUlaby. '76. (014.2). Author's wolkihgtour 
tlirouRh Britain and ntnihern part of the 
Apnaiachnln trail in the U.S. Hlllnby's 
stylo, pcmniullty, iHirceptloii and wll 
make (or suiMJi’b reading,
JOURNEY ■ INTO SILENCE,. Jack D.' 
Scott '76. (910,81), A visit to a remote 
Arctic lake on an inland north of Norway 
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Features include lighted 24-hour leaf- 
type digital clock. Front-mounted con­
trols for easy operation. Top firing 3" - - -
speakers for 360" sound and Your choice of either Kettle, Steam iron or 
handsome woodgrained plastic Toaster. F^erfect gifts this Christmas at a very 
cabinets. iow, low price,
Robinson's Regularly Listed Price
Proctor — Silex 
Appliance Special!
Detson by Lloyd’s 
AM/Fiyi Radio/Phonograph 
with Twin Remote Speakers
AM/FM radio with buiit-in SS'/iMS RPM 
phonograph with sapphire cartridge housed 
in attractive high innpact plastic cabinet. Twin 
4" stereo speakers encased in plastic 
acoustic sound chamber. Comes complete 
with sing-along microphone (AC only) Sizes: 
14Vz"W X 11%"D X 4Vo''H; Speaker size: Qya'MH 
X 6V2"W X 3%"D.
Special















Specially priced polyester 
gabardine pant. Zip fly 
front, back elastic and dou­
ble button waistband clos­
ing, Styled for those with 
discriminating tastes. 
Available In colors of Black. 







Your choice of Peasant 
styling with drawstring at 
neck and waist, 
handkerchief sleeves or 
collared style with lace- 
trimmed placket and wide 
sleeves. Colors: Natural, 
Pink, Blue, Beige, Mint. 
Sizes: S, M, l..





Longer length acrylic car­
digan with button front 
and stand up collar and 2 
pockets. Wide sleeves. 
Another perfect gift for 
her this Christmas in 
colors or White, Cream. 





100% acrylic cardigan in 
a jacquard design. Long 
wide sleeves. 2 front 
pockets, Colors: Grey, 





100% nylon. Plain knit 
with gusset. Assorted 
Beige and Spice. Sizes: 
A, B, C. Robinsoini’a 








Ideal gilt (or her. Acetate 
quilted robo with dainty em­
broidery trim on FVjlor Pan 
collar. Pull thru bolt and button 
front. Colors; Coral, Yollow or 






Cosy, warm, brushed acetate* 
and-nylon long peignoir set 
with fancy ombroidcMy trim, 
Button front and elbow length 
sloovea. Matching gown. 
Colors; Pink, Blue, Mint and 
Ivory. Sizes; S, M, L,
Special
Cardigans
100% acrylic knit, wrap- 
style cardigans. Choice 
of vyiiite/Blue, Cream/ 
Brown, White/Rod/Navy, 
color combination. Sizes: 




Brushed blend of 70% 
cotton, 15% poly, and 
15'’/-, .acrylic Styled with 
new cowl neck and long 
sleeves. Assorted colorful 





Ladies’ leather dress 
gloves styled for warmth 
and comfort, as well as 
looks, with pile and knit 
lining. Choose from an 
assortment of popular 
styles and colors.
Special





Start your Christmas season with spirited fashion and 
color co-ordinating clothing. Try our new make-for- 
each-other shirt and sweater set.
Discover that they are made for 
you. Assorted patterns and colors.
Sizes:S, M.L, XL. Special m mm get
Men’s Alpaca Cardigans
We made a special purchase of a famous brand 
sweater from a Canadian manufac­
turer. A sweater styled for cold 
Winter days or on tho golf course 
on cool Fall days, Colors of Powder 
Bluo, Beige, Tobacco, Wheat.
Sizes: S. M. L, XL. Special each
Feather Mitts tor the Family
Warmth without weight in feather-filied 
mitts. Wafer-resistant nylon outer shell and 
lining. Sturdy reinforced vinyl palm and 




Beautifully bound album, 10" ) 
10 stick-on double pages. In 
dividually boxed for gift giving.
Spocial 2.87 Special 4.44 efichpair
Men’s Dress Socks
Men’s Sport Shirts
A super gift (or Dnd, in a soft brushed check. If's easy- 
care, just wash and wear, Gift boxed 
for that added little touch that says jia|| 
you care. Assorted check.s and colors. ..
Sizes; S, M, L, XL. ij®
Spocial each
40% wool, 40% nylon, 15% acrylic. Made in 
t-ngland. Rib knit, elasticizod culls. Assor- 
tod Black, Navy, Dork Brown. Grey, Blue, 
Olive, Tils 10 to 13. nobinson's Regularly 
Listed Price 1.75
25 Outdoor Lights
Noma 25 outdoor Christmas light 





Imported 24% Lead Crystal 
Stemware from France
Christmas Garlands
, 10" X Christmas tinsel garlands. 20 feet 
ages. In-long and 4 inches wide. Your 
ving. choice of assorted colors.
T owels
each SpoctuI 1.88
Truly a fine special. Stock up on first*ciuality 
Canadian-made Caldwell towels and face 
cloths of 100% cotton. Good assortment of 
solid shades. Quantities limited.
Distinctive "St. Germain” stemware pat­
tern you will be proud to display this 
Christmas, or give to someone very special 
this Christmas. Your choice of six 5-ounce 





22"x44" each 2.88 14.88 Set of 6
as liglitE Giant bag of 30 Christmas bows 
assorte and 100 feel of matching ribbon. 





Special 2.33 each Face Cloth
12'x12'' each ®
Largo S
Big Gyro Powered 
Big Task Trucks
Rugged and durable truck for big 
work loads. Gyro powered, never 
runs out of power, forward and 
reverse action. No batteries required. 
Your choice.
Gyro Powered Trucks
Action, backwards and forwards, 
no batteries required. Colorful 




Tough 5'/;?" friction powered Rug 
Racers come in super metallic 





Helicopter is 12" long with 
revolving prop, the rescue boat 
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Ernie and Bert’s 
Big Boggy
The 11-inch free wheeling Buggy 
includes Ernie and Bert from 
Sesame Street. Soft, safe and 
colourful.
'^1 iP's?• ■-'-;*'^/■ ■''■ - -sssiw®
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Country Girl Doll
Big and Lovable. Soon to be a 
favorite in your home. This 
cuddly 28" rag doll comes 
complete with dress and bon­
net.
|J'.J' /' / > ''{
Special
Booby Trap Game
Spring action game for ages 8 
to adult. Players in turn pick 
parts from the spring bar area, 
releasing the tension means 
you lose.
, Special ,,
Puff ’M Play Furniture
Perfectly safe furniture. Inflate 
for use, deflate for storage. 
Designed for approximately 
11Vz" dolls. Five piece set.
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Tonka Mighty Dump Truck ‘Romper Room’ Weebles Circus
Tough, giant, load box raises for dumping. 
18V?" long, 8" wide. Tonka tough and rugged.
Special
The big top turns into a carrying case contain­
ing 3'weebles, a cannon, trampoline plus 
many other circus attractions.
each each
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